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-~-.-World-Wide · 1-. 
C~B AND FORD claabed oa forelp 

poUcy la &be aec;ond deb&&e. 
Jimmy Carter charged that under Preai• 

dent Ford and Secretary of state Kls&nger 
U.S, foreign pollcy hu cea.sed to reflect 
American-ideall.,m, costing this country the 
world's respect. The Democratic nominee 
accused Ford of abdicating international a!· 
fain to Kissinger, under whom Carter said 
the U.S. haa become "the arms merchant of 
the world." Carter_ declared that he would 
end secrecy in the conduct of foreign policy, 
brlilging ,the people back into the procesa 
through "fireside chats" and greater in-
volvement by Congresa. . . -

Carter seemed less nen,owa and 
more forceful than in. the debate 1m· do-
me.!tic iaaves. He-afid. P'<ml c"lasMd fre-
quently, and the dttbate didn't bog dololt 
i11 statistics. . .. . 

':ord denied dMli be hu nm the coontry'a 
foreign a!tairs in secret The President 
t~rmed t:tie U.S. strong and at peace, and he 
cited his administrat1on's diplomatic suc-
cesaes in the Mideast and Atrica. Ford as• 
sailed Carter tor proposing defense-budget 
cuts and charged that the Democrat had 
said he "would look with sympathy to a 
Communist government" In Italy. Carter 
termed that- statement !'ridiculous." 

Carter also duparaged Fard's state-
ment t1'at Yugosl111.tia, Rumania, Poland 
and other Ea3tern European =tions 
are,s't satellites of Moacow: "I -would 
like to · see the President cont/fflCe the 
Poliah•Americaras IJ1'ld the 'Czech,-.4.meri.• 
cans and ' the Rum1J11ian-Americans of 
that, " Carter commented. 

Ford" said U.S. foreign policy already re-
Oects the morality Carter says he would lm-

. part. Hi=_ added that the U.S. Is pressing 
hard for a new strategic-a.rms-limitation.-
pact with the Soviet Union. sending tood to, 
poor natiom and trying to curb the spread 
ot nuclear weapons. Carter, In response, . 
charged that the Republican admlmtrat1ons 
ha.d overthrown an elected government tn 
Chil_e, that of President Allende. 

C-0mpa.nies that cooperate with the Arab 
boycott ot lsrael w1.l.l be ldenwted, Ford 
said. He previ!)Ullly remted congressional 
efforts to penalize such corporations. Carter 
termed the boycott "an absolute disgrace." 

. The Democrat also said he would bar trade 
( with Arab countries If they .shculd reimpose. 

an oil embargo. i . . ' . • · . 
Ford charged Ou1er earlier yesterday 

: with making a slur against blacks when the· 
0 Democratic nominee said laat Aprtl that he 
' fa vorl!d preserving the "ethnic purity'• of '1 

• neighborhoods, a comment tor which Carter , 
· apologized. The President also defended his-

Jlandling ot the Mayaguez rescue off Cambo-
dia In 1975, contending that a oongressional 

' unit's criticai report d the matter was 
. ..'. '1?,art~an.1>_oli!1cs,.'._'._ _,_ _ __ _ __ · 

'A Carter tax adviser said that it the 
Democrat is elected he may propose to cut 
the tax rate to 50% trom 70% tor persons in 
the top bracket and to 10% from 14% tor 
thQl!fl..a.t the bottom. Nevertheless, the most 

• wealthy would pay more ~cause they would 

W. S. _,:rourn_al, J 0/7 /76 _____ _ 

NEWS WRAP-UP 
have iewer deducttons and exclu.sion.s, Jo- · 
seph Pechman of Brookings Institution said. 
He and Carter's pres, aide emphasl2d that 

· Pechman was only giving his own lnterpre- · 
~on ~~er's t!tinking~ _ 

TJIAILA.ND'S GOVERNMENT was over• 
thrown by the armed fol'Ce!I. 

Adm. Sangad Chala.wyu, an antl-Commu.-
. ni.st former military chief, seized power · 
eight hours_atter a campus riot in which a 
right-wing mob killed at lea.st two dozen left-
"L,t students. The students wer.e protesting 
the return to Thailand of Thanem Kittika• · 
cborn, a military · dictator they deposed 

.three years ago to establish civilfan rule. : 
Adm. ~gad abolished the democratic con-

_. ·stttutlon, dissolved parliament, banned pollt- · 
. teal gatherings and closed newspapers. Pre-
mier Seni Pramaj. whom Sangad had 
served as defense minister, was taken Into , 
custody _·•tor his security." · 

The ne1.0 rulers said- they wouldn't ' 
change · farei(jn policy. which has been 

.. gmu,raUy pro-West. An American offi• 
cial in Bangkok said the U.S. would 
100Tk toward good relatiana with the ) 
coup leaders. 
The military govemm~n• faces formlda· 

ble problems. Thailand has a high crime ' 
rate, a Communist ill3Urgency, difficult rela• 
tlons with its Commwust Indochina. neigh• 
bors and a deep division in wealth and view- · 
point between urban residents and the rural 
masses. U.S. troops based In Thailand dur-
il}g the Vietnam war recenUy were with-
drawn because of leftist opposition. · . .. * .. . 

.\ CUBAN AIRLINER craahed near Bar• 
l:Jedoa, kW.lag all '71 penom.aboard. 

The Federal Aviation Administration said 
there may have been an explosion aboard 
the CUbana DC8 shortly alter it left Barba-
dos on a scheduled fiight to Jamaica. Other 
reports Indicated that the pilot encowitered 
engine trouble or heavy rain. He· turned 

,back to Barbados and was about 10 miles 
trQm the cesort island when the plane 
_plwiged into Ole se:1. Small boats immedi-
ately went to the area. tounn l\bout 35 bodies 
but no survivors. 

_ 0ffic-ial3 in Barbados wauldil't com-
ment· ol'i the possibility of • 11 bomb. An -----
ant·i-Castro organization based in Miami 
recently tried unsuccessfully to sabotage 
a Cubana plane ,m the ground at Ja• 
maica • 

* * * ~oactlve fallout from a Chin~se at-
mospheric nuclear test was much lower in . 
the latest tests of milk in Penmylva.nia, , 

. where the _radioactivity first was detected. · 
The State Department said it would again . 

, tell ·China of American opposition to atmos- , 
phertc· tests. President Ford asked the Na- i 
tional Security Council to give him a report . 
on the matter. · · 

* • .. 
Former CBS reporter Daniel Schorr got: 

the CIA report he leaked from someone on 
or very close to the staff of the defunct 
House Intelligence Committee, the House 
Ethics Committee concluded. Although It 
didn' t .cite SehorT for contempt of Congress 
for refusing to disclose his source, the ethics 
panel denounced him tor giving the report to 
the Village Voice and ur1ted the press to U.'le 
grea~r _ ,caution., 
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l l ii~~;s ·-d:,uiFinance 
COPPER PRICES were cut 

tour cents a pound, to 70 cents 
for cathodes, by Phelps Dodge and 
Asarco; others didn't immediately 
follow. Demand for the metal has 
softened since· a . strong upswing 
last spring._ · · · 

.•·., 
(5tor,.on P•ll . 
• · :• * ' 

Consumer credit climbed 
$1.40 billion, seasonally adjusted, 
in August after slowing its growth 
the two previous months. The ac• 

· celeration may have reflected an 
August pi~kup in retail sales. 

*· * . * 
United Au~ Workers leaders 

began seeking- ratification of the 
tentative Ford Motor...a>ntract, a 
process that may prove trouble-
some. The· pact is to be presented 
this morning to the union's na-

. tional Ford council, whose mem• 
bers haye had only general infor· 
mation about the bargaining. 

(Story on P89t 31 

* * * . J. Ray McDermott top execu-
tives engineered over $MO,OOO in 

: bribes to a former Termeco offl-
ciaJ., a Securities and Exchange 
Coznroission suit charged. The 
suit alleged far greater complicity 
by .McDermott's top management 
in questionable activities than the 
company had acknowledged ear-
lier. 

(Slllry OIi ,i_ 

* * * -Dock workers and employe1'3 1 
have settled,. at least for 12 
months, a dispute over container 
cargo handling at North Atlantic · 
ports employing 35,000 longshore-

; men. A job-protection contract 
. feature had been ruled illegal. 

iSIDryon Sl 

* * * Social Security taxes will be 
raised next year by boosting the 
wage base to $16,500 from $15,300; 
the rate remains -5.85% each on 
employers and employes. 

(Sloty art !'ago ., ...... 

w.s. Journal, ]0/7/76 

NEWS WRAP-UP 

... . -____ .: ·- --=------- --- ....--
Alcoa agreed to sell Jamaica a 

6% interest in its · bauxite mining 
and refining operations there, as 
well as all of its l)lining and nonop-
erating lands. . ·Jamaica · would 
lower its bauxite production tax. 

:- . <Slorv. an ,.. n 
I * • • 
St. Joe Mlne.:ai. · expects 1976 

earnings ··to drop. 15o/<r2Qo/o from 
last year's rather than holding 
steady as forecast ~arller. St. Joe 
also said it agreed to acquire Co-

-,qulna o~_for $43.7 million in stock_-

* • * Consumers Power offered $60 
million of new medium-quality 
bonds,- the type that has outper• . 
formed prime-grade corporate is-
sues so far this year. The utility's 
bonds, about 70% sold, were priced 
at 100 with a 9% coupon; that's 
only 0.88 per~entage-~int above 
the going rate on triple-A tele-

i phone debentures. 
: . (Slo"V OIi p- l)) 

* * * Two big stock offerings with a 
total value of over million 
reached the market. BankAmer-
ica. Corp. sold seven million new 
common shares, while Philadel· 

, phia Electric sold four million 
shares. 

(Slorv an Paga lll 

* •. * 
A. new tax provision letting 

U.S. companies bring back profits 
tax-free at any time from Puerto 
Rican subsidiaries could pump up 
to $1 billion into the mainland 
economy, according to the con-
gressional Joint Committee on 
Taxation. A Puerto Rican otticial 
said the feature also is likely to 
spur U.S. inv~stment in the island. 

. <Stor, on P~" 
* * * - United Parcel Service has 

been struck by 74 Teamsters locals, 
in 15 Eastern states since Sept. 15, 
and the walkout is threatening to 
crimp Christmas sales. Ma.nufac• 
turers say their products must be 
delivered to stores by Nov. 15, but 
UPS and the. Teamsters are at an 
impasse. 

The Soviet Union bought more . . . l 
U.S. corn and wheat, bringing its 
total purchases this year almost 
up to the minimum required by an 
~greemen_t. . .. . ... , 

rmcnitt
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Issues Economy 
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Wholesale Prices Surge 

Wholesale prices jumped 0. 9 per cent in September, returning to a 
double-digit annual rate for the first time in nearly a year, the Labor 
Department reported today. 

The inflationary surge, reflecting a 10. 8 per cent annual rate, was a 
drastic reversal of a recent cooling trend that saw wholesale costs decline 
0.1 per cent in August. Not since last October have these prices risen as 
sharply. 

A sharp rise in £arm prices combined with an unusually big increase £or 
industrial commodities to produce the September increase, which is certain 
to promote £ears of a resurgence of inflation and embarass President Ford 
in the waning days of his campaign. 

Farm prices jmnped 1. 9 per 
declines in the past two months. 
reversal of recent trends. 

cent in September following substantial 
Food prices rose 0. 5 per cent, also a 

Industrial prices rose 0. 9 per cent -- the biggest increase in nearly a 
year. This compared to average monthly increases of 0. 6 per cent over the 
past three months, and an average increase of 0. 2 per cent in each of the 
first five months of the year. 

The large increase in industrial prices was more alarming to economists, 
because these prices are less volatile and make up about 70 per cent of the index. 

Prices increased sharply for wood products, fuels, rubber and plastic 
products and transportation equipment. Also up were prices for machinery 
and equipment, metals and metal products and chemicals. 

Over the past three months, industrial prices have risen at an ominous 
compound annual rate of 9. 6 per cent -- compared to declines of 11 per cent 
for farm and food prices. UPI 10/7/76 



-An IRS Analysis·---·-
l Tax Audit Indicates 
i . , • 

Ford's Pock~t Money : 
In, '72-Was $5 a Week. 

· Loan From· a Political Fund 
For Vacation Also Shown:;· 
The Minus Bank Account 

Was the Inquiry Thorough? 
' . 

- · -By JmRY t..\NDAl'ER 
and CHJU5TOPHER A. EVA.NS 

Stall Reporter8 o/ TH.I: WALLSTIUATJOUB:C,U .. 

WASHINGTON-Ever since it be<:ame 
known last month that the Watergate 
cial Prosecutor is · investigating Gerald 
Ford, the White HouM ha.I made a basic 
contention: Mr. Ford WU exhawltively. 
checked before Congress confirmed him aa 
Vice President 1n 1973, so Ilia record 
shouldn't be questioned now. · 

The President himself, 1n a news center• 
ence the other day, reminded the public that · 
he was '•given a clean bW of health, not only · 
by the FBI but the Internal Revenue Ser• 
vice, by Senate and House oomrnitteea, an 
overwhelming vote 1n the House and Sen:, 
ate." ·· 

But questio~now are arising about~-
thoroughness orthe IRS investigation of Mr. 
Ford's tax return., from 1967 to 1972. It now. 

. al.9o is clear that only a few Congt"essmen or i Senators had received an IRS audit report 
· on Mr. Ford in ti.me to read It betore ques• 

tloning him at hla com1rmation hearing-I. · ' 
The Wall Street Journal has obtained a 

copy of the 13-page IRS audit report, lnvolv• 
Ing Mr. 1 Ford's penonal and campaign ti· 
nances, and Its authenticity ha.I been con-
firmed by Philip Buchen, the President's 
White House Counsel. Although the statute 
of llmltattons baa expired on- any campaign. 
financing wues, tax matten could ·:st111 be 
prose~uted, under the law. However. the 
precise nature of the special prosecutor's in• 
vesUgation isn't known. 
Inquiry Continuet1 . 

It"s clear, however, that the Investigation 
by Special P?'oaecutor Charles Rutt ot Mr. 
Ford's past political campaigns Lm't ' over. 
Last month, Mr. Rutt subpoenaed the pollti• 
cal records o1 two maritime unions that 
have contributed more to Ford congres-
sional campaigns than any other single 
source since the early 1960s. nus week, Mr. 
Rutt Intends to interview the presidents of 
the two unions. Jesse Calhoon of the Marine 
Engineers Beneficial A.ssoc!ation and Paa! 
Hall, president of the Sea1ar,irs Intema.< 
tional Union; his subpoenas to the two 
unions and to the Kent County, Mich., 
publican Committee cover the period 1964 to 
1972. . . 

Wall Street Journal, 
10/7/76 
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FORD INVESTIGATION 

The IR}:! report on ll'll', l'ora·s audit 
raises several quesUona that weren't pur• 
sue<1 by the co~ssional committees that 
conducted Mr. Ford's confirmation hear• 
lngs: . 

-The report shows that by tracing Mr. 
Ford's known sources of ca.sh in 1972, IRS 
agents· determined that throughout the year 
he must have got along on $225-or about $5 
a weelt-rn pocket money, a figure thal 
"surprised" even Mr. Ford. according to thf 
agents. Together, Mr. and Ma. Ford man 
aged the entire year on $837.39 tor "mis 
cellaneous, out-of-pocket" ca.sh expendi 
tures, according to the agents, who said the] 
accepted the figure as reasonable. 
"lJttle Need for Caab" 

Mr. Buchen says $5 a week .In poc;kel 
money was ample !or Mr. Ford. " He had 
very little need at any time tor pel'30llal 
cuh," the White Howie Counsel says. 

Mr. Ford traveled extensively between 
Washington and Michigan and throughout 
the country campaigning tor GOP candi• 
dates, ·Mr. Buchen says. The expenses were . 
paid either "from Mr. Ford's own campaign 
funds or were borne by the other parties tor 
whom he made appearances. In Washington; 
his automobile transportation was tunushed 
to him as Minority Leader, (and ) hla lunch~ 
eons wh~n he wasn't involved In meeting3 or 
entertainment were very modest," Mr.· 
Buchen says. · 

- Four times in 1972, checks were written 
on a political account knowmis the Gerald R. 
Ford Fifth District ~ccoont at Union Bank &c 
Trust Co. In Grand Rapids, .}fich., to pay for 
·clothes totaling $871.44 tor Mr. and Mrs-. 
Ford. The IRS agents determined that these 
purchases didn't qualify as political expen-
ses. Instead, the agents held that the pay• 
ments for clothes Ctlt1St1tuted per:10nal in· 
come for the Fords, and the agents docked 
them tor a tax of $435.iT oo that Income. 

Later, in a letter that became part at the 
Senate record of the vice presidential con• 
!!rmatton, a. Ford representative stated that 
the clothing purchases had been "disal• 
lowed" as a business expeme, leaving tht 
Impression that Mr. Ford originally had 
paid for the clothes from a personal ac, 
count. 

-The - IRS report a.bo sbow:s that 011 
Nov. 30, 1972, Mr. Ford paid $1,167 for a 
family ski vacation to Vall, -oilo. , out of the 
same Gerald R. Ford. FUth Dlstr!ct Account 
at the Grand Rapids bank. . 

That account mainly con.."1.st.ed, the-
agents said, of reimbursements tor political 
travel and "some political contributions." 
When the IRS agents who were examining 
hia returns. a year after the trip discovered 
Mr. Ford's use of political Income tor a per-
sonal purpose, they brought It to his a'tten• 
tion. 

"Mr. Ford believed that this amount has 
been repaid," the agents explained In their 
report. "He Instructed Mr. McBain (Robert 
J . McBain, the Ford family accountant) to 
make the necessary reimbursements which 
had been overlooked.'' 

rmcnitt
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y il.fternoon,- Mt.- Budletl orunr 
White Houae staff waa aaked for an explana-
tkm of th1s tranaaction. He stated that, de-
spite the Implication of the IRS report that 
the money wasn't paid ba.ck !or a year, Mr. 
Ford actually reimbursed the FUth Dt.!.triCt-• 
account 18 days later, and on his own irltla· 
tive. Mr. Buchen telephoned Mr. :l.foBa.ln 1n 

: Grand Rapid, and Instructed him to allow-
; The Wail Strfft Journai to ·examine the 

I' canceled reimbursement check and the stub 
---1D Mr. Ford's_bankbook~-------·. 

Yesterday morning In Grano Haptas, Mr . . 
lllcBain's personal secretary, Caroline B. 
Goodllffe, showed the Journal a canceled 
check dated Dec. 18, 1972, and drawn on Mr. · 
Ford's pen,onal bank account at the office ol 1 

- .-.5eant aCArms, of the l:buse of Repre-
aentatives. A stamp on the back of the cheek · 
indicated that it had cleared the Federal Re- . 
serve Bank 1n Richmond, Va., on Jan. U. .' 
1973: The check, totaling $1,187, waa made 
payable to the Gerald R. Ford F1lth District 
Account, Just as Mr. Buchen had said. 

Mrs. Goodltffe also showed the Journal 
the relevant b~ stub 1n Mr. Ford's per• 
sonal bankbook. The stub. ident:Wed the 
check as having been written a.s a "transfer 
item repayment to FUth District acco1.mt for 
plane tickets at Xmas. Per50nal." The stub 
contained this additional information: 

Baiance Brought Forward '-$1,763.87. 
Leu This Check ...... $1,187.00. 
.New Balance ... ·. · ...• .:..$2,930.87. 
·When the Journal's reporter a.sited about 

the minus sigrui, Mrs. Goodlltfe, who has 
been employed by Mr. McBain for more 
than five ye&l'3, stated, "He was overdrawn 
at the time." -

When Mr. McBain W'&II asked for an ex• 
. planation, he said: "Sometimes people write 

checks and hold them, and they're not over-
dr.awn. I suppose he'd done that Within a 
few days-a week to 10 daya7 he was 1n the 
black again, definitely. The handling of this 
is juat like any other person's account. Tech• 
nically your book Is overdrawn but your 
banlc isn't." 

Mr. McBain declined to show the Journal 
any other checks or stubs. so it isn't known- . 
how much time passed before the overdraft I 
in the bank book was ellminated. and It also 
isn't known whether the overdraft was a 
one-time occurrence or reflected a pattern. 

Mr. Buchen asserted 'that "the tmportant 
thing" was that the reimbursement check 

, supplied by Mr. Ford didn't bounce .. The 
'White- House Counsel said the check was 
covered by an automatic deposit ot Mr. 
Ford's monthly salary. (As Hou~e Minority 
Leader, Mr. Ford was earning $49,500 a 
year.,. 

When Mr. Buchen at the 'White House 
was asked to authorize Mr. McBain to make 
available more Information. he decllned. 

The IRS a.gents who did the 1973 audit ap-
parently never saw the checlt the Journal 
was shown yesterday. A spokesman for the 

declined to discuss the procedures fol• 
, lowed In the audit, or to answer any ques• 

tions about the audit's thoroughness. 
Some ot those questions involve the 

a.gents' conclusion that $5 a week for 
"miscellaneous living eiq,enses" during 1972 
was a sufficient amount for Mr. Ford tQ get 
by on.. 

Regarding his 1972 cash situation, the 
IRS report says Mr. Ford "eiq,lained the ab-, 
sence of checks to cash" in 1972 in several 
ways. For one thing, the report said. "Betty 
(his wife) also writes checks to Farllngton 
Beauty Salon ; in round amounts. The 
amounts appear to be for more than her 

-5-

hair; H:l believes she is receiving cash." - 1 
Additionally, the report said, "He was 

surprised lli.mself to know he can go through 
a week spending $5 or less because of his , 
numerous meetings and lunches paid by ot~ . 
ers, particularly during the campaign sea--
son. When he ls on the road In his congres- , 
sional district, all 3 meals each day ·are paid . 
for by some political or social group." · 

The report added: 
. "At a later discussion. Mr. Ford stated, ' 

when asked a.bout the number of times he-: 
eats at "the House of Representatives restau• • 
rant personaily and the cost, that 'the House 
session starts at 12 noon and he: only eats 
there tvro, possibly three times a month.' He 
also sta'ed that ·the cost' ot his wrull,l lunch of 
cottage cheese and unsw-.etened grapefruit' 
juice is very nominal." 

The agents stated that "a:3 a resuit of dis-
cussions with the ta."<l)ayer and analysts of 
the canceled checks by the agents, it is our 
conclusion that there was sufficient cash for 
miscellaneous living expenses. Substantial 
living expenses were paid by check 1n 1972." 

The agents apparently never sought to 
check Mr. Ford's speculat1on regarding his 
wife's checks to her hairdresser. Mrs. Ma-
delyn Bourbeau. manager ot the Fairllngton 
Beauty Salon In Alexandria, Va., told a 
Journal reporter TUesday that she has never 
been contacted by · the IRS about Mrs. · 
Ford's check-writing habits. Mrs. Bourbeau, 
who remembers Mrs. Ford as a regular cus-• 
tomer in those· days, says she "very rarely" 
wrote checks for more thaii the cost of the 
hairdressing services. Mrs. Bourbeau has 
been the manager ot the salon since 1958. 
(The name of the salon was misspelled 1n the . 
IRS audit report.) 

The two ms agents, and a supervisor 
from the Detroit district ottice, who were a.s~ 
signed to the Ford audit say they aren't per• . 
milted to di3cuss any taxpayer's return. "I 
don' t want to make any statements that 
could · get me in trouble," Ag(!nt J o"eph 
Miller said. At IRS headquarters, a spokes-
man rejected suggestions that the agents 
were Intimidated by their task. "~ese peo- . 
ple have the competence to tackle any audit, j 
no matter who the taxpayer Is," the spokes-1 
man declared. , . 1 
· :, Whatever can be said about the adequacy · 

of the IRS audit, few members ot Congress , 
acting on the contirmation at .Mr. Fora aa ! 
Vice President got to see the report before : 
they voted. Partly because of the rush to fill 
the vacancy left by Spiro Agnew's resigna• 
tion, the Senate confirmation hearings had 
been concluded by t.'le time Rules Committee ' 
Chairman Howard· Cannon of Nevada ob· 
tained a - copy of the· IRS e.xamlnation. As 
committee staff aides recall. only Sen. Can• 
non and GOP Sen. Marlow Cook of K,mtucky 
read the report before the 1..'0mmittee voted. 

In the House, Chairman Peter Rodino of 
ll~. Judiciary Committee wasn't Inclined to 

let members ·grill a douse colleague 1n 
untriendly fashion. "If go on, we are 
going to go on indefinitely and lntermina• 
bly," Mr. Rodino said in closing the hear• 
lngs on Nov. 26-13 days atter IRS commis• 
stoner Donald Alexander had sent the IRS 
report to Capitol Hill. 

Although the IRS appears satist1ed with ; 
Mr. Ford's personal accounting of his ft., 
nances. !or the· yea.rs involved, there are In• 
dlcations that Pro.9ecutor Rutt has aaked the 
White House for President Ford's personal 

· financial record.9. Last Friday, White House 
Counselor Buchen summoned acco1.mtant. 
McBain to Washington from Grand Rapid.9. 
The accountant brought copies ot flnanciai 

1 documents that were being stored In a bank 
vault, -and after conferring with .Mr. Buchen 
for 10 hours, Mr. McBain reluctantly ac• 
knowledged that he had been asked ·•to help 
a bit with the Investigation." :Mr. Buchen, 
however, wouldn't say whether ~cutor 
Ruff has requested inlonnatibn about Mr. 
Ford's personal finances. 
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POLL FINDS CARTER WON DEBATE NARROWLY 

A nationwide Associated Press poll Thursday found that Jimmy Carter 
scored slightly ba:ter than President Ford in their second debate on foreign 
and defense policy. The telephone survey of more than one-thousand registered 
voters made immediately after the San Francisco debate found neither Carter 
nor Ford the clearcut winner. 

But 38 per cent of those polled said Carter had won, while just over 34 
and a-half per cent gave the nod to Ford. And 2 7 per cent called it a draw 
or said they didn't know who won. 

Carter's margin over Ford was statistically small. But the ·scores in 
his favor were consistent throughout the varied questions asked in the poll, 
giving strength to the poll's basic finding on who won. 

· The theoretical margin of error for a sample of this size is about two 
and nine-tenths per cent in either direction i£ the results are projected to 
stand for the reaction of the entire viewing audience. AP Morni.o:g Shows 10-7 

1 ... . ... ........ . 

Richmond Times-Dispatch, 9/23/76 
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College Professors Say Carter Won Debate 

Washington AP - Jimmy Carter won the second campaign debate by a 
whisker over President Ford, in the view of five prominent college debate 
coaches. 

The panelists juding the debate for The Associated Press _used a scorecard 
that gives each contestant from one to five points in each of six categories. 
Two of the coaches called Carter the winner by two points. Two others picked 
Ford by a single point. 

The fifth judge called it a dead heat on the basis of points, but awarded 
the decision to Carter on a tie-breaker standard used for college debates. 
AP 10/7 /76 

\ 
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Ford nFelt Goodn About Debate 

President Ford feels nvery good" about his foreign policy debate with 
Jimmy Carter, but says his Democratic opponent failed to give "specific 
answers to specific questions. 11 

Betty Ford, in a phone call after the second debate at the Palace of Fine 
Arts Theater Wednesday night, assured her husband he had won. 

Asked what he thought, Ford quipped, "I seldom disagree with my wife, 
and so on this occasion I will agree with her. 11 UPI · 

Secretary Kissinger phoned Ford to say he had "taken the offensive and 
had been affirmative about our successes." UPI 

Ford said he answered all the debate questions and set forth his policies. 

11I think we did all right. I felt comfortable. I answered the questions 
specifically and I feel very good about tonight.'' 

Ford said he thought Carter was "very general. 11 

"He covered a great many issues without talking about any answers. 
Therefore, I thought he ought to be pinned down and I thought the questioner 
made a big effort to do so. I certainly hope that the American people will 
make certain the future that he gives specific answers to specific questions." CBS 

Addressing an enthusiastic group of supporters after the debate, Ford said, 
"How many of you can remember just a few weeks ago when the polls who showed 
we were 32 per cent behind. I'd much rather be a slow starter than a fast 
finisher. " 

Ron Nessen had told reporters Wednesday night the Ford forces will try 
to change the debate format. He said they will request that the candidates be 
required to talk about the subject of the question, which he said Carter did not do. 

( CBS, NBC) 

The President's chief debate consultant, Mike Duval, laughed when he 
hear of Nessen's statement terming it the "Nessen Amendment". Duval 
called it a rhetorical ploy and said the White House has no plans to change 
the format. (CBS, NBC) 

The President will campaign all day Thursday in the Los Angeles area before 
moving on to Oklahoma and Texas for the weekend. AP, UPI morning shows 10/7 /76 
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Dole Calls Ford Winner 

Senator Robert Dole, after watching the debate, said President Ford 
clearly won the debate and that Jimmy Carter didn 1t really come to debate. 

Addressing reporters after the debate, Dole said, 111£ the American people 
came to see a foreign policy debate they saw President Ford debate foreign 
policy. I£ they came to watch a politician trying to get votes, they saw Gov. 
Carter trying to get votes. 11 (CBS) 

Dole added, 11 President Ford in his closing statement, said there's two 
only two thinks that matter and that• s experience and results and he's had 
experience and results. Governor Carter had no experience and all he did 
was nitpick .throughout the 90 minutes as far as I could find. 11 (NBC} 

Dole will campaign in M_ichigan and Illinois and will take several days 
next week to study for his debate with Sen. Mondale. AP, UPI, NBC, CBS 10/ 7 / 76 



Carter DEBATE 

Carter Says He Kept Ford on Defensive 

Jimmy Carter says he doesn 1t know if he won his second debate with 
President Ford, but feels 1'pretty good 11 about the confrontation because he 
kept Ford on the defensive. 

11lt' s a horrible administration to try to defend, so he was on the defensive, 
I felt, all the way through the debate, 11 Carter told reporters as he left the 
stage. (Morning shows) 

Carter was jubilant as he asked a rally of 9, 000 people "Anybody wanna 
debate? 11 The partisan crowd roared back their approval of his performance. 
"How about that, wasn't that something? 11 he added, and the crowd roared again. 

Carter continues campaigning today, meeting with labor leaders in San 
Francisco before flying to Salt Lake City for a private meeting with Mormon 
leaders and a speech to an education group. He ends the day at a dinner in 
Los Angeles where he will campaign Friday. 

"I feel pretty good about it, but I'm so deeply involved in it personally 
I can't make a judgment, 11 Carter said of the debate. 111 felt the first one was 
about a draw and I felt better about this one. " (ABC - CBS) 

111 think I won, but I'm sure he feels the same way, 11 Carter said. Carter's 
staff said his performance was better than the first meeting in Philadelphia, 
where Carter appeared nervous in the opening minutes and did not hit his stride 
until halfway through the session. 

111 think we've laid to rest the is sue the Republicans have tried to raise 
that Jimmy's not qualified and competent in the area of foreign policy, 11 said 
his press secretary Jody Powell. He kept Mr. Ford on the defensive a good 
portion of the evening and as a result the President made a few mistakes. 11 NBC 

One of Carter I s aides said part of his strategy last night was to make the 
points he wants even though they may not be in direct response to the questions. 
President Ford had complained about that strategy. If the polls show that Carter 
wond the debate, he may be reluctant to change that strategy, Kenley Jones 
reported. NBC 

Carter staffers were reJ01c1ng. They knew the previous 90 minutes had 
made their jobs easier, especially from Ford's comment on Eastern Europe, 
Bill Wordham (ABC). 

Hamilton Jordan said, "We've been held accountable for the past few weeks 
for things 'that Carter has said and I'm sure that Mr. Ford will be held 
accountable for what he's said. 11 (ABC) AP, UPI Morning shows 10-7-76 
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Mondale Says Ford Facts "Unreal" 

Sen. Walter Mondale says some of the foreign policy points President Ford 
made in his debate with Jimmy Carter were "inconsistent with the facts II and 
"unreal. 11 

Mondale watched the Wednesday night faceoff in his hotel suite in Omaha, 
a stop on his midwestern tour. 

Mondale said that in Ford's presentation, "we heard no philosophy, no 
direction, no concern for the repression in Chile that we helped bring about; 
no concern about how we have turned our backs on Greece, now that she is a 
democracy, in that desperate dispute over Cyprus; no discussion about how we 
supported Portuguese colonial rule over Angola. 11 

"Ford's foreign policy amounts to 11no plan at all. 11 

Mondale added that a Carter Administration could "put America back to work 
and we could do it without a war and have done it without a war. 11 (CBS) 

He told reporters, "I think the President made a major error in expressing 
the belief that the eastern European nations were autonomous and independent 
of Soviet control ... to mention Poland as being free from Soviet control is about 
as unreal as anything I can imagine. 11 

"I have never heard a high official make a statement more inconsistent 
with the facts than that. 11 

Mondale said, "You've just heard the next President of the United States 
Jimmy Carter prove that he's the person that should conduct the foreign policy 
of this country. If I heard correctly tonight, I heard the President say that 
Eastern European countries are autonomous and independent of the Soviet Union. 
Any student in the sixth grade in a Nebraska grade school who gave that answer 
would be passed over until the next year. 11 (NBC) - AP, UPI, CBS, NBC 10-7 -. 76 
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Newsmen Discuss Debates 

Washington Post columnist Joseph Kraft and Newsweek political writer 
Hal Bruno discussed Thursday night debate with Tom Brokaw and both agreed 
Carter did not prove he could carry out foreign policy, but both candidates 
came out with a lot of campaign rhetoric. 

Edwin Newman, moderator of the first debate, also discussed the 
evening activities. 

Bruno and Newman both said Carter hit "below the belt" on his sarcastic 
comment that the President remembered the date of the SALT agreement. 

Kraft said Carter had no substantial answers on how to contend with the 
Russian arms buildup. Bruno said, however, that Carter at least proved he 
could discuss foreign policy although he doesn't have the experience Ford has. 

Kraft and Bruno agreed the President overdid and over stated himself on 
the hard line to the Russians when he said the Soviets did not dominate Eastern 
Europe. Bruno also said it was not true that the US doesn't sell arms to 
communist countries because they are sold to Yugoslavia. 

Both candidates outdid each other on support for Israel, Bruno said. 

Kraft mentioned emphatically the President missed many opportunities 
to defend his record and come on strong. He was too concerned with dates 
and therefore let Carter slip in the punches. Kraft and Bruno agreed Ford 
conveyed a presidential image. 

Newman said both men were more forceful and saracastic than in the first 
debate. Both, however, looked at times as though they were straining to 
remember memorized answers. 

Jimmy Carter was not responsive to many questions particularly the first 
question. All reporters agreed. 

Tom Brokaw said Ford's comments on Eastern Europe will produce two 
dangerous results: an image of naivete and an area for the Carter forces to 
exploit, which is just what the White House did not want. 

Both candidates probably consolidated a little basic support, but probably 
gained few new votes, Bruno and Kraft agreed. 

Kraft said perhaps Carter, in his opinion, came out somewhat ahead, but 
Bruno said he felt Ford did slightly better. 

Edwin Newman said the debates are serving a very useful purpose and that 
Americans are proving to be well informed, careful and not fooled. Today Show 10/7 
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CBS Reporters Assess Second Debate 

The President and Jimmy Carter in their second debate were "To a 
certain degree, ... using a different vocabularly to enunciate essentially 
the mainlines of foreign policy, 11 Bernard Kalb said today. 

Bruce Morton agreed that both Ford and Carter were "pretty close 
together" on the main is sues and that there was merely a difference in style. 

Ed Bradley said that Carter was definitely stronger in terms of style 
than he was in the last debate. He was more relaxed, aggressive and 
"lost the differential air" to Ford he had had. Carter came out against 
Ford in his opening statement, and did a "very good job'' of presenting all 
his issues throughout the debate, Rabel noted. 

Bernard Kalb stated that Carter was "thrusting and cutting" while Ford 
kept his stand rather than cutting any new ground. 

The CBS reporters acknowledged that Ford made a major political 
mistake in his remarks about Eastern Europe. Bob Schieffer said Ford can 
say 11Adios, Milwaukee" with his statement that those countries are not under 
Communist domination. -- CBS Morning News, 10/7 /76 
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Reaction Harsh Among Poles, Lithuanians 

Stanley Michalak of Chicago says President Ford is "a fool" if he considers 
Poland free of Russian domination. Thomas Johnson of Cleveland says "I think 
he's fulla ... 11 

After the second televised aebate between Ford and Jimmy Carter, reactions 
were quick and bitter to Ford's description of several eastern European countries 
as "independent" of the Soviet Union. 

Michalak, an engineer whose parents immigrated to Chicago from Warsaw, 
was angered by the remarks. 

"The man's a fool if he thinks Poland is free of Russian control," he said. 
"I don't think anybody who thinks Eastern Europe is free has any business being 
President of the United States. He sold out eastern Europe in Helsinki, then 
comes on TV and says Eastern Europe is free. He's a liar or an idiot. " 

Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky, Chairman of the National Captive Nations Committee 
and Professor of Economics at Georgetown University in Washington, said he was 
"shocked to hear President Ford state and even try to defend this preposterous 
statement ... 11 

"In my judgment and that of millions of Americans that statement was 
incredible," he added. 

None of the early reaction upheld that view, however, and Gen. Brent 
Scowcrost told reporters the Russians have £our divisions of troops in Poland 
although he said that did not contradict the President's thesis. 

Mrs. Rose Wozjechowicz of Chicago said Ford was "very wrong. 11 

"It's not true, 11 she said. "Poland is little Russia. Everything is Russia, 
Russia. There is no more Poland. Only the name, the Polish language, but 
no Poland." 

One recent Polish immigrant, asking not to be identified, spoke in Polish: 

"Nobody is free from Russia ... and the people in Poland who are praying 
that someday they will be free again, they have to count on the United States to 
speak for them. What he said was not what they £eel. 11 
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Many Lithuanian-Americans, quite vocal in opposition to the Helsinki 
Pact, also seemed stunned by Ford's statement. 

"He's damn crazy, 11 said Vytautas Lapinskas, a Chicago resident. ''He's 
up there talking about how free we are. And he says eastern Europe is free. 
I wonder if he even knows mat the word means. " 

Jeanne Kraukas, a Chicago college student, charged that Ford has 
"already sold out Lithuania and all of Eastern Europe and now he's just 
saying it's okay, they're free from Russia. Well that's bull ••• He's 
done more.for Soviet communism than Lenin." UPI 10-7-76 

'We Are Expecting .to Add to the Collection Before Nov. 2' 

, 

BONERS '76 
; ., , . 

San Antonio Light, 10/1/76 
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Farmers, Defense Workers Watch Debates 

NBC presented the reaction of two different groups of people to the 
Carter-Ford debates Wednesday night. 

A group of farmers viewing the debates in Minnesota were unanimous 
in their disappointment that neither the President nor Jimmy Carter said 
anything about grain exports. 

One man commented that President Ford in the past has tried to take 
credit for the first export but the farmers made no money on it. The farmers 
had wished their favorite police show had been shown instead. 

Viewing the debates with a group of defense plant workers, NBC heard the 
following comments: 

--If Carter is President, he'll put people back to work 
at Lockheed. 

--Ford was better, more positive, he identified the B-1 bomber 
issue and Carter still avoids the issues. 

--Both men did well, much better than the reporters who questioned them. 

-- Carter will cut defense budget so how can we have a strong defense. 

--Carter makes one think of a man locked out of a house trying to find 
any window he can to get in. Today Show 10/7 /76 
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Panamanian Ambassador: Carter Would 
Raise Price on Treaty 

DEBATES 

The Panamanian ambassador to the United States said Carter "has raised 
the price tag" for a new tready_between the two countries. 

"If he (Carter) is elected it would be up to the people and the government 
of Panama to decide if they are prepared to pay that price. We would have 
liked ·President Ford to be more definite and precise in his own intentions, 11 

said Ambassador Nicolas Gonzalez-Revilla. AP 10/7 /76 
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:· · ·l;he Sec·ond-Pre~idential Debate - : 
Last night's presidential debate· was an en- . tion. He emphasized repeatedly that the nation 

counter in ·which an adept challenger could is at peace, that American diplomacy is cur-
_score· points by focusing on what he considers rently triumphant in the Middle East and in.' 
the mishandllng · of certain incidents or develop-' ' creasingiy effective in southern Africa But 
ments of the last few years as eviden<:1! of for- ~aving made the..,::e points, he failed to elaborate 
eign policy failures. This Governor Carter did. them . with• the vision of liope voters craves 
He;could pounce with telling effect on the Ford . The President's performance also containetj 
and Nixon administration's support of the ty- obvious flaws that seemed far greater than any 
ranniC3l regime in Chile. He could cite the lack Governor Carter commitied. He put forward 
of progress on SALT negotiations without refer- the thoroughly unbelievable theory that Poland ' 
ence to obstructive or delaying actions on the and Romania are not under the domina'tion of 
Soviet side. He could exploit Ameri~an failures. the. Soviet Union. He may have meant that the 
elsewhere without precisely telling how he . people of these countries remain indomitable in . · 
would. have dealt with implacable enemies in spirit. But he did-not say that. He made an even 
these trouble spots. He could do all this because worse mistake later when he bragged that he 
he~-and used-the advantages of the · had just signed a tax bill penalizing corpora- _ 
non-incumb'eut in matters of foreign affairs. · tions that engage in the Arab boycott. In actual-
. The common pre-debate wisdom gave Presi- ity the Ford administration opposed this unwise 
dent Ford the advantage because. as incumbent.· use of tax authority while the Republican lead-
he would have access to the all the information ership allowed a ~ser approach to die. 
and rational_e underlying foreign policy. But this Mr. Carter's major weakness on first impres-
common wisdom overlooked one key aspect of sion seo-med to be in a lack of gener<>!ity in ac-
the KeMedy-Nixon debates of 1960. In t'1ese de- knowledging certain American strengths he will . 
bates, John Kennedy often held the initative be- be happy to-use if he is President. He ignored : 
cause he could grieve over alleged American recent accomplishments, or suggested they are 
weaknesses found at the end of an era in which failures, and when challenged on whether he did 
Richard Nixon served as vice president. And he not think America the strongest nation in the 
could· envisage a world in . which the United world he retreated into some of his favarite 
States would be stronger, more respected and moralistic homilies. These- may have been in- 1 
more widely admired. _ tended to cQver over his tendency-perhaps his 

Confronted with the Carter version of the correct tendency-to take as tough a position on 
Kennedy attack, President Ford tried strongly _certain . world trouble spots as the President. 
at first, then- more feebly as he went along, to But it did not work. Mr. Carter's penchant for 
def end the accomplishments of his administra- ambiguity shown through again. . - . 

• -- • • • • - , ·-- · ___ .!.,...J. • · •- • -· · · • · · - - · .... . .. . 

Baltimore Sun, ]0(7/76 
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·Ha1·1=is Survey .. , -·.-~-~~~---· .. --·--·~ 
J\lQ!!d~~ :::·t!!l~i~~~el})' •thanJ)rile_J 

By · Louis Harris 
.. SEN. WALE~,-M~Nii~ is helping 
- - Jflitmy .Carter more m this eleetioi, than 

Sen. Robert Dole is helping Gerald ·rord 
according to the. voters. ' . ·' · 

Whi;n • asiced -~ clloose·· be.t'Vee~ · 'don--
dale and Dole for vice ~side1t, a .. .ross _: 

. sectjon o.f 1,516 voters prefers · Mondale 
. by_ 48 t? 36 per cent. This .margin of 12 ' 
points is greater than the 50 to· 41 per ' ·: 

:·- cent .lead t.pat Jimmy. Carter 'now has . ·•· 
over Presidetit rord nationwide. . ·~ 

When Carter picked Mo.ndale as his· . _ .-
running !llate, jt was . :widely assumed 
that lie wanted .someone who would sit .... 
well ~th !+{orthern labor and ,the liberal ' ;; 
segments. of the .. Democratic Party. To- -~: 
day .Monc;fale .is ruiutiI1g stronger against. .. 
Do}e .th.an Cart~r is against Ford among '. , 

, uruo~ members and am.ong. liberals na- , .: 
tion.wide. In addition, Mondale· is also ... ' 
ahea(,of'))~le •~orig ·.independent vat.:::'., 
ers, professional people,. voters with in• .. . :·-.: 

· ~s ol ~15,000 · and over, and ·.the col- ,. ·:, 
. lege-educat-ed . . In eacli · of these seg-· ,;; 
. ments. .. o( .tl)e: el~or~te, earter- is· now ;·. 
· running behind President Ford. " 

. THE' P~ AR~~ of .ilie · c~untry where. · .. 
Mondale is cons1derably w~aker than ' > 

. ,Carter .is the . So1;1th. But even in the ·-•'. 

. South, Mondale is preferred · to Dole by -=• 
a 43-to-37 per· cent margin. So it seems- .. .:.• 
that 'Mon~I~· is :. not the dram on the 

. Carter ticket · below: ·' .the Mason-Dixon· · · ·-
: line ' that somi Republicans had as- . ·~ 

.sume.d, and he is making a. positive con-
. 'tributi~n to voter· support else:where. .., 
. ·. Neverthele_sa; .· neither- . Mondale . nor .. :, 
, Dole has become an American household ,· 

word. A full 45 per cent of tlie elector- ·• 
.ate . do not · feef farilillar with . Mondale ,., 

1 and an even higher· 50 per cent ·are unfa-. , 
miliar with Dole. . : · . · · · · • 

Among. those . voters who' .are familiar _; 
with, them, the vice presidential candi- , · 
dates are felt . to be- on opposite sides of . , 
the political spectrum. A 53 per cent 
majority of those who know Mondale 
describe his political philosophy as "lib-
eral," while S2 per cent of the voters 
familiar with Dole believe him to be a 
"conservative." Yet their perceived ideo• . 
logical ·difference does not seem to be ' 
very important. Among voters who call · 
themselves conserva~ves, Dole is pre- , 
!erred .t.o Mondale by a relatively close ..1 
48 to .;19 per .cent, in contrast . to the 54 · l 

. · to 37 per cent of conservatives· who pre- . 
fer -f«d to !i~' ·,·.· ~. :·· ·: .:··. . · 
Chicago Tribune, ]0/7/76 

. -~--....-· 

- ·-·-·- -- · 
THE FACr" .thafv~te~-·;e-f~;· .. , 

~-· dale to. Doi~ is. proba~y _ dut: -~ · t.J?.f ~aY. : 1 

they .. perce1~e . the. p~nonalities of the .. -. 
·.:·, two . . ~didates - as .·tliey have ~cam~ , 
·:: paigned ~oun~_, the · ~~li7• ·undoubted< .~ 

ly a handicap for Dole was the specula- . . 
tion:--that he was going to .be a kind of · · 
political "hit man" · who would go after . 
Carter and try to get him : to blow his . 
cool. .. , . , ·. . 

If Mondale is to have ·an important 
influence on the outcome of t~ ejection, 
it could well be in the biggest six states 
of tlie. North, which are likely to deter-
mine the next President. Mon&le runs 
a strong 48 to 34 per cent ahead of Dole ' 
in California, New York, Pennsylvania, 

' Dlinios; Ohio, and 'Michigan, contrasted 
with a much narrower 48-to-43 per cent 
Iead Carter holds over Ford. 

Of course, the cllanees of either Mon-
dale or . Dole having, a· .de<:isive effect on 
the ele<:tion• are not. high, despite· the -: 
fact that . four of the last six:. Presidents 
served Vice President before sue-

, ceeding to . the·.· White · ·House~· two 
·. men running· for the. top spot tend to 
: dominate all the· news, and the ultimate 

choice in the minds of most voters will 
come down·to a .selection ·between them. 

Indeed, · in · next week.'s national tele-
vised debate between· Mondale and Dole, 
the candidates are like!y : to spend more·· 
of their time supporting their presiden° 
tial·. running mates than putting forward • 
ar-guments of their ·own. Nonetheless, if 
the elect:ion turns out to be close, it is 
ju.st possible that in.1976 the choices for 

- the second place on the ticket can make 
a critical difference. = . · 

. RECENTLY, the Harris Survey asked 
a cross section of 1,516 voters: 

"In the race for vie~ president, if you 
had to choose right now, would yoti vote 
for Sen. Walter Mond~e, the ,Democrat, 
or Sen. Robert Dole, the Rebublican?" 

MONDALE VS. OOLE /COit VICE ,-·RESIDENT 

NATIONWIDE 
By Nl!liOII. 

Eut 
, Midwfft· 

south 
West · 

· BY l'olltlcal l"lrtv 
Reaubllan 
Democratic 
lndeHnellflt 

Sy PhllMOIIIIY 

MO!ldllt . Dole 
"' 

41 34 

50 
"' .. 
SA 
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JO 
41 

J7 
32 

. 7t 
17-• 
36 

Not 3ure .. ,, 
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23 
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I V-P. i1t1paCI: · Morlda·1·e rated 
stroriger 'where it counis' . 

By Godfrey Sperttng Jr. where his lead over the President µiay be so 
Staff qorrespondent of wide that he is able to absorb· the drain that · 

· The €hristian Science Monitor comes from having a Northern liberal as his · 
/ .~ . Washington running mate. 

Monitor sowtdings indicate that Democratic Yet, in the end, senator Mondale could "be 
vice-presidential ~didate Walter Mondale is the difJerence" _in Mr. Carter's .losing several 
turning out to be a major plus for Jimmy Car- Southern states - such _as· Texas, Louisiana, 
ter - while ~bert Dole's assistance to Presi- Mississippi, North Carolina, Virginia, and Flor-
dent Ford on the GOP ticket seems to · be ida, close observer.s say. · __ 
somewhat less. Among oth~r things : ' . These · assessments ~me -from- - veteran 

• Senator . Mondjl!e is helping Mr - Carter newsmen around the United States and are . 
:where he needs it/most - all across the North confirmed by what politic~ans of both parties . 
and, particularly,_ in the liberal. strongho!ds in both out in the field and here in Washington 
Wisconsin, Massachus~tts. New York, Illinois, now are saying. . - · _ 
Mlthigan;.nnecticut, and the District of Co- Most of thesif observers report that voter in-
lumbia. · ,. terest in both vice-presidential candidates is 

only of slight or relative importance to the out-
• Senator Dole is turning out to be a plus come- of the Nov. 2 election - that the voters 

and of help to the -President in some of the are concentrating mainly on the two presiden- · 
farm areas - in fndiana. Kansas, Nebraska; tial · candidates, what they are like, and what 
and Wisconsin. they saying: . 

But he · seems to have had ·mue effect in From the outset of the campaign,- both 
such' agricultural states (or .. partial ones) as Messrs. Mondale and Dole have had to over--
Iowa, Kentucky, Minnesota. Ohio, and Ten- come a widespread public ignorance abouL 
nessee. . . them. 

And his placement on the GOP ticket is re- But Mr. Mondale seems to have been b~tter 
~anted as a "negative" in Illinois and. Mich- known than ~fr. Dole - and still is. 
igan. . . ,Senator Dole's efforts to ease farmer anti• 
. • Senator Mondale 15 weake~g the Cart~r pathy toward President Ford (because of the 

~cket a~ross the_ South - particularly as his ·~embargo) have made some headw . 
liberalism lS perceived, and many conserva- . · · - . - · - - : - ay 
tives in that region ~gin to regard -the whole But 11:1 recen~ days he has been highly criti-
Carter-Mondale ticket as being too ,liberal for _cal Qf Just-resi~ed Secretary of Agriculture 
them. . .. · , Earl Butz for his much publicized racial slur. 

I But. by and large, Mr. Mondale hurts Mr .. And this; of itself, could well damage Mr. Dole 
· carter where he can stand it most - in a South among farmers who generally, have a high re-
. . · , , . gard for Mr. Butz. · . · 

c.s. Monitor, ]0/7/76 

Senator Mondale now is spearheadini the at- . 
ta.ck on President Ford - his latest blast being 

_ one in which he seeks to show that the Presi-
dent - while in Congress and later as vice-

. president - was slow to lend his support to the . 
tmcovering of Watergate. 

Further, Mr. Mondale charges that Mr. Ford 
has not acted to end the Watergate atmosphere 
in Washington. · 

These are considered by many harsh 
charges against a President who has been 
widely regarded as decent and moral. Could 
such criticism backfire and damage . Mr. Car-
ter? It is a risk that Senator Mondale is taking 

- and one that Mr. Carter is letting him take. . 
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UPI Survey: GOP to Pick Up Only One New Governor 

Republicans who hold less than one-third of the Nation's statehouse, appear 
likely to pick up only one governorship in the Nov. 2 elections, a United Press 
International Survey showed today. 

The assessment of prospects in the 14 states electing governors this year 
was based on available polls and political estimates from UPI bureaus. 

It showed Republicans capturing three statehouses now held by Democrats, 
and Democrats ousting the GOP in two, with one state rated as a tossup. 

The biggest state expected to turn over is Illinois, where Republican 
James Thompson holds a strong lead over Democrat Michael Howlett. 

Other Republican gains expected this year are in Delaware, where Rep. 
Pierre Dupont is favored to oust Democratic Gov. Sherman Tribbit, who has 
had woes with his prison system in his first term; and Utah, where GOP 
Attorney Gmeral Vernon Romney leads Democrat Scott Matheson for the seat 
of retiring Gov. Calvin Rampton. 

The Democrats are expected to cut their losses with wins in North Carolina, 
where Democratic Lt. Gov. James Hunt leads David Flaherty, and West 
Virginia, where Democrat Jay Rockefeller is believed the front-runner against 
former Gov. Cecil Underwood. 

New Hampshire, where Republican Gov. Meldrim Thomson is challenged 
by Democratic State Sen. Harry Spanos, is regarded as a tossup race. 

States where Republicans are believed safe are Indiana, Missouri and 
Washington, where King County (Seattle) executive John Spellman appears 
to be ahead of Democrat Dixie Lee Ray. 

Democrats are leading for seats they already hold in Arkansas, Montana, 
North Dakota, Rhode Island and Vermont, where Secretary of State Stella 
Hackel is in line to become the nation's second woman Governor in her contest 
with Richard Snelling. UPI 10-7-76 
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. P;e-EleCtio~ ShQwings 
. ' . .. ... 

. ,:Of: 'President's Mell' ; 
. - -· \ ' : ' :... . 

SACRAMEN'l'o, Calif. <UPn-'War- · said, ~til Oct. 20 in. preparation for 
ner Bros._ has booked the politically · the "second break" of the Watergate 
sensitive movie "All The President's picture. .. 
Men" into 600 theaters nationwide to · One northern California movie dis-
rtlll.in . the final two weeks before the tributor;Dani~ Pocchini o.f....Petaluma, : 
Nov. 2· election, it was learned Wed• said,he was · ordered by Warner Bros. 
nesdayr'- . - · latalast month not to book the movie · 

The rwt will be heavily ·publicized until Oct. 20 to inCJ"ease the impact of 
by what an&''. Warner executive de- . the second opening. , 
scribed as a "good" advertising . ·. In-Chicago, for example, the picture . 
budget. · will not · appear at movie houses until 

Oct. 22 when it will open in several 
. In a · television interview, Sandy· major theaters. a Warner spokesman _ 

Wilk, a. ~kesman· for Warn8t' Bro~ . reported. . 
Distributing , ~orp. 11?; Hollywood, The motion plcture is based on · the · 
branded as · 'ridiculo?S any sugg~s- · . behind-the-scenes story of how Wash• 
tion that. the scheduling coul~ be lll~ ington Post reporters Carl Bernstein 
terpr:e~d as a _move to, possibly e~- and Bob Woodward covered the 

barrasa Republicans the crucial -Watergate scandal, which led to the · 
before the election. resignation. of President Richard · 

\'qearly it is timely," Wilk said of Nixon. It stars Robert Redford and 
the.i?Dvie.. "October ia a g_ood play Dustin· Hoffman. · 
time." · \ - •. Although Democratic presidential · 

Wilk. assistant to W~er's general nomine~ Jimmy Carter pledged not to-
sales manager,.noted that .the election make the Watergate-related Nixon ' 
would increase the public's interest in pardon by Presicjent Ford an issue in 
the movie. the· election campaign, his running . 

.In many of the theaters, Wille said, • mate, Sen. Walter Mondale, has hit · 
the ·rum will run for two weeks and out at it. __ · · 
end on •Election Day. ... .. .. •Mondale told a group of Mtssourl . 

He said t~e p~cture, first released college students . in Kansas ' City this · 
last spring, has not been scheduled to week that the pardon "perpetuated 
run in any major· theaters nationwide. .. Nixon's. own dangerous doctrine that a -
since Septemb~r; nor. will it ... be, he President is somehow above the law." 

Washington Post, 
10/7/76 
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FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 

Th~ --GA(),;. 20/20 . hi~ikht ~:--:·:~· 
The · General · Accounting: Office is an - been tryinC frantically to establW!. 

qqey of Congress. When·. it examines commwtication with r.amborlia throush 
federal spending programs and recom- Mamland' Chinese representatives in. P• 
mads improvements .t.hat will reduce king, in Washington .. and in Ottawa, and 
wute and give -the taxpayer. more for had nm into a brick wall of silence. · 
hia dollar, it is doing its job well and we Here is the answer that Secretary Kis- · 
hue said so an several occasioas. singer gave a few days after the affair 
· We can't say u much for ita retroac- when Marvin Kalb of CBS brought up 
t1ve criticism. of the handling of the ' the same criticism: "If any communica-
Mayaguei affair in May, 1975. The GAO tion had been received back, either ·from 
ia not an authority on diplomacy or mill• cambodia or from any ether source, ! 
tart· strategy. Its ·sudden venture into t.hen w-e would haye had a subject for 
tlua .area so far- afield from ita usual diplomacy on which to act. On the other · 
concerns, and the appearance of its re-· . ' hand; when this, did not happen and 
port on· the eve of the foreign policy when we had received no comnrunica-

1 debate between President Ford and · tion whatsoever, we had -to balance the 
Gov~ Carter, smack ominouslI., of politi- · risks that would . occur if they tried to 
c4l Interference by Q:>ngress. And its move the ship .• •. We therefore. decid-
criticism.a are the same criticisms that ed, after some 60 hours of diplomatic : 
were levelled agamst Mr. Ford by politi- efforts, to try to seize the ship." His 
cal opponents at the time. ' · -· answer seems aa good now as it was , 

The GAO seema to lean over bade- then. : 
ward, in fact, to soften its own cnti- We're Mt for a minute arguing . that 1 
eism. Its report says that the military everything done toward rescuing ,the·i 
effort. "wu generally accomplished in crew of t.be Mayaguez proved essential; 
an efficient and effective manDel.'"; that . to the success of the mission. But when • 
"the ~ormance of U. S. forces was a military cmi5 demands instant deci•• 
inspinng"; and it acknowledges "the sions and quielt action, as this one did. 1 

difficulties and uncertainties existing at . ·. there isn't time to call in th& manage-· 
the time." · · · · · mant consultants or. to wait 17 months. 

Yet it still criticizes the attack on:Xoh for a GAO opinion. kid we are satisfied 
·Tang Islam with the loss of 41 American that the Ford administration did what it 
lives aa mmecessary. It nota (with thought was pest.at.the moment. .J 
flawless hmdsigbt] that, as it turned out, AA for the GAO, it can perform WI! 
DO Americans were on · the island. It val1,1able function and retain -r,he .re.spect 
ae:cuaes Washington of ignoring pilots' of fhe public only so long u it'is clearl:i 
reports of seeing an undetermined num- nonpartisan lD its approach. The minut~ 
be of possible Americaas in a boat off it bows to political pressure, even from 
the island. It blames the Ford aclminis- Congress, it jeopardizes its own effec• 
trati:on for not . followtng up "indica- tiveness. And there I.! liWe consolation 
tions" that Cambodia might be about to in knowing that the next ~e the Maya-:, 
release the- Mayaguez and its crew, de- guez Ls captured_.off. Cambodia, it will be. 
spite the fact· that the administration . · ~ecessary to .attack Koh Tang Wand:_ 

. I . . . . 

Chicago Tribune, ]0/7/76 
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DELAYED-ACTION CHARGE-
A congressional panel has y.'aited until the near-

end of the presidential campaign to release a Gen ... 
era! Accounting Office study questioning President -

- / Ford's handling of the Maya- ··· 
guez· incident. . 

The seizure of the Ameri~ · 
can vessel by the Cambodians, 
and its subsequent recapture· 

. . by U.S. l\1arines, hanperred 17 _ 
months ago. - -
·· So why are we only hearing 
now about tiie GAO critique? 
Piously, Rep. Dante. Fascell (D- , 
Fla.)-whose International Re-

. lations subcommittee commis-
- . . sioned the work-claimsit was 

delayed by the White House. 
Fascell would have us be-

. ·ueve that 1it :was mere coinci-
dence that his. group finally published the analysis 
at a time when it could have big political impact. He 
certainly must think Americans are awfully- gullible. 

Aside from the shabby political overtone, the GAO. 
r~view establishes only one thing-that a team of sec-·'. 
ond-guessers, given unlimited time, free from pressure, : 
and with all the_ facts neatly set before thetn, can pick ·: 
flaws in the decision other men had to make in minutes : 
or hours, amid_ a confused and changing situation. · 1 
· The GAO is an arm of Congress, aIJd ,has · to accept ·'. 

> the assignments handed. it. But the agency's reputation.: 
as an impartial and objective analyst isn't going to last .\ 

.: lgni i~ ~;_is., -a p~-ty to _ma~!.-m<?_!'e __ h~tchet _job_s_. -- ~ . _j 

New York Daily News, ]0/7/76 
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NSC Held Up Mayaguez 

Jack Anderson Thursday accused the White House of holding up the 
release of the GAO report charging President Ford with mishandling the 
Mayaguez incident saying that it had now come out "at the worst possible 
time for Mr. Ford-- on the eve of the election." 

According to Anderson, although .the report was completed last July and 
the Pentagon was willing to release it at that time, the National Security Council 
stamped the report "secret" because it "came down hard on Gerald Ford and 
Henry Kisstnger. 11 Anderson added, "You see, they (Ford and Kissinger) 
run the National Security Council." 

Challenging the President's remarks in Wednesday night's debate, that 
the White House had not held up the release of the report, Anderson said that 
the GAO delivered a copy of the report to the wrong committee, and "it 
might have leaked out last July, but the aide who received the secret study 
nervously called the GAO and had it retrieved. 11 

Anderson also cited another snag in the Ford campaign in what he termed, "a 
major Watergate issue that's never really been resolved, 11 and said that the 
President has been charged with helping to blick an early investigation of 
Watergate in 1972 when he was then House Republican Leader. 
Good Morning America 10-7-76 



·Strategy CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 

- -, - . Carter_·, 
........ -- - . ..... _ ... ~A Cotner 

By Anthony Lewis 
_ $AN FRA:i.'ll'CISCO, Oct. &-The mo.1t ' 

· .st{'.iking aspect of the second Presi• : 
dentiai · debate _ was the temper ot ·-
Jimmy Carter: tougp, . assured, confi- .1- _ 
d~t. The confidence was es.pecialiy ' 

-notable, and-it -reflected what he has ! 
been showing , on ,the · stump tms -la.st . i · 
week. He evidently felt he had turned ·, '1 
a corn~r and the;-e were _reasons for , 
-~- • I ~ - ,.)> · .• . 

First. he has returned to buics on 
tha hustings a,nd ·in the second debate: 
un~mployment -and other economic dis-~-
treil, the Nbcon-Ford record, the. -fail-
urei; of American Ieadersrup, aoroad. 
And all of this is tied to the -theme he , 
first sounded in the- primaries-that : '. 
Americans want to be proud of_ their · country again, . : 

------ ~'Q_1.1>: . GOUrttry, still strong, vital • . 
idealistic," he told an en~usiutic 
audience at Boston College. "Its spirit 
has- been damaged· in the last ~ight· 
years; but its people ue the same. 
W~ ·have pent-up within ·11S a deep 

· hunger to restore the precious things 
we nave lost." 

Second, he has learned something 
from those weeks . of fumbles and sl.i:p- '. 
ping· ·polls. There is reason to believe 
that· he really w.13 suffering from 
Dew.eyitis: that he thought of the cam-
pai~ as a mere inconvenience on the ·-
way : to the White House. Now· that 
overconfidence i_s gone. . · . ·· · 

Mr,. Carter is reaching out for·-help 
from;other political. and public figures, 
not : trying to go it alone. In Ma.s~-
chusetts he had Senator Edward Ken• -
nedy 'by his side • . Prepariag fen- the 
second debate, he spent hours with 
James 'R. Schlesinger-, the fonner De- , 
fense $eeretary . fired by President 
Ford-a COMervative favorite. because 
he takes a tough line toward the Soviet 
Union but- a man liberals c;an respect -, 
because he has principles and began 
cleaning -up the C.I.*. 

New York Times, 

Th,ird, some Democrats . who have 
been·uneasy about Mr. Carter have.be-
iWl remembering what the alternative 
is .. American liberals have a self-de-
structive genius f~r-'demanding · per-
{ecti~n from their own side and for-

. . -~.··· :·:. \ . : . 
getting the foliies. of the op~•,sition. · 

. .:rhat instinct has ,been- evident. in the 
·· 1976 campaign, when ·Hbettl- . 
minded commentators have ·applied far 
tougher standards to Mr: Carter than· 
to the deeply conservative_, Mr. Ford.. '· · 

• ., Perhaps 1t is a delayed recognition 
that economic .issues are at the heart · 
of .this eiectioa; or perhaps I people 
have begwt to recall Gerald Ford's 
right,wing views on th;e environmen~ 
Gover,nment secrecy, human rights and 
adventurism . abroad. In any event. 
fewer: voters who call themselves 
liberals seem to be talking down Mr. · 
carter. 

Fourth. Mr; Carter ha.s learned· to 
live with the one inescapable handicap 
of his cam-paign: the fact that he is 
up against an incumbent in the White 
House. Does anyone now remember · 
those hilarious claims by supporters 
of Ronald Reagan tliat he wouid be a 
_stronger" Republican candidate than 1 

President Ford? ilf Mr. Reagan had 
been nominated, Jimmy carter would 
b.e coasting in. . 

The adva,ntages of incumbency have 
,been- made. all too painfully clear to 
Mr. ·carter. He takes ques,tion.s from 
any reperter who . trouble.s to turn up 
at his frequent press conferences, 
while the President stays in the privi-
leged sanctuary of the Rose. Garden. .: 
·some of Mr. Carter's · peo.ple wish he 
would deal with the problem by re-
sponding less freely, but that is not · 

, his way. After resenting the imbalance; · 
he has seemingly_ come to accept its · 
inevitability and jq~e.s -iJ, ___ . _ · 

]0/7/76 

Mr. Ford -lost : some ot his -
protected status in the run-up to 
the second debate . . The Earl Butz 
affa.Lr put him on a spot where he 

' could not get by on generalities and_ 
photo o~unities. ,He had · to do 
something, and he was so slow and 
insensitive and indecisive in doing it 
that. he damaged his recently-acquired 
image of leadership •. 

Robert Dole has also been helpful to 
the Democrats by sounding more · and 
more like an inelegant Spiro Agnew; 
At the same time, Walter Mondale has . 
brought his Vice-Presidential campaign 
to life by forcefully reminding voters 
that Gerald Ford was a dogged apolo- _. 
gist for Richard · Nixon. 

The Carter campaign remains rather · 
a ramshackle affair. Time is wasted on 
badly-advanced meetings. Chances for 
· nationail television are missed-. The 
staff is overburdened. But to dwell on · 
those shortcomings· may be to exalt 
form over substance. 

At" times, in recent -weeks, one 
might have thought · that the United 
States was having a campaign about 
campaigning-a competition, that is, 
to see who was better at competing. 

• The fascination with such things as 
debating techniques ·threatened to ob-
scure the deep differences over eco-
nomic policy, attitudes toward democ-
racy and human rights abroad and the _ 
like. That peculiar phase of the cam-
paign may be over. . 

The challenge that remains for 
Jimmy Carter-and it could be de-
cisive-..:..is one of personal confidence: 
Up close, he seems an inner-di-rected 
man, secure and serene. But his cam-
paign has evidently failed to show 
such a person. He must convince the 
country that he is a strong character, · 
a man -to be trusted. He made a start 
in San Fran(?,isc& tonight. 
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Boycott FOREIGN POLICY 

·~ ~,s--:~-··ciVirig in to the noycon -. 
the disgraceful failure· of Con~ss· ·to enact · · gr~ is also very much in order. - - · • -

a judicious law protecting American business . Both the- House and the Senate passed sensi-
' from the Arab boycott of Israel has penalized ble amendments to the Export Administration 

those states such as New York and Maryland · Act that would have publicized any compliance 
.. which have done right in enacting their own with the boycott and forbidden discrimination · 

laws. As a result. pressure will increase on At- against Americans..as a condition of doing busi-
torney General Francis B. Burch, whose office . ness. In the frantic last days of the session the 
is drafting regulations for the enforcement of conference- committee failed to reconcile the 
the Maryland law, to keep the teeth out. The differences in the bills because the Republican 
temptation will grow for" ports in states lacking · · -·teadership failed to appoint conferees. This was 
anti-boycott laws to solicit business away from in furtherance of administration opposition to 
the ports of New York and Baltimore with the the bill, based on unpersuasive arguments that 
most sordid of sales pitches. civil rights or anti-trust laws are sufficient and 

The Maryland law is carefully drawn with . on evident fear of offending Arab states . 
. modest scope, to prohibit Marylanders _from dis- A less desirable anti-boycott measure did · 
criminating against other Marylanders as a pass. The tax reform bill would deny export · 
condition for doing business. No one can o_bject_ earnings tax credits to firms complying with 
to it. No one need fear it.-Alarms th_at it would . the boycott. This is a distraction from the cause 
divert Baltimore business to Norfolk are unsub- of tax reform itself, using tax policy as a tool 
stantiated but could become self-fulfilling. for other purposes. . · · 
There should be no going back because of Con- This nation can get growing business from 
gress's failure to pre-empt the field with solid the Arab world without being dictated to politi-
legislation . of its own. Mr. Burch should make cally or comprot:nising its beliefs if it stands 
the law as effective as he can and challenge the united. If the Arab governments and business-
rest of the nation to follow suit. And Maryland men are shown ·that American firms will not be 
port promoters should be ready to publicize any bullied, and under law cannot be bullied, the de- · 
business solicitations by rival ports suggesting a ·mands that American firms boycott Israel and 
welcome for Arab secondary and .tertiary boy- boycott persons that do not boycott Israel, will 
cotts that turn Americans against Americans. A fall off. The craven failure to show this only in-
more vigorous effort by Maryland port promot- vites more unwelcome Arab dictation of domes. 
ers to get better legislation ~t of the ne_xt Con- _ tic American b~in!ss practiC!-. __ _ 

Baltimore Sun, ]0/7/76 
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Boycott FOREIGN POLICY 

Fighting the Boycott ' I 

/ 

The Export Administration Act, which declared ft to which· the foreign country regards as an enemy, a right 
be the policy of the United! States to oppose "restrictive which this-country insists upon for itself. 
trade· practices and boycotts fostered or imposed by_ However, the United States has both·the obligation and 
foreign' countries· against other countries friendly to the ·the right to oppose foreign ·boycotts when they deny · 

· United States," expired with the ending of the 94th Con- equal rights to Americans. Thus an antiboycott law· is 
gress. An effort to strengthen that mild legislation-which ne~ed . that would effectively prohibit American firms 
in fact had been weakly administered by the Department from agreeing, as the price of avoiding exclusion from 

., of .Commerce-w·as made in . the last-Congressional ses- Arab markets or resources, to refrain from doing business 
sfon; but this attempt, · in the form of the so-called with other American individuals or comJ?anies, or to 
Rosenthal-Bingham Amendment to the E.xport Adminis- discriminate in employment -against J?ersons of a par-
tration Act. also died with the 94th Congress. ticular race, religion or national origin; It is inadmissible ·, 

· To keep alive the formal United States policy of oppo- -:-and shameful- for American firms to agree to furnish 
sition to foreign boycotts. (particularly the Arab boycott information to the foreign boycotting country on the race 
of Israel), President Ford has issued an executive order, and · religion. of- their· employees or board members or 
wbich in fact weakens the effectiveness ·of the Export customers or suppliers. 

-Administration Act by limiting its , criminal penalties to In the past, the United' States Government has winked 
a maximum fine of $10,000-not even a wrist-slap forthe at American companies that. submitted to such obnoxious 

.. huge multinatio~ai" corporations that cooperate in the conditions and discriminated against American individ-
Arab boycott. The law that has now expired had imposed uals and firms(Thisfailure to uphold American law has 
very much higher fines for second or subsequent offenses, .: not been limited to the Commerce Department. Commis- · 
and permitted imprisonment of up to· five years for ··.·· sioner John R. Evans of the Securities and Exchange 
periodic violators. ., · -·. Commission this week criticized the S.E.C. itself for not 

" · ·• · • ,.. forcing American companies to disclose their participation 
Tne crucial issue which both the- lapsed Expori AdqJin- in the Arab boycott. He· holds . that such disclosure is 

istration Act a.qsl the President's new executive order ' · required . under. Federal securities laws. - . 
failed to address-and which the new_ .Congress should · ._Not only the securities laws or the new Presidential 
take up after the election-is· what actfor15'. by American executive order but the nation's antitrust laws, banking 
firms in compliance with foreign boycott rules are to be laws, civil rights laws and the Constitution itself prohibit 
prohibited and .what are not. the kind of conspiracies and discriminatory actions which 

Even the liberal proponents of the Rosenthal-Bingham some American companies seem to have accepted as a 
Amendment recognize that the United States ~ot and _. ·condition for doing business with the Arabs. Economic 
should not impose its own codes of behavior on a foreign advantage is no ar~ment for a failure by the President 
nation or·deny it the right to engage ina primary boycott , and his officers ti) enforce these laws, which lie ai the 
against a nation (though friend!! to the United States) heart of American principles of liberty and equality . 

. ·_.._ . ;: .:, .... 

The New York Times, ]0/7/76 
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Commerce Department Confused 
on Boycott List 

Ford Policy 

President Ford promised that the names of American companies 
which aided in the Arab boycott of Israel will be released Thursday 
by the Commerce Department. 

However, a Commerce Committee spokesman said it was the Department's 
understanding that Ford did not mean he would release the names of companies 
that have participated in the boycott in the past -- only those companies that 
do so in the future. 

Department spokesman Horace Webb said last night that they had 
expected to release the names later on but not today. (CBS) 10-7-76 



The President's Daily News Summary 

Leading The News ... FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1976 

DEBATE 
Ford Sounds Aggressive Before Debate 
Carter More Relaxed for #2 Debate 
Carter Advised Not to· Bring Up Mayaguez 
W'gate Mentality Slops Over into Debates 
Is the Public Prepared? 

FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 
Strategy 
Ford Chooses Non-Partisan Camp. Comm. 
Issues 
Dole Says Demos Getting "Desperate" 
Image 
Ford's TV Fare 

CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 
Strategy 
Pa. Not Certain for Carter 
Issues 
Mondale Says Draft Evaders Got Just 

Punishment 
Image 
Redneck Chic Snags City, Country Folks 
If Carter Wins, Denim Goes Formal 

ELECTION 
Polls 
Carter Winner in Struthers Poll 
Dispatch: Carter Doubled Ohio Lead 
Nip and Tuck in 12 Midwestern States 
Carter State Lead Cut to 6% 
Sharp Jump in No. of State Voters 
Ford Gains 4.5%, Leads by 14.9% 
Presidential Race a Toss-up 
Poll: Pharmacists Favor Ford 2-1 
Nonvoters Could Decide 1976 Election 

AP,UPI,Networks 1,2 
AP,UPI,Networks 2,3 
ABC 3 
L.A. Times 4 
Eric Sevareid, CBS 6 

AP,UPI,NBC 7 

AP,UPI,CBS 

Boston Globe 

Boston Globe 

AP,UPI 

Atlanta Journal 
UPI 

Youngstown Virdicator 
Columbus Dispatch 
Chicago Sun-Times 
L.A. Times 
L.A. Times 
Buffalo Eve. News 
Denver Post 
Boston Hrld. Amrcn. 
(:.S. Monitor 

7 

8 

8,9 

9 

9,10 
12 

12 
13 
14,15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 



ii 
ELECTION(continued) 

Issues 
Abortion: A Dwindling Controversy 

BUTZ RESIGNATION 
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Ford Sounds Aggressive Before #2 Debate 

An aggressive-sounding President Ford, just hours away 
from his second debate with Jimmy Carter, likened Earl Butz' 
racial slur to Jimmy Carter's primary campaign remark about 
"ethnic purity." 

Ford also told reporters he could not help but believe 
that issuance of a GAO report critical of his handling of the 
1975 Mayaguez incident, was "another example of partisan 
politics." (NBC/CBS} 

Talking to reporters as he left the debate site at the 
Palace of Fine Arts, where he checked out technical arrange-
ments, Ford said he considered Carter's comments about ethnic 
purity to be "a racial slur." (ABC,CBS} 

Ford said he thought that he took the appropriate action 
in reprimanding Butz and accepting his resignation as Secretary 
of Agriculture. (CBS} 

As for the GAO report, Ford said he thought the American 
people would believe a President who had to make "minute-by-
minute decisions" rather than the authors of the report whom 
he described as "Johnny-come-lately Monday morning critics."(Nets} 

Secretary Kissinger also rejected the GAO's Mayaguez 
report, saying it was based on inadequate materials. "I was 
there," he said, "and I know what information the government 
was working from." (CBS) 

Phil Jones and Marilyn Berger noted that President Ford 
invited the Captain of the Mayaguez to visit with him Wednesday. 
He just happened to be on vacation in California, Berger added.(NBC, 
CBS} 

Captain Charles Miller, at a press conference, tolg 
reporters that if Ford had not acted, he and his 39 crewmen 
would be in a prison camp in Cambodia today. 

"I feel satisfied that the action taken by the President 
is the only way that we would have escaped,11 Miller said.(AP) 
"I think the President showed great courage 'in the action he 
did take to rescue the 40 men," Miller added. (CBS) 

Ford aides said the President's comments on Butz' 
resignation and the Mayaguez report should not be taken as a 
sign that the President is on the defensive, Jones reported. (CBS) 

"The Ford people are telling everyone the President will 
actually be at a disadvantage tonight because he is the President," 
Roger Mudd reported. "That is, his answers will have to be 
cautious and restrained, so he won't set off a worldwide 
reaction."(CBS) 
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"Well, nobody believes that, no more than they believe 
the claim of the Carter people that their man is going to tear 
the President to pieces because he is up, and because his campaign 
seems to be rolling again. (CBS) 

"What most people do believe is that Carter can least 
afford an off night. They also believe the President better 
come prepared to debate Earl Butz as a foreign policy issue," 
Mudd said. (CBS) 

AOC's #1 report, which ran 3:30, included film of both 
the President arrl carter ~ID3" the debate site and talking 
to reporters. During one segrrent of the report, their reS?JI19es 
to similar questions were piggy-backed. carter's responses were 
always shown first. 

Berger's 2:45 spot on NBC featured excerpts of Edith Green 
talking to reporters, Ford inspecting the debate auditoriun and 
film cuts of him talking to reporters on the Mayaguez incident. 
'!he spot which ran second on the shCM conclUJed with a voice-over 
corment by :eerger of film of the President leaving the auditoriun. 

'!he 1:55 story, which ran #3 on CBS, included film of Ford 
tourin3" the debate set, and cormenting on Butz' resignation and the 
GNJ Mayaguez report. The spot errled with a stand.up carrrent by 
Cllarles Miller, outside the President's rented California hare. 

1bger Mudd did a s:pecial 2:20 report on the technical 
preparations for the debate. 'Ihe report, which ran #5 on CBS, 
ended with a stand.up carrrent by Mudd. AP,UPI,Networks - (10/6/76) 

Carter More Relaxed for #2 Debate 

Touring the site where he was to debate President Ford 
Wednesday, a smiling Jimmy Carter said he was much more relaxed 
than he had been before the first confrontation with his opponent. 

"I think I've got it straight in my own mind the fact that 
Mr. Ford and I are equals. We're both running for President for 
the first time. He's the nominee of his party -- I'm the nominee 
of mine. We're in an equal debate," Carter told reporters after 
inspecting the Palace of Fine Arts, where the event was to take 
pla9e. (NBC,ABC) 

Carter prepared more carefully for this debate, reducing 
the number of pre-debate campaign events, and getting more rest, 
Ed Rabel reported. (CBS) 

Consultation with aides and advisors ended with the 
decision to go after President Ford on what Carter terms as 
the President's inability to lead, secrecy in the conduct of 
foreign affairs, Sec. Kissinger's takeover of foreign policy, 
the Mayaguez affair and possibly the question of insensitivity 
in the Administration, using former Sec. Butz as an example, 
Rabel said. (CBS) 
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Asked if he thought the controversy surrounding former 
Agriculture Sec. Earl Butz was a foreign policy issue, Carter 
replied: "I think the whole insensitivity of the Republican 
Administration towards other people, both domestically and in 
foreign countries, is a legitimate issue. 

"The way the Butz problem was handled by Mr. Ford --
very reluctantly and for political benefit only, and with no 
apology to those who were stigmatized by Mr. Butz' statement 
is an issue that is primarily domestic but also has foreign 
policy effect," Carter added. (NBC,CBS) He would not say 
whether he plans to raise the Butz affair, or Ford's handling 
of it, in the debate. 

Carter aides said their man has always campaigned best 
as the underdog, Rabel reported. They say his lack of foreign 
affairs experience will not hurt Carter. Despite what would 
appear to be Ford's advantage, they say Carter will take the 
fight directly to the President, and win. (CBS) 

Carter told reporters he thought the debate would have 
a "minimal effect" on the election unless one of the debaters 
made a serious mistake. (ABC) 

AOC's #1 story ran 3:30. It was a potpouri of film, 
showing ooth Ford and carter insp:cting the debate site and talking 
with reporters. 

NBC presented film cuts of carter in the auditorium and 
talkin:J to reporters aoout the debate. Bob Jamieson concluded his 
2:40, #3 spot · with a stan::iup comrent. 

'llle 1: 50 CBS st01:y, which ran #2 on the news, included film 
of Carter at the debate site and camenting on Butz' resignation. 
'!he spot en:led with a standup eatment by Ed Rabel. AP,UPI,Networks -
(10/6/76) 

Carter Advised Not to Bring Up Mayaguez 
Jimmy Carter has been advised not to bring up the Mayaguez 

affair himself in Wednesday's '.debate, ABC reported. Carter's aides 
agree that Carter shouldn't mention the Mayaguez report except in 
response to a specific question about Mayaguez, or if President 
Ford claims the incident as his triumph. 

If the President charges that the timing of the report's 
release was politically motivated, Carter has been advised to make 
two key points. First, the report would have been released five 
months ago had not the NSC held it up. Second, the NSC and other 
governmental agencies have no "substative" disagreement with the 
report's findings. ABC -- (10/6/76) 
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!.E_erg~te l\f ~~1~ty)i~~$ ·QveCI~toDehates. 
It will..l}e a sad spectacle on teleV1Sion to- •access to ~can people, all other legal• 

night, ' for no matter who· "wins" _ the second · 1y qualified candidates for the same _ office 
debate between President Ford and Jinuey! must enjoy the same access. 
Carter (this one on foreign policy), everi · The act does not stipulate major, or signifi•. 

,American who approves of the encounters will cant, or rich, or popular, or powerful, or me- • 
be a loser. · . _ . _ - . · dia-favored candidates alone, but all such can- ·_ 
. That means most of.~ because, except for didates. For_ "eqaal time" means just that. And ·• 
independent candidate Eugene McCarthy and if too marty of us have by now mastered the_ 
the. American Independent Parcy's Lester: same ~ouble_-think and double-talk that char• 

-Maddox and their followers, few have objected:. acterized: Wat~~~,_?-~l_east the law on_ the 
to the sham which allQws the debates to take'books remains just as it was wntten, means 
place~ _ · · · . . just what it always has meant, despite its up- __ 

Instead of speaking out, Americans have to-date, made-to-order . ~reinterpretation,'' 
been involved in the mechanics of the event, designed to get us what we want without . 
assuming that the arrangement is fine because hanily trying. · : 
te!eVised debates make such good serise . in r How is .the law being circumvented? Very i 
democratic politics-that the end justifies the simply. Instead :of the networks -staging the . 
means. Left unscrutinized is the fact that law debates-that would have required equal ac- • 
and public policy have been manipulated so cess:,_the League of · Women. Voters is doing 
that the major party contenders can debate so, and the TV cameras are present merely to : 
each othe_r .for free on prime-time national record a "bona fide" news event, allegedly no · 
television-to the exclusion of all other candi- different in -their . function and status from · 
dates. Indeed, almost unnoticed is the unplea- print journalists with theil'. pencils at the ' 
sant relationship between the way the debates ready. · · · -- .: · . ., 
.have been brought about and the legacy of Cheers to the League of Women Voters;i 

_ Watergate. . .. , , . then; {or its disingenuous ingenuity; cheers t0' 
Approve-. of the debates or not, one .. can. the FCC and the Federal Election-Commission, 

.. hardly deny that this year .they are ·the pro- for going along·with-the deceptimr;".~10: 
duct -of gross expediency-the essence of Ure columnists, editorial writers; and college-. 

Watergate. "Moreover, they betray a now too- professors who fll'St·conceived"thisgrand cir~ ' 
common willingness to look the other way cumvention eight years ago (trying--andfail,.· 
while surely the spirit and, perhaps, the letter- ing-to bring Nixon and Humphrey together 
of the law are at best being avoided and at for debates); cheers even to the debaters 
worst evaded. And it has all come about as themselves; cheers to them all for wanting the 
public _ figures-those persons presumably electorate to -take the candidates' measure · 
most concerned with preserving the very fa- side-by-side. But at what a price! : 
bric of our laws and insti~utions-have stood For who can deny that the essence of public·· 
by, enthusiastically applauding the questiona:,,: morality and of the law-the majesty of this-' 
ble taking of an even mQie questionable great nation-was subverted two weeks ago,·· 
shortcut will.be subverted tonight and twice again be- i 

Those who have applauded the loudest have fore October is out, if you include the Dole• 
included the President of the United States, Mondale debate. · .. 
his principal opponent for the Presidency, the And what is worse is that. precisely in the_, 
press, a majonti_of the Federal CoinIIJunic.a~ spirit of Watergate-take what we want to-:: 

tions Commission and most of · the rest of us : take, do what we want to do, just so long as we 
who delight in finding a way to circUmve?i or · can get away with it and don't get caught-
to interpret out of effective existence a la~its too many of us are cheering- these media 
critics-haven't had the ability to change111 the events,-.almost as~ they were occurring be-

. j.r~ditional fashion of democratic government. cause we collectively have the ability to su_s-
.. _ At issue is the controversial. but still very pend or to repeal the law that makes them il• 
· much on-the-books; "equal-time" provision of legal. In fact, what we have done is to wink: 
Section 315 of the Communications Act of them out of existence. We deserve better of 1 
1934. (It was suspended temporarily in 1960 ourselves. . _ _, ---~- __ - __ .-_ .--. .- " 
for the Kennedy-Nixon debates-but that was Have we been ,ui£ected by expediency : 
bv. an_ac~_.Ql,C~mgress. No such congressional. that when we can't stand the heat. we don'.t 
step occurred this year,) The rule was ae:- just move out of the kitchen but to burn it._ 
~igned to guarantee. that if the electronic me- down? What a triumph of expediency over 
Jfia afford aJlY candi~e fo~ pugijc office free principle! What a blatant assault upon. due_ 

· • -- --- - ·-· d altimately upon our national 
The Los Angelas Times, 10/6/76 ~~~~~~tJ.U~ewouldweep. 
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· :.:._ ~We've Taken Steps To Make The~Second PresidentiafDebates.M~reE:ccitiruz!' 

The Omaha Nebraska Herald 9/28/76 
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Is the Public Prepared? 
(By Eric Sevareid, CBS) 

The presidential debaters are heavily prepared for 
tonight's encounter, but it's questionable how well the listening 
public is prepared. 

As mental framework, a few things might be kept in mind. 
Cutting defense costs does not necessarily mean chopping men 
and weaponry out of the existing structure, but reducing the 
rate of increase projected for the immediate years ahead. 
And it will be interesting to see if either man talks about 
the enormous cost element involved in personnel payments, 
including military pensions which can, unless something is 
done, break the bank. 

Direct comparisons of American and Soviet defense spending 
or existing forces mean rather little. The two nations are deeply 
different in size, geographical position, in numbers and place-
ment of potential enemies. 

And what does morality in foreign policy mean? The govern-
ment is not a person, it's an agent. It must, at times, do things 
the private person would not do for that person's safety. 

The two basic aims of American foreign policy are wholy 
moral, and have been pursued for 30 years by Republicans and 
Democrats, alike. They are the prevention of World War III 
and the discouragement of tyrannical regimes where that is 
within our means. The argument is over the means. One vital 
distinction could be kept in mind. The difference between simple 
military dictatorships like that of Chile or Uganda, which are 
obstalces to freedom, and totalitarin regimes like Russia, Cuba 
or China, which are the end of freedom. 

The two candidates cannot come to grips over any one 
dominating, emotional foreign policy issue like Vietnam. They 
will quarrel over strategy, tactics, and degrees of expenditures. 
The country is not anxious about any specific foreign threat at 
the moment. But the debates should oblige us all to consider 
the future in a world that spends five times more for armaments, 
·and in real dollars, than it did on the eve of World War II; a 
world with six nuclear powers already and about 20 more with 
nuclear capacity; and a world in which our own country has 
become the biggest arms merchant of them all. -- (10/6/76) 
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Ford Chooses Non-Partisan Campaign Connnittee 

Announcing formation of a non-partisan campaign committee, 
President Ford said Wednesday, "Many, many independents and 
Democrats are uncomfortable" with Jinnny Carter and there is a 
new groundswell of support for him reflected in the polls. 

He said the "Citizens for Ford Connnittee" would be headed 
by former Rep. Edith Green (D-Ore.), former Ambassador George 
J. Feldman and former baseball star Dominic Dimaggio. 

Ford said, "The purpose of the connnittee is to provide 
an opportunity for voters not identified in the usual sense 
with the Republican Party" to support Ford's campaign. 

He said the nationwide organization will be made up mainly 
of persons who have been members of the Democratic Party or are 
traditionally independent voters. AP,UPI,NBC -- (10/6/76) 

Issues 

Dole Says Demos Getting "Desperate" 

Robert Dole said Wednesday that attempts by Democrats to 
raise Watergate as an election issue show their "desperation" 
over Republican progress in the campaign. 

Dole told reporters in Wilmington, N.C., "I just hope for , 
the sake of America that Gov. Carter in his great ambition to 
be President ••• doesn't say something tonight in the foreign 
policy debate that might compromise America, because this is 
one place he can't equivocate ••• this is one place he can't call 
up some country and apologize if he makes a mistake." 

Dole also defended President Ford's handling of the Mayaguez 
incident. He suggested the release of a critical Congressional 
report on the incident was politically motivated. 

But the GAO took exception to that, saying it did not time 
the release of its report to coincide with the foreign policy debate. 

Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) met Dole on his arrival and said 
a poll taken for the state party showed For~ running ahead of 
Carter in North Carolina by a 53-37 margin. 

'Ihe 1:15 rep::,rt, which ran #6 on CBS, included film of 
!):)le campaigning in North Carolina. AP,UPI,CBS - (10/6/76) 
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Ford's TV Fare 
(Editorial, excerpted, Boston Globe) 

It is assuring to learn that President Ford, like the 
rest of us, enjoys nothing better than to sink into an easy 
chair after a hard day's work in the Oval Office and watch 
television. And there is a nice healthy balance to his favorite 
fare -- "Police Woman". 

The presidential tasts are net only impeccably middle 
brow, they have geographic, sexual, ethnic and hirsute 
balance. Ford's choices would have been surprising had he 
said he stayed up to watch "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman," or 
NBC's "Saturday Night," or if he confessed to not watching 
television at all but said he relaxed by sipping a beer or 
two and browsing through a back copy of "Playboy." 

Ford springing surprises is not the Ford fote. 
It's dependability. The nation knows the man it's got, even 
when he's sitting in front of the TV. -- (10/2/76) 

CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 
Strategy 

Pa. Not Certain for Carter 
(By Robert Healy, excerpted, Boston Globe) 

Pennsylvania is a state which Jimmy Carter cannot lose. 
In recent years, a Democrat cannot lose Pennsylvania and win 
the election. The only exception was Harry Truman in 1948. 

There are political traditions in Pennsylvania. It is a 
big labor state. Labor works to produce the vote. Around th~ 
edges of the state in the mining areas, in the cities of Pittsburgh 
and Philadelphia, the Democrats are strong but in the center there 
is a strong Bible belt appeal, it is agricultural and Republican. 

In July and August it looked like a state which would be 
highly favorable to Carter. Whatever Carter's losses were in the 
swing Philadelphia suburbs, he was expected to make up in the 
traditional rural areas where Carter was known to have unusual 
democratic appeal to farmers in a Bible belt voter group. 

But there are problems. There is, bo begin with, the 
recall petition of Mayor Rizzo of Philadelphia. There is no love 
loss between Carter and the Rizzo organization. Carter had taken 
them on in the primary fight where the organization had supported 
Jackson. Carter's tough political organization, headed by Joseph 
Timilty of Boston, had kept the Rizzo organization honest. Timilty 
speaking for the Carter presidential campaign, said that Carter 
would take no position on the recall petition against Rizzo. But 
in an area where local politics is more important than presidential 
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politics, it is doubtful that this will be sufficient to still 
the Rizzo hostility against Carter. 

Further, former Sen. Eugene McCarthy is on the Pennsylvania 
ballot and all sides agree that if McCarthy gets 10 percent or 
more of the vote in the state, it could be a disaster for Carter. 

The bottom line is that the Carter people thought that 
Pennsylvania was a sure thing for them. Carter should still 
win it. But no longer is it a certainty. It is within striking 
distance for the Ford campaign and that has turned up the en-
thusiasm of the Republican side. What once looked like a sure 
Carter state is no longer a sure thing. -- (9/29/76) 

Issues 
Mondale Says Draft Evaders Got Just Punishment 

Walter Mondale told a group of Iowa high school students 
Wednesday that although he is opposed to granting amnesty to 
draft evaders, he feels those who did avoid the draft have 
been punished enought. 

In response to a question from the student audience, 
Mondale said he had "never supported the concept of a general 
amnesty. I do believe that people who resisted the draft have 
many times been harshly dealt with." He also said that "justice 
requires that the matter be put behind us." 

In response to another question, the Minn. senator said 
he is opposed to a ban against union shops. Mondale said in a 
plant where employes wanted a union and get certain services 
from it, "It's only fair that everyone in the plant pay equally 
for those services." AP,UPI -- (10/6/76) 

Image 
Redneck Chic Snags City, Country Folks 

(By David Nordan, excerpted, Atlanta Journal) 
A new phrase, which is likely to be around at least until 

Nov. 2 is tickling the imaginations of the fad promoters and ap-
pealing to the more creative instincts of segments of the popula-
tion who seem perpetually bored with their own identities. 

The phrase is "redneck chic," and the movement from 
which it springs is headquartered in Plains, Ga. Its up-front 
symbol is Jimmy Carter. 

"Redneck chic" has a lot of visible attributes, some more 
harmful than others. The harmless side effects include Burt 
Reynolds and company turning out an endless string of movies in 
which they roar up and down southern highways in souped-up stock 
cars with fat, illiterate southern sheriffs in hot pursuit, a new 
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popularity for "outlaw" country music, elderly ladies making 
fools out of theffiselves in New Jersey accents as they explain to 
locals in Sumter County that they are really from the South, 
newsmen from New York and Philadelphia trying to sound like 
Junior Samples as they quiz Plains farmers about what they 
really think about Jimmy and bad barbecue crowding the menu 
of a previously acceptable Atlanta French restaurant. 

On the list of less-desirable side efects are: peanut 
jewelry, peanut jokes, and peanu~s in genera, a garish display 
of red, super-expensive high fashion dungaree outfits in a 
Peachtree Street department store, a soaring of the price of 
big overalls, and Jirmny Carter trying to reach the masses by 
granting soulful interviews to Norman Mailer and Playboy magazine. 

The now-famous interviews did Carter no good at all 
politically and never had any prospect of doing so. But who 
cares? How many of the great unwashed out there actually ever 
read anything Mailer wrote or bothered to get past the center-
fold of Playboy. 

So why the costly interviews? What made Carter do it? 
It could have been that old devil redneck chic, which can make 
rednecks trying to be chic look just as silly as the chic trying 
to be rednecks. 

Carter is not doubt like a lot of country boys who stumble 
on an education and a bus ticket out of places like Plains. They 
spend a lifetime mindlessly trying to convince themselves, the 
Mailers, and the smart set who read Playboi interviews that they 
really are intellectuals and they don't hail from Tobacco Road. 

He still smarts from being viewed as a button-down Lester 
Maddox by northeastern clods like Mailer. He is still embarrassed 
by his own accent and often speaks so softly he can barely be 
heard -- and so sounds wishy-washy -- at public appearances and 
lets a clipped midwesterner seem stronger during a television debate. 

He talks too much about the fact that he attended the Naval 
Academy, attributes to himself too many areas of expertise, and 
sometimes comes across as an insecure fellow trying to blow 
himself out of proportion. 

At the same time he turns backflips trying to convince 
bewildered visitors to his lair in Plains that he is just an 
ordinary fellow. 

All this seems like a contradiction until one remembers 
about redneck chic. Carter is always going to come across as 
slightly ridiculous as long as he keeps trying to be both red-
neck and chic -- when in fact he is neither.~- (10/3/76) 
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If Carter Wins, Denim Goes Formal 

Blue denim tuxedos may become the new fashion in men's 
formal wear if Jimmy Carter is elected President, according to 
the head of a clothing firm. 

Benjamin Gingiss, head of what he says is the world's 
largest company specializing in formal wear, designed _the new 
line of denim evening wear with the Georgia Democrat in mind. 
UPI -- (10/6/76) 

ELECTION 
Polls 

Carter Is Winner in Struthers Poll 
(By Clingan Jackson, excerpted, Youngstown Vindicator) 

Struthers will give Jimmy Carter about the same majority 
it gave George McGovern in 1972, the first-half Vindicator straw 
poll indicates. 

The balloting in the 19th congressional race between 
incumbent Democrat Charles J. Carney and Republican Jack C. 
Hunter is about even, but Democratic aspirants for other posi-
tions run stronger than their GOP opponents. 

Struthers straw results in the presidential race, per-
centages and weighted percentages follow: 

Ford 
Carter 

Vote rr-
27 

Pct. 

61 

Wt.Pct. 
40 
60 

Ballots were returned in the poll by 33 Democratic 
primary voters and 13 Republicans, 19 who voted for McGovern 
and 13 who voted for Nixon. The city voted 3,875 for McGovern, 
and 2,772 for Nixon in 1972. -- (10/2/76) 
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Has . Doubled Ohio Lead .. -· '·-- -- • · ----
- -- By Gene.Jordan 

- D;,pold, flt,bi/c Alfoirs Edi/or 
Jimmy Carter, the Democratic 

presidential candidate, doubled his ; 
lead over President Ford in Ohio, a · 
weighted summary of Dispatch Voting 
Machine Polls shows. . · 

Carter holds a 53-41 % lead over 
Ford in the polls taken Sept. 8 through 
Sept. 30. In the poll taken at the Ohio : 
State Fair Aug. 26.Sept. 6, Carter held ; 
a 49-43% lead. 

-, ·~- ,,.. . .. -- -- I>.- "!! ' -- . .. - • - · .... ·r- ,, . - ---- " t 

of the cases in a sample the size of The · 
Dispatch's latest poll. This means the 
contest could be·as close as ~% or 
as large as 56-38%. .. 

The Dispatch Poll isn't scientific, 
but raw results are adjusted to make 
them conform with past voting records , 
in the state. . 

SURVEYS, including those by The 
Dispatch, "indicate, Ford "won" or at 
leas\ held his own in the first presiden-
tial debate held Sept. 23. . 

· However. The Dispatcb's survey 
showed more than half of the persons 
interviewed didn't watch the debate. 

The poll figures show Carter leads 
Ford by 27% since the debate. A total 
of 37% of the poll votes were cast after 
the debate. 

FORD'S FAILURE in the ·poll indi-
cates he isn't attracting enough votes 
from l.hose persons who say they're 
independents. _ 

IN BOTH poll summaries, votes 
were cast for various other candidates 
that will appear on the Ohio ballot. . 
Fonner U.S. Sen. Eugene McCarthy, ' 
now running as an independent, re-
ceived.3% in the latestswnmary, down 
2% from the state--fair poll. • 

While Ford drops.. in the latest 
summary, another Republican, U.S. 
,en. Robert Ta! Jr. gai~ __ ____ __ _ 

' The Dispatch Poll in the past has : 
been extremely accurate. For exam-
ple, while so-called scientific polls in 
1974 showed then Gov. John J . Gilligan 
a runaway winner over now Gov. 
~a~es A. Rhodes, The Dispatch Poll 
1nd1cated · the contest was too close to 
call. Election results had to be recount-
?(! to show Rhodes won by 11,488 votes 
lr by four-tenths of one percent. 

IN THE 1972 presidential election 
r:he Dispatch poll erred by only 2.3% 
1e Nixon landslide. 

Ford is getting only 40% of the 
independent vote and Carter is receiv-
ing 48% with the remainder going to 

'\ the other candidates. 
Ford is getting 87% of the Republi-

Taft leads his Democratic opponent, 
former' U.S. Sen. Howard Metzen-
baum, 48-45%. The two were tied 
46-46o/~ in the fair poll. Other candi- _ 
dates who will be on the Ohio ballot 
received a total of 7% of the vote, 

. compared with 8%-in the fair poll. 
\ ' 

REPUBLICA[iS last week were 
boasting the race between their candi-
date and Carter was ti~tening. 

Although. various reports indicate . 
Carter suffered because of his inter-
view in Playboy magazine, The Dis- . 
patch Poll indicates otherwise . 

In polling since the interview re-
ports were published, Carter leads by : 
18%. A total of 59 percent of the votes , 
were cast after the Playboy reports. 

The Way It Was -
The -Republicans' own pollsters 

showed Ford had about a 10% lead in 
their latest " leaked" poll of Ohio which 
didn't include any figures.The Republi-
can poll was taken shortly after Labor , IC tit' _ 

In 1776 Day. . 
Carter's latest "leaked" poll of Ohio 

shows Carter ahead by 6%. , 
mE LA TEST nationwide Gallup 

Poil shows Carter ahead by 8%. It was 
taken last weekend. 

•••••••••••• 

The Republican poll shows Ford 
running poorly in Ohio compared with 
other states, even those considered 
Democratic. For example, Carter only i 
leads in New York by 4o/4. 

Two hundred years ago today, a 
Continental Congress committee that 
had investigated George Washington's 
army in the New York area reported 
some officers had permitted their men . 1 

r plunder and commit other offenses. 

A total of 1,538 persons voted in the 
presidential contest in the latest poll 
and 2,976 voted in the fair poll. 

A SCIENTIFIC poll would be accur: : 
1te within 3% either way in 95 percent • 

Columbus Dispatch, 10/3/76 

fcan -vote and is% ·o{ the De~~~atic .. 
' 

IN TWO-CANDIDATE contests, · 
Ohio Republicans figure they must get 
about 65% of the independent vote, 
90% oi)he Republican vote and 15% of . 
the- Democratic · vote to elect their 
candidates. The Ohio poll taken by 
Ford shows the Pr~ident isn't doing as 
well in rural areas as he should. , 

In The Dispatch Poll taken at the · 
Farm Science Review. Ford received . 
60% of the vote. 

Taft's lead in the latest poll · is 
because he received 55% of the 
independent vote, 88% of the Republi-
can vote and 21% of Democratic vote. 
While , Taft failed to get 65% of the 
independent vote, he made u·p for it by . 
collecting 6% more of the Democratic 
vote than is required•in the Republican 
formula. -

THE TWO .Ohio Supreme Court 
contests are listed on the voting 
machine on a strip where voters don 't 
indicate their political preferences. 

Unweighted results show William 
'Morrissey Jr. leading Ralph Locher by 
16% and. Don Brown leading A. Wil-
liam Sweeney by 2%. 

In addition to the .farm science 
event, polls were conducted at fairs irr 
Belmont and Wyandot counties and in 
shoppi{lg centers in Akron and Youngs-
town .. 
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Foicl,·{aiteinip agdtUcliiil12 
-=:!£'E:cr:.-J-y Cartet's :upport :nth• -- -M idweitern sta teS 
Midwest has markedly tightened the race between Carter and • :MINNESOTA (10 votes): All signs point to a Carter victory. 
President Ford in t!Jis major-battleground. a Sun-Times sur- Mondale's popularity, De~ocratic dominance in the statE:, . 
vey shows~ · · ,-:: · ·. Sen. Hubert1!. Humphrey's presence on the ballot as a: candi- : 

Some-. states- leaning toward Carter at the time of the first ..., date for re-election. the embargo and a cutoff in sales of fed- , 
presidential debate are now viewed u too close ·to· call or eral ~rop 'tnsurance to drought-stricken areas have all dimmed· . 
. . . . · . . . · - tilting to Ford; A~ the.same .i , all Ford hopes. · · · : 

( 

- . - ) · time, no erosiDn in Ford's " Carter's apparently . Insurmountable lead hu caused both ·; ·. · ·· ,-,_6 · · strength was reported lri the, candidates to assign a 1ow·prtotjty to the state. _ : Politics· 11 : ·, .. 12~state regioir, which ac- -· :] • . SOUTH DAKOTA (4 votes): George McGovern's home : 
""~-----·----- . . -counts for 145 of the 270 ,_ ; state is 1ean1ng to Carter, although some obse~rs be~eve . 

-- . · electoral votes needed · to . ·ffiere• has.been erosion of his strength in the post-Playbor, win the Presidency. . 
· Foremost among tbe' tossup states la Illlnoi!, where Ford .. period of the campaign. -
overcame an earlier Carter·lead and may have moved nar• There ls one.big lssue ·ln the state - agriculture - and, 
rowly ahead in late summer. · . · ·. i Carter has been benefited by the 1975 grain embargo,. which: 

A Slll"Vey completed on the eve of · the-first debate showed : depressed prices. Discontent has been heightened by a severe 
· Carter ahead 1n six. states with 70 electoral votes ( Ohio, Wis- ', drought and the administration's cutQff of crop insurance help., 

. consin. Minnesota~ Missouri, Iowa and Soutti Dakota), Ford · In a recent visit to the state, Dole discussed an ad.minis-

.. ahead in four states with 36 votes (Michigan, Kansas, Nebr- tration proposal for emergency subsidization of cattle· feeding 
aska. and North Dakota) and two states (Illinois and Iridfana)- as a result of the drought, and Republicans felt the Dole visit 
too close to call. But a common perception in this preliminary boosted Ford's fortunes, ·.. · 
survey that Carter's support was soft has been validated -In • MISSOURI (12 votes): Carter retains the edge, but here., 
the slippage recorded in the latest survey of political leaders too, erosion of his strength has produced speculation that Ford 
and writers.-.:.._ · . can still win the state.·The. Republicans have been slow to put· 

Ford's performance In the first debate, and Carter's widely· toget.her a Ford campaign, and neither Ford nor Republican 
publicized gaffes - the Playboy interview, an Interview on _ Gov. Christopher (Kit) Bond was helped by a recent adminis-

. . taxes and others-were cited u factors 1n Ford's climb. tration decision to locate a new St. Louis-area airport on the, 
Illinois side of the Mississippf. River. However, Carter's "slump/' as .Mayor Daley called It. has 

been followed by a "bad" · period for the President - the 
controversy surrounding free golf trips he took as a congress-
man and revival of the Nixon pardon issue by the report that 
the former President i! publishing memoirs in which he claims 
he was innocent In the Watergate ~daL The Impact of , 
those ~velopments, If any, has not yet been measured. · 

.Carter's slump left him with four or five states totaling 51 to 
59 el~ral college votes~ Ford with four or Ive states totaling: .. 
36 to: 49 votes. Two to four states. with 37 t 58 votes, were 
tossups. ' - . t 
· Of' thes states still solidly aligned with one c didate or th& ·: 

other., three are the homes .of national candidate . Ford has a clear but not insurmountable lead in Michigan an in Kansas, •' 
th• home state of his running· mate" Sen. R.!)bet:L _oJ~,_.CarteL . 

ls clearly ahead in Minnesota, represented in the Senate by 
Walter Mondale. Carter's vice-presidential tlcketmate. 
· In moat other states, the picture ls much less ~lear. · -

e.:.OHIO-(25 electoral votes): Carter Is. narrowly ahead. ~ut . 
tns lead has dwindled and some observen- believe Ohio is 
headed into the tossup category. 

No Republican ever has been elected President vyithout car-
rying Ohio, which· has been targeted by both Carter and Ford 
ts a top-priority battleground. . - · · 

· Carter has been helped by high unemployment and Inflation, 
rarmer discontent over the 1975 grain embarg~ and his appeal 
a the state's large Appalachain-origin population. Democrats 
1ope economic issues will be decisive in building Carter's 

· itrength in urban-ethnic areas where Ford Is now displaying -
:::msual ttrenthtor a Republican. 

• IOWA (8 votes): Carter is narrowly ahead, but some ob-
servers maintain the state has slipped into the tossup cate-
gory. The consensus is that Ford has gained steadily since an, 
August poll gave Carter a.56 to.35 lead. · 
· In an August visit to the Iowa state fair, Carter sought to. 
exploit discontent over _the).974 and 1975 embargoes, and ht 
snoU1'1 beDefit 1rom unhappiness ov.er them . .Both Democrats 
.and independents n.am>wly outnumber Republicans, and Car-
ter early put .together .an- .organi1.ation and campaigned In: 
tensively In .the .state .in the January caucuses. · . 

Of possible benefit to Ford was the anger displayed by s.ome; 
· anti-abortifln actfvists who 'StfPPOrt'ed Carter in the caucuses 
and later-felt he had betrayed 1hen;t by -a shift In position. 'I'he ; 
Jllayboy interview and a Carter ilipflop on taxes did not help · 
the Georgian. 
• MICHIG.AN (21 votes): This is Ford country. Just .as South-'. 
mt-oriented Ohio -Is tilting tG Carter, so normally Detllocratic · 
1fflchfga11 leans to tts 'favorite · son . .A poll conducted lor the . 
,Detroit News over-the Labor 'Day ~kend showed Ford with 
-41 per cent, Carter -with 34, . others with 2 and 23 per cent . 
undecided. ' . - . 

Carter is aided by the United Auto Workers, an early Carter 
booster, but the UAW has not always been successful In deliv-
ering its membership. The Ford'Motor Co. strike also figures ~ 
1o help Carter In a state with a very high unemployment rate. . 

A-recent .administration promise of mass-transit aid for the 
state could offset Democratic charges that Ford has done : 
11otbJnB for Midug!m. ' 

Chicago Sun-Times, 10/3/76 (Cont.) 
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Carter State Lead 
·cuttd 6%.-in Poll::;. 

' ., 
-Write-in for. McCarthy :J 
Could Slash It Further " 

J -- -- - .· - -·· -. 

ELECTION 

;- The 20-point Ie3:d that J~y Ca~• -j 
ter had over President Ford m Cali"' 1 fornja tn August has dropped _sharply 1 and tbe Democratic presidentihl nom• . J ·-!< - • ---·~: -:.·c'u_-~ -~-~----::-::_- -
inee: has -a 6% lead, according to a . i BY MERVIN D. FIELD 
California Poll survey. taken in late: I '. • 1976Fleld Rese.~c!_I ~-.. -:~-· ._ 
September. . . . . . • , . ... . . • _ _:_ __ , ...,:: _,,..;.a_·;_ '-- ·- ----

.. The survey-in which 1,044· adult ' 
Californians · were 'interviewed-also · ' 
indicated that there may be a signifi'- ; 
cant write-in vote- potential for for- l 
mer . Minnesota Sen. Eugene J. Mc- 1 

Carthy, who is running for President ·J 
as an independent. If that materia- 1 
lizes, it could narrow the. Carter-Ford J 
gap still more. , . _ . ' 

Last August, Carter led Ford by a: '.i 
margin of 53% to 33%. However, the ] 
preference . among all voters ques- · 

tioned :-~ th~~gh Sept: ·2s was. Carter. 41 %. Ford" 
35%. Among those who. say they are most likely to vote; · 
Carter's lead.was even slimmer-44% to 40%. 
'· Here are the results for candidates on the ballot: 

· AJl Voters Likely Voters; 
Carter ...•..•........... · ....... ~.Al% . 44% 
Ford ...•.......... : . .•.........•... . 35 · ' 40 
Others ·.. . . • . • • •.. • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .3 - 4· 
Undecided · .••...•••..••• : ••.••...... 21 12 
' Five minor party presidential candidates will be on the: 
California ballot: Lester Maddox. American Independent;: 
Margaret Wright, Peace and Freedom; Peter Camejo, So--
dalist · Workers; Gus Hall, Communist; ancf- Roger Lee: 
Macijride, Libertarian. -Their combined support; howeveT,; 
· does not seem to exceed about 4 % • 

The case is different with McCarthy, who att~pted to' 
get on the ballot but who did not obtain the required 
number of signatures. The fonner senator is urging his... __ . 
supporters to write in his name. 
, Potential voters interviewed by the California Poll were-

asked whether they intended to write in Mc.Carthy's 
name, and 10% said they did. 

Here were the results among likely voters when the ' 
possibility of a McCarthy write-in was included: Carter, 
38%; Ford, 36%; McCarthy, 10%;.others, 4%; undecided, 
12-%. 
· Casting a write-in vote in a presidential election is not 
easy. To register a valid vote by the write-in procedure, 
the voter must spell the candidate's full name correctly, 
and there are other technicalities in getting the votes: 
counted. · 

The Los Angelas Times, 10/6/76 
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Sfiarp-JUfflp-iii Nl.lffl~er -•· . , ... 
:·of_,,Sta~e Voters ReR2,rted ._. 
-• .... N ,:..J!i -'-'-'",.... •---.i •~;,,..~~ .... :'-II. -... -· - - • ~ , - • , ..,... _ _ - - ~ 

. v6tei registration officials 'iiC!m'-· 'general election.- ~-:-. ~--. ."2 
., '. '. .. 

Angeles County and in Sacramento : The figure would represent a net 
indicated Tuesday that vot-er, regis- _jncrease of about 200,000 voters over . 
tratiori for the Nov. 2 general elec- the 2.8 mµllon persons who were re- ' 
tion would be up sharply over.- prima- gistered . to vote in ·the county for, the· · 
I"J el~tion l~vels but would proba~ly_ . . June primary election. .. 

1 
fall · substan~1ally short_ of registration But it would fall substantially short . 
records set m 1972. of the record 3.6 million persons who 

Credit_ for the general election reg- were registered to vote in _the county , 
istration surge was being attributed . for the 1972 general election~ It also i 
generally to the availability of new would ,fall · short of- the 3.3 million ·1 
postcard registrafion fonns and a ma- persons who were registered for the. I 
jor voter registration drive by the- 1974 general election. · · -
United Farm Workers o( America. In Sacramento, a spokesman for 1 

The farm workers union said Tues- Secretary of State March Fong Eu · 
. day, the day after the. close of voter said there probably would be a state- , 

registration, that it had registered . wide increase of at least 1 million vo- · 
311,000 voters since the beginning of . ter registrations av.er the primary : 
its registration drive Sept. 11. statewide registration of 8.7 million. : 

Otherwise, only preliminary · esti- That, too, would . mean statewide ' 
mates were being made Tuesday, voter registration is still substantially ; 
with no-final figures availab~. short of 1972, when a record 10.46 ·· 

Los Angeles County Registrar-Rec- million persons were registered to 
order Leonard Panish estimated that vote in the general election. There , 
about 3 million persons in the county were 9.9 milliori persons registered .· 
would be _registered _to . ".'0te in the __ f<?~c.the 1974 general election. . 

The Los Anaelas Times, 10/6/76 
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.,, . ----MrC -McCarthy. -'w.iioseindependent ~titi~~~--f~~ -~ .. 
plac& on the Mew York State ballot have been challeng:<1 
by the carter forces, appeared to be less of _a factor !n . 
the presidential contest in the second. sampling than m , 

Le ads by 14. 9o/o; ·: :,~c.:u::::i f $EEf:..oS::i,, . __ . o· _ ... r :: . _ .. ·1 O:rrt. i in affiliation. as well as the Erie County subwibs.. . Ca rte r' . r 6 p s . : . /0 . riv BUFFALO. ~:~J;d's 1ead 1;. heal~ , .• 1 
· , , _ - ' /J· · - -· · - . . l points. In the suburbs, Mr. Ford holds a commanding 17-

. ~- By GEORGE . BORRELLI ·1 p01'nt·advantage ov_ er his Democratic challenger. 
Nn1• Polftic..£ Reporw;. th I Poll -·· .,: ,: ·· cciitvrirllL me. hlf• l:N!Uft# N-1-. . · 0 The• Buffalo sampling in e atest News pro-

. In what appears· ,to be a significant movement in : duced these results when-voters were asked to state their 
voter • preferenc::e,. Pr~sident Ford has forged a substa.n-· .' preferences in the presidentia:l election: 
tial lead of nearly 15 points over Democrat ,!i.mmy Cart- I! Ford-••••• -~· ; • .,. •••••••••• •• •••• • •: • •·•·· .~.o Per Cent 
er in Erie Cpunty, The Buffalo- Evening. News Poll. Cairter •••••••• :u; .. ........... , ~. • • - • 23;5 Per Cent 
indicates~ -·· McCarthy· .. . -~-. •• •.• • • •• • • • • •• •.• • • • • ...... 3.5 Per _Cent 

T h e poll,'. conducted '--' _ .. Undecided •••• · ••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 40.0 Per Cent 
last Friday. through Sun- . . . · The - over-all. county sampling . in the latest · survey 
day - immediately after . (_ News Pelt)'; counted·responses for 409 registered voters. 115 from Buf-
the Nrst nationally tel_~- . ..__ __________ falo and 294 from the· suburbs. In the first poll. only 2i4 
vised debate between Mr. registered vorers .were sampled countywide. · . 
Ford and Mr. Carter-has the President leading the for- Only the responses of registered voters who said they ; 
mer Georgia governor, 38.1 per cent to 23.2 per.cent, . planned to vote in the Nov. 2 general election were included 
. Buffalo Survey & Research . Inc., headed by Fran~ in the final tabulation of the •latest poll •. -
Le¥in, conducted. the poll for The News. ' . Of the totaJ sampling included in the· tabula,tion. 90.7" 

Results of the new~sampling iindicate the debate and ' ·percent. said t:hey ·definitely would. vote and 9.3 per cent , 
ocher campaign developments cost Mr. Carter 10 points indicated they probably would vote in the general election. 
in his standing _in Erie County, with halt of the defectors , -. The samp1ing was ma.de up of 205. males and 204 fe-
shifting to- Mr: Ford and the other half joining the ranks.· males. · 
of the uruiecided. · · • • • ' 

.. • • • HERE'S HOW voters in Erie County. outside Buffalo, 
HERE'S HOW the COlllltywide sampHng responded; . responded when asked to state ,theiirchoice in the presiden-· 

w h e n ir s k e d to choose between President Ford;-' tial election: : 
Republican-conservative; Mr. Carter. Democratic-Uber~ Ford .......... _ ..••••••• : ....... ......... 40.1 Per Cent · 
al, and former Minnesota Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy. an Carter .................................. 23.1 Per Cent 
independent: · , McCarthy ............................... 1.4 Per Cent 
Ford ............. .• : .••••..•.. · ••••• ••. .... 38.L Per Cent· Undecid-ed .... ............................. 35.4 Per Cent 

- carter .•• •• •!"••i ••·····: ••• : ••• _ ....... -•• 23.2 Per Cent The undecided vote in Buffalo was a.bout 5 points high;. 
McCarthy • • • • ;. t • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ··• • J.O Per Cent er than in the rest of the Cou~ty. 
Undecided ··········••.•·~··~,••·"·····••.• 36·7 Per Cent President Ford was the preferred candidate among 

In the first News Poll. taken in the period Sept. 9-20· - both males and females. The President had the support of 
before ,the debate -- Mr. Fora held a razorthin lead of 39 per cent of the males and 37 .3 per cent of the females. 
four-tenths of 1 per cent over Mr. Carter. Mr. Carter was the choice of 25.9 per <:ent of the males 

The undecided vote of lftl per cent in.•the first poll i~ and 20.6 per cent of the females. 
creased'to 36. 7 p·er cent in the latest sampling. The undecided vote was highest among females. 41.1 

.. A comparison of the relative standings of the presiden- per etmt, compared. to 32;% per' cent of' the males. · ' 
tial candidates before and after the TV debate follows: The' shift in voter sentiment between the first and sec-

Pre-Debate Poll Pbst-Debate Pon · NetChange ond poll sharply increased Mr. Ford•s chances of carrying 
Sept. 9-20 Sept. 24-26 :Per Cent.__ 'Erie County, which is Democratic m ~enrollment by nearly 

Ford' • .•• 33.6 Per Cent 38.1 Per Cerit + 4.5 Per Cent 47;000. 
Carter ...• 33.2 Per' Cent . 23;2 Per Cent -10.0 Per Cent The News Poll sampled a wide range of age and voca-
McCarthy o.9· Per Cent 2.0 Per Cent _ 4.9 Per Cent; tional groups and educational and salary levels. 
Undecided 26.3 Per Cerit 36.7 Per Cent + ·10.4 Per Cent: 

•• ~.:..: b,a.,, J. .• ·· .. .... ~ ~- --· '- · -··' - ~-- -- · - · - ·-··-- ~ .. .;. ~ _ _ ., ... ___ .. _ ___ • ·- • -

Buffalo Evening News, (9/30/76) 
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, ... -... ... -· ., .. _. __ ,. ___ _ 

PresidentiClf RaCe .·· •.· 
A Toss-up; 8 of 10 
Ballot · issues Lead 

By KENNETH T; WALSH., 
and FRED BROWN 

Denver Post Staff Writers 
· Co,yrigltt 1'7f, The Denver POst,. Inc. '. 

With only one month remaining before-
Election Day, the presidential contest , 
between Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford r 
for Colorado's seven electoral votes is a. 

· virtual toss-up/ 'according to . The Denver: 
Post Polt ' · · l 

The newspaper's survey, conducted dur- ; 
ing a five-day period ending Wednesday, 
was based on a professional sampling of _ 
608 registered voters across the stat~ 

BOTH ·THE DEMOCRATIC ticket, 
headed by Carter and vice-presidential ' 
candidate Walter Mondale, and · the. 
Republican team,· headed by President 1 

Ford and Bob . Dole, have attracted the 
support of 4Z per cent of Colorado's vot-
ers, the . poll indicates. 

Fifteen per cent of the- state's regis-
tered voters apparently still are undecid- · 
ed on whom· to support with their ballots 
on Nov, 2. 
- One pe_r cent the voters intend to sup- -
port one of. several minor-party can-
didates for president. 

The pollsters said, however, that the 
Republican· ticket has a narrow advan- , 
tage when tbe sampling is limited to only 
those voters who are considered to be the 
most likely to go to the polls. 

AMONG THAT GROUP of registered . 
voters, the Ford-Dole t~am has · the sui> 
port of 44 per cent, compared with 42 , 
per cent for Carter . and. Mondale. . 

The survey also indicates that eight of j 
10 proposals on the Nov. 2 ballot will be ' 
. approved by voters - including strict 
controls on nuclear-power plants, repeal 
of the state's sales tax on groceries, and . ; 
a requirement for voters' approval of 
state and local tax increases. · 

The poll shows that all three of the 
state's Democratic incumbents in the U.S. 
House of Representatives are solidly 
ahead of their challengers. One of the · 

. state's two incumbent GOP congressmen, 
Bill Armstrong, may be in trouble. . 

. . . 

The Denver Post, ]0/3/76 
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Poll Shows Pharmacists Favor Ford 2-1 

- Geralcf.Ford '"ls-:' iif.alm<ist 2:··to· r-ctioice· lJver· ... , -._-:·;-:-,•~er-:-waf tif ·tne relative strerrgth of tfle 1 
Jimmy Carter among the ·..natfolt's _pharmacists . · . - two candidates is this: just over 7 percent of Republi- ; 

· according. to a nationwide poll. . · . · ; can pharmacists prefer Carter - but almost 25 per-
Conducted by American· Druggist. a leading· na- . cent of De~~tic 11harmacists prefer Ford- ~ 

tional magazine· for the pharmacy and drug field, -the ·· ·· .------~- - · · - · 
poll on the 1978 presidential race wa's tompleted : 
shortly before the candidates' first · TV debate. It ' 
shows Ford. getting 51.2 percent of the •pharmacist 

· vote, against 27.6 percent for Caner. Other. candi-
dates were . named _l;>y 4.3 percent, and 15.6 percent 
had not yet. decjded fol'. whom they wen, going to . 
vote. The remaining 1.3 perc~nt said they did not plan , 

· to vote at all. · - , -· :; 
The poll represents the views of a -nationwide rep-

resentative sample· of 2,166 pharmacists. 33.8 percent 
said they are· Republicans, 27.6 percent ·said they are· 

. Democrats, and 38.6 percent called themselves Politi- ,-
cal Independents. 

Ford's strength among pharmacists shows up par~ 
ticularly when the voting is . analyzed on th• basis of , 
party preference: • • . . · ' 

• Among pharmacists who consider. themselves· 
Republicans, Ford tops-Carter by better 'than 10 to 1 
(78.2 percent for Ford - 7.3 percent for Carter). 

• Among Democrats. on the other hand. Carter is 
ahead. as migl?t be expected. but by a margin of less 
.than 2½ to 1 (56.9 percent .for Carter - 24.9 percent · 
for Ford). · 

• Among politically Independent pharmacists, ' 
Ford tops Carter almost exactly 2' to 1 (46.4 percent : 
for Ford. 24.5 percent_ fo~ Carter). - _ . .:-.. . . . ... "' : :1 

--
-- ----

Boston Herald American, (9/30/76) 
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NOriVOters" COl.ild '. decide' 
.~ ~·19·7 6 · electiO~,: -

~ : .:!.~":__,_,,..,....__ _...:_ _, ----~- -· - . . ··· .. _.J 

" Something ve~odcns happenmg ·in the . 1976.-4:lectio~: the' 
nonvoters and the "undecideds" may decide the result. 

- There may be as many nonvote~· as voters Nov: 2. · 
Four :,Veeks ,IM:fore the ballot one: poll this week sho~s Four _years age. Americans over l! numbered 138.2 rriillioO: 

percen~ still ~ectded .. (Time ma~e) _and anotber 8 per-jToday it is l46.8 million. Of the latter 70 million may no! vote. 
cent still undecided (Gallup). _ "' ! Polls regularly report .. lack of customary election ex--

- Rarely has party regulanty been so low; a Gallup_po~ 'cttement} Jimmy Caster's crowds so far have _been only so-so; 
May '/:i found only 22 percent who called t~emselves Republi- Mr. Ford,. 011 occasional trips out of Washington. has seem~ 
cans; 46 perce~t-nei:nocrats _and 32 percent ~dep~ndent. _ to have only normal turnouts. . _ _ . . · 
-. -Ticket-splitting is established: It began ID~ big-way ID 1~6 What is·going on here? ask c.,ncerned cruzens. · . 
when voters: re-elect~ General Eise~owe_r with a 11.!!mocratic One .. theory is "future s_hock'~ _ change is proceeding at a 
~ongress; ~ -then 1t has_ s_pread m national and ~cal elec• faster rate than the public-can abosrb. . , 
tio~. Mr .. Nix~n g~t opposition Con~sses in bo~ 1968 _and · -watter f:i_ppmann in his 80th . birthday inte~iew_ c~.lled it 
1972. the first time m the first tenn for a new preS1dent_ since "the most revolutionary age that man has ever lived in. 
Za~ Taylor in 1~. (~early everybody a~ees _ th~t if Mr. Time magazine in an essay at Mr. Nixon's inaugural said:. 
Ford is el~ed he will agam f~c~. a Democratic maJonty.) "So swift is the pace of modern change that in terms. of .c.;m-

- Washingt.en has seen a divided governm~t for 1~ of _the mon experience, America. has a new generation every five: 
last 2% years. There are other, deeper factors. m the situation, · ,. · . 
political scientists believe ;-llot for _years have politics been so re~. . . . · _ · . - ··-- ~,L.-- - : : · · 
volatile. · · • . · . Another theory is that conventional candidates and po~tical 

While the ~mber of potential voters steadily gone up, parties often do not really ~present. the _views of. modern vot-
the · number who actually voted has steadily gone down. The ers. · _ . _ 
figures ·are: 1960 - .6%.8 pe_rcenf voted; 1~ - 61.8 percent: Two scholars .at the Social Research Institute at Princeton, 
1968- 60.9 percent;. 1972 ;_ 55.4 percent. · ; . Lloyd A. Free and Hadley Cantril. searched answe~ and _ 

A poll taken last month by Peter D. Hart Research Assoc1- incorporatej!, their pollings in a book/ "The Political B~liefs._ o~l 
ates indicated that . for the . first time in history less than half Americans." They-came up with the theory that Amencans- on,; 
those eligible (over 18) will vote in November. Non-voters ap- the domestic level want opposite things from their government 
pear alienated.- · . . at the same time: they are critical of "big government," but 
. So-called alienation apathy - has shown up increasingly in simultaneously believe· "the federal government should act to , 
opinion polls in the fonn of ~"independent" _and "undecided" meet public needs." . -~ · 
voters. · · Sen. Barry Goldwater, they note,_.!.~o- opposed tile welfare ! 

"What' 'Ne are witnessing," said Dr. Warren Miller of the state in 1964. was-4verwm!lmfngly-defeated. · . 
Center for Political Studies at the University of Miehigan in-l Democrats, they say, have "invariably involved a contm.~al 
1970, a massive erosion of the trust the Americ_an people : mcreashrg resort to the use of federal pow~r ~nd reso_u":~s- __ . 
have in their government." He spoke of th_e Vietnam war era , . - - --·- - - · 
but before watergate. 

. . Other polls show the trend: "'Dle same Gallup poll that 
found people to be anticipating a breakdown in Ame~can so-. 
ciety," wrote Prot James MacGregor Burns in his book "Un-'. 
common Sense," 1'also uncovered a et:i-SiS· of confidence in the; 
national leadership." .. _ 

Now come new studies showing a big rise in independents, 
undecideds and, finally, those wbo have "turned off" politics:' 
and say they won't vote. Maybe they will change in the _final ; 
weeks. - · 

The Christian Science Monitor, 10/6/76 
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Issues ELECTION 

23 

Roscoe Drummond 

'"-"···-~--_ ~.~:~~"~~:-.:~:_AtjQrjJQ~:J:1J:tii~ g ii!) g controversy •---- ---- .. _~ ---- --•·" _. 

:: ., .. :-, ·- -- ·-"'."- ·, ::--i 
· WasbJngtOIL ·, 

. 'l'hrougliout' the primarfes and now · deep into ' 
the campaign it has looked as though the con~ 
troversy _over abortion was tearing the country 
apart. . . 

Un~xpectedly it was-having just the opposite 1 
effect; it is bringing the country together; ; 
there is-:vimbly emerging a consensus on which i 
a national abortion policy can be enacted. - ; 

-The extent· of agreement was blurred be- ; 
cause the m~ ardent ad.v?Ca!es at both · ex- J 
tremes were monopolizing· the headlines - ·., 
those . who wanted to make· abortion. impossible 
under almost any circumsta,nce and those who 
· wanted-abortion a government service on de~ 
mand. -

The extremists- have been losing support. , 
nie- 1ngredients of- a · workable consensus are l 
these: - / . · .- · · - ._ - ..l 

There .is _increasiilg evidence that most -1 
Americans oppose abortion except" under ex- : 
tenuatiag conditions. · ··· _ 1 

There is · increasing evidence that . most" ·----~~-------- --~-:.i 
Amelie~ do not relish having the -go;ern- -
ment providing an- incengve for abortion- by ; 
paying for iC · · 

There is-- decreasing support for a· con: , 
stitutional amendment de.Signed to make- most · 
aboJ;tions illegal 

It iS aJso cle~ that there iS growing-public : 
appri>val in behalf of expanding federal pro- , 
grams whiclt would spread accurate informa-
tion on birth-. control and which would make the 
me~ of contraception. fully available at no : 
cost to every individual so that the ne.ed for· 
abortions could be reduced. 
- Obviously no one should be compelle!l to 
adopt family planning. But no·one should be de-_ 

· Died tlie · knowledge and .the means to p~ctice ' 
family planning intelligently. - . 

I feel sure that the foregoing represents-the .J 
center of public attitudes on abortion and there · 
is solid evidence to justify this -judgment. For 

~xample: · 
The propositions I have enumerated_ 'almost 

C.S. Monitor, ]0/6/76 

predseiy: pm=auel --the public· ·statements -of , 
President Ford. They parallel the posi~:; 
tions taken by Governor Carter and these iwo 
p~eritia.i nominees are not out to alienate . 

· large blocs of voters. They are in such close , 
- agreement, it is a near certainty that they are 

reflecting majority views. 
Congress agrees. Recently both the Senate 

and the .,House decisively passed _legislation to' 
ban the use of federal funds , to pay for most , 
abortions; The. measure is att~hed to an ap- . 
proprtations · bill the- President- vetoed on the . 
ground it is too expensive •. But-- Congress . 
swiftly overrode the veto. · · 

·Thus we---·are Witnessing the converging 
views of · b:9th presidential candidates and the 
converging · views of both political parties in 
Congress. on the proposition that the federal 
government should not make abortion gener-

- ally a free public service. 
There . ~ - general agreement on two ex-

ceptions - to pe1111it federal funds for abor-

tions when conception : would endanger the 
mother's life and abortions because of rape. 

When such a: consensus works its way into 
law, -it will mean. that_ the federal government 

- will do .everything to promote- family planning 
and nothing to ~coU:8ge abortion. 

As to any attempt to make all abortions ille-
. gal or - unconstitutional, Rabbi Richard S . . 
Sternberger._ head. of the Religious Coaltion for 
Abortion Rights, make~ this pertinent observa-
tion: - · 

''.We believe very strongly in a woman 's 
right-to make her own choice. We believe that · 
this is a matter of individual conscience - that 
a woman has to make. this choice in con- · 
sonance With her conscience and with her reli-
gious ~liefs --and that iS not a legal matter. _ 

"We _ believe very strongly in separation of 
church and state, and we are very, very con--
cemed about the imposition by law of any the-
ological stance, whatever it be, on the citizens 
of this country." -
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24 BUTZ RESIGNATION 
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Tax Reform Bill 
25 

---TAX REF-ORM WHAT -AIN'T - ·o ··1 
-. • I 

. . President Ford has, put his signature to the bill\ 
which- Congress laughb!gly · termed a tax-reform 

_ measure. - . _ . .- - . . "'--
- It is.ac monstrosity that only lawyers and account--; 

. ants could. love, since it will doubtless provide many 
'of:- them with comfortable incomes. - . ·• . 

- N~netheless, Mr. Ford felt-~ compellecf to sign it'.. 
because· of· the tax-cutting benefits for individuals.. and~ 

-business. But -how much. will they gain? · · 
_ · :A ~nt Labor Department study shows that. mi 

spite C1f- earlier changes. Americans -are surrendering 
11.2% of their pay to Washington this year-up mm. 
9.6% the year before-.- _ · · -- .J 
· · · If "Congress ''improves" :the tax structure ~uclt 
more, we may all- be lucky · if Big Brother gives us: 

. all-cax;µic~* ' -- .. , ,, ,:__, -~--:---~_,_;_ _ _ ,.:_.,_ .c __ . . .... 

The New York Daily News, lo/6/76 

PRESIDENCY 

'Carter Wants to Impose More Taxes on Us and Give Them to the Poor!' 

San Antonio Light, 9/29/76 
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26 FOREIGN POLICY 

·A~~n·ew:eon_se·ns't.is_' ·cln -· U~S. fpre_igri -··· pollcy: 
_ ' _ _ _ By Robert R. Bowle· ·. -- - · -- · ~--

- ·_ Many people ~re -ancraoroaa~ nave· been • - -_-The _general c6rtct~sio~·:··~t\1~ group \vas ; 
deeply. concerned-that the U ,S. would-not . ~lay thaCthe U.S. must talce the read "in maklng . 

· its essential role in the world in t~ cntical - _ '."le world a better place, both politically and · 
period. Vietnam and other factors deSttoyed '. economically, for-others, as well as for Amer-

.:~ wstwar consens~. Watergate ~nd 0ther : icans." ·But this:nwst .be dooe with _a greater : 
'deceptions -undermined public trust. ~d -the sense of proportion, a better balance between 
: recession . shifte_d int~r~st to d~estic prob- - mission and power. and mqre coo_peration with ~ 
· 1ems. · , · • . . -- -. . . others, than in the past. Obviously, as the re-
. in recent.years, U.S: _poiicy has seemed.con- ' . port adds, such leadership will require a presi-
. fused· as to its pUipOses-and priorities, often ' dent of unusual capacity.- able- fo· work with _ 
\ mprovised and ad hoc, and lacking public ~d : Congress and to speak to the country. · 
congressional support. ~~<l ClUJ!paign_; _ . 
debates mar reinforce this-unpreSS1on. . .. : Such a foreign policy would. represent· a ma- · 
· _ A report just issUed by the -Public Agenda · jor shift- from the course followed 'over the last . 
Foundation offers- a more hopeful prospect. ! eight years. In speeches during the iast year, 
The method adopted for the · report was inge- the Secretary of State has s·ounded themes like -

-nious. It undertakes: (1) to identify the- prior- those urged by the experts in the report. But 
ities, principles and interests- that should g~- ' - the actual policies pursued in the Nixon-Ford _ 
em .U.S--f~pelicy--,.-"a&-Jiistill~ f~rn lll· _ years have glven priority to bipolar U.S.-Soviet 
tensive interviews with 10--experts, and· (2)"ttr relations, with less attention to Ure core allies 
detennine howc far the public would support - and neglect of the -LDCs. It was mainly con: 
such policies, as indicat~ by opinion polls, cern over Soviet influence that attracted atten-
analyses by specialis~; . a~d interviews with tion to areas like . -fhe Middle East after 1973, 

,some 113 community leaders. · and Africa in 1976, And while relations with 
on both counts, the. conclusions onhe report Western Europe and -Japan have improved 

are encouraging. They seem to- me to show from the rock-bottom of several years ago, in-
-that the country _ is ·ready to pursue an active · -timate . collaboration is not compatible with 
and constructive course in internati!)nal affairs . highly personal methods of -conducting policy. _ 

• in the years _ ahead, if it_ has trusted. and in• : Moreover, the talk about food, global poverty, . 
· telligent leadership. · _ _ _ · · _ ·, and the oceans has. not been folio.wed. up by ac-

The- degree of consensus among the. foreign: tion. ._ · - · 
poiicy"" . experis- w~ strikirig.' Witb , some : - Suppose a· new ac:imToistration dic:f wish toput -; 
nuances, they generally agreed on the follow- • into practice the basic priorities and purposes 
ing guidelines: · ' , - · proposed in the report, would ~he public sup- . 

port them_? On this the report is hopeful. While 
• The U.S. should ~ve higher priority to 

close political, economic, and military rela- : 
- tions with its core allies in North America, · 
_ Western Europe, and Japan, an'! maintain the , 
special-ties with Israel. · 

• It shou,ld pursue detente wi!_h the Soviet • 
Union. and 'especially balanc;ed arms control, 

- actively but more---soberly,_and seek to improve 
relations with Communist China, but not at ·the · 
expense of TaiW3I!. . · ' • 

-• It should maintain a strong defense, based ~ 
on rough "equivalence" witfi the Soviet U~on · 
but not seeking "superiority." _- . · 

• It should address much- more creatively . 
and sympathetically the needs of the devel- • 
oping countries (LDCs). 

· • It should-give mor~ weight to democratic_ . 
values in making and carrying out its policies. '. 

• While the UN, especially the Assembly, : 
enjoys little . confidence, _many problems - ...; 
energy, food, proliferation, terrorism, environ: . 
ment, and the economy - must be handled 
through mulilateral measures and international 
agencies. - · 

The ·experts differed on the role ··of Congress 
and extent of intervention to counter Soviet in-
fluence, · · 

c.s. Monitor, ]0/6/76 

· conceding that on many of these· issues the-
general public currently ··either has limited in-
terest or feels uncertain, -the. analysis of the 
data on public attitudes leads to the conclusion 
that clear and persuasive- leadership by the 
President coil.Id mo~ili.ze the necessary support 
for most o_f the requisite measures. 
- If the polls are correct . .:r;ost -- voters ~ill-
probably not cast their ballots on the- basis of : 
foreign policy issues. Yet the approach of the -

- next president to these issues. and his ability to 
.clarify priorities and purposes and to persuade · 
the. Congress and public. will be critical fur the 
lo.!lg-term security and well-being of the couri- • 
try: Judging by the report, however, the next 
president will- find a potential consensus for a 
constructive foreign policy botn an:iong experts 
and the general public. The question will. be· 
whether he has the talents for · leadership 
needed to convert that potential consensus i.rito 
coherent and effective action. 

Dr. Bau,te is a member of the Han,ard Cen-
·ter for International Affairs and. of the Har-
mrd faculty. 

, 
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FOREIGN POLICY 
27 

Smith to Stick to HAK Plan 

Prime Minister Ian Smith Wednesday rejected a British 
assertion that Secretary Kissinger's proposals for black majority 
rule in Rhodesia would be completely negotiaboe at a forthcoming 
conference. 

Smith said that at the conference, which is to establish 
an interim government leading up to majority rule, he planned 
to stick to the blueprint Kissinger laid down regarding the 
government's structure. 

British Foreign Secretary Anthony Crosland, speaking at 
the U.N. Tuesday, was even more categorical, saying all state-
ments that have been made on majority rule plans in Rhodesia 
were open to negotiations. 

Smith said in a statement distributed by the information 
ministry that Crosland's speech "appears to indicate that the 
British government are departing from the terms of the Anglo-
American proposals which were put to me in Pretoria on 19 
September by Dr. Kissinger." AP,UPI,Networks -- (10/6/76) 

ECONOMY 
Higher Wages Wiped Out by Inflation 

The Labor Department reported Wednesday that the average 
American worker did not increase his buying power in the year 
ending last May. 

His weekly earnings rose 6.5 percent, but the increase 
was wiped out by inflation. CBS -- (10/6/76) 

Market Down Again 
A wave of selling drove stock prices downward for the 

seventh straight day Wednesday, continuing the market's biggest 
sustained fall of the year. 

The Dow Jones Average of 30 Industrial stocks dropped 7.07 
points to 959.69, extending its loss since last Monday to 53.44. 
It was the lowest close for the popular average since June 9, when 
it finished the day at 958.09. 

Brokers said the market continued to be uneasy over a recent 
accumulation of evidence of sluggishness in the economy. AP,UPI, 
Networks -- (10/6/76) 



------

Death penalty 28 SUPEEME COURT 

.::}.:-7':THATs--FINAL,~ -WE Ho PE 
• The.U;S. Supreme Court flatly turned down on Mon- i 

day: a raft of appeals begging it to reconsider decision . 
.approvin~ the d~th-penalty statutes of Georgia, Te."tas ; 
and Flonda. - .. · - · - -- . --- · -l 

·· ' That, we fondly hope; will qispose 011~e and' for all -·: 
of an issue •. that- has dragged on · in the -courts- for at , 

lea~\t:~;n s~ould also -P~~pt those s~ates- ~hich i 
have ,: enacted:. capital~punfa1hrnP.nt laws . differing fr!)m J 

, tb,e Q'Qf!lh~-~ }µgb.~~. tQ .roa.k~--~om.o~-r . 
ing changes and avoid -furthe,:t,time,,:consu.mmg lit1ga- , 
tion. ' ~ - ' : 

Tb.e New York Daily News l o/ 6/76 

~---~- •-- ·• • - _ _. •. ••.·; ,~ --~ /~, --':: ~-~ ~ ') •- ;• ~ ; -...:.- .. . : - • ~ .·- ,r ....,.-.,-_ -. ;-."'-• ·J!f--",r•-. ,._ •. f"" •• ~ -':! ~4' - ~--· - l -,r •. 

· .. :_ · .~-~· .· ~c:o·ns~itu~ional lmm~rality 
. . - , · ' . , . · . ·. ·~ ·; ·,,. ,' 

- Former Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl .. : _offered-the death penalty as. the "solution" to . 
Warren once wrote that the "dignity of man" · , the crime problem., _ 
underlies the constitutional prohibition against · · ThiS Supreme Court decision will permit, 
"cruel and unusual punishment." and that the · -within a few moriths, the first execution.in near-

. state-'s power· to punish must be "exercised ly a · liecade. So much for its 1971 decision : 
within the limits of civilized standards ..• " He throwing out all then existing death penalties on 
added-in a passage quoted by proponents and ·. the grounds they led to capricious and arbitrary . 
opponents of the death penalty-that the words punishments. Prisoners unlucky enough to be in ·. 
of the prohibition are not static, that it "must certaut-states at certain times are to ~et the . 
draw its meaning from the-evolving standards rope or the gun or the chair. But it does not end 
of decency that mark the progress of a matur- ·. _the legal wrangling over·the issue. Each state . 
ing ·society." Bearing that in mind. the Supreme legalizing execution must bring its own law into . 
Court-last July , and again- this week--has conformity with the Court's new standard. Only'· 
found the death penalty "civilized" and "de- three states-Georgia, Texas and Florida- . 
cent." What it actually has done is pervert · the have laws the court has ruled constitutional· Warren definition and set back civilization. · · Other states, including Maryland, must wrestle-' 
· .It has decided, wrongly, that taking one life ·· with the problem-or make the humane civi-

-wbether in blind passion or cool calculation- · · · lized decision to forgo execution. 
justifies the subseq~nt taking of another life, in . - Maryland's latest effort to bring '_back th~ . 
cold. . deliberate calculation. If one murder is "civilized" gallows-the gas chamber-did not, 
wrong, then, morally, SQ is a 'second. There is a by. the state's own admission, meet the new Su-
difference between punishment and · outraged preme Court test; The: General AssemblY. was : 
v~ngeance; punishment necessary but societal stampeded by the same public pressures felt ' 
vengeance-legalized murder-in the name of · •across th~ country to "do something" about. 
improving society is a l!Ompelling paradox. · crime. The legislators now ought to back off, aC,-: 

_ The oft-cited excuse for reimposition of the knowledge that this morally reprehensible act. 
death penalty is the deterrence . to crime which · of vengeance · is no answer to the crime prob- . 
it allegedly provides. There is n~ conclusive lem. and see that Maryland does not once again 
proof_ of the deterrent effecL Yet~~ sta~ ~ve ·- -.. join in~~ constitutional barbarity. · 

Tb.e Balt imore Sun, l o/ 6/ 76 
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ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

1. Fard/S.F. 
2. Butz/spectators 
3. FPC/utilities 

OTHER MAJOR NEWS 

1. Debates/Field p:,11 
2. carter/S.F. 
3. Debate/preparations 
4. Teamsters/funds 
5. UAW Strike 
6. Olinese radioactivity 
7. Crirre/special report 
8. 'lliailand coup 
9. Barbados crash 
10. Sheik 
11. Debate farnat 
12. S.Africa 
13. Golda Mier/interview 
14. Stocks 
15. Runaway fathers 
16. HAK/Mayaguez 
17. D:>le 
18. Labor/buying power 
19. Freeland's fann 
20. ~llan 's daughters 
21. Cuban air crash 
22. SALT 
23. Explosion 
24. Debates 

Times of TV News Items 
October 6, ·1976 

ABC 

3:30 (lead) 

3:30 (lead) 
4:00(2) 

1:30 (6) 
:20(8) 

1:30 (3) 
:30 (7) 

1:00(4) 
3:00(5) 

:10 (9) 
2:00(10) 

NBC 

2:45(2) 
:15 (8) 

:45(1ead) 
2:40 (3) 
1:45(4) 
1:30(5) 
1:30(6) 
1:00(7) 
4:00(9) 
1:30(10) 

:15 (11) 
:20 (13) 

1:30(14) 

CBS 

1:55(3) 

:20(16) 

1:50(2) 
2:20(5) 

2:00 (7) 

3:00(lead} 

:40 (17) 

:25(14) 

:15 (9) 

:10(4) 
1:15(6) 

:15 (8) 
1:50(10) 

:15 (11) 
:20(12) 

2:15 (13) 
:25(15) 

2:40(Sevareid) 
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DEBATES 
Roper: 40% Say Carter Won 
Ford Hits Carter on Fuzziness 
HAK Has No Comment 
Ford, Carter Differ in Style, 
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DEBATES 
1 

Roper: 40% Say carter Won 

The Roper poll indicated Wednesday night that 40 percent 
of those polled thought Jimmy Carter won his second debate with 
President Ford. Thirty per.cent favored Ford and 30 percent 
called it a draw. 

Among Carter supporters, 65 percent favored Carter, 
16 percent favored Ford and 19 percent considered it a draw. 

Among Ford supporters, 56 percent thought Ford won, 10 
percent Carter and 34 percent said it was a draw. 

Those who before the debate said they had not decided 
who they would vote for also favored Carter with 33 percent, 
25 percent favored Ford and 42 percent called it a tie. UPI,PBS 
(10/6/76) 

Ford Hits Carter on Fuzziness 

President Ford said Wednesday that Jimmy Carter's 
answers to questions about foreign policy and defense were 
"very general," and added he hoped that more efforts would be 
made to "pin him down" on the issues before the election. (UPI) 

Carter said President Ford "was on the defensive" because 
"he had a horrible administration to defend." (NBC) 

Ford left the theater about 10 minutes after the second 
nationally televised debate ended, and appeared pleased with his 
hour and a half performance. But when asked how he fared, Ford 
replied, "Oh, I think we did alright." 

Before leaving the theater, Ford shook hands with Carter, 
exchanged smiles and said, "I'll see you in Williamsburg" 
site of the third and final debate Oct. 22. 

Asked how he scored the debate, Ford told reporters, 
"I'm not the best one to pass judgment on that. I felt com-
fortable. I answered the questions specifically. I feel very 
good about tonight. Just as I did after the first one." (NBC) 

Ron Nessen said the Ford camp would ask for a change in 
the debate format because of Carter's dodging of questions. 
The change, Nessen said, would require the candidates to stick 
to question topics during their rebuttals. 

Nessen said the Ford camp was "puzzled ••• but elated, 
because we believe it was a TKO on the first round because 
he (Carter) never got into the subject of the debate." (CBS) 

Roger Mudd and Walter Cronkite agreed that Carter avoided 
answering questions during the debate. (CBS) 



DEBATES 
2 

Ford campaign manager James Baker said the President's 
aides ar!e ''very happy," adding that he expects the margin to 
increase in Ford's favor following the second debate. Asked 
why, Baker said the President was "in command, self-assured, 
decisive, forceful, thoroughly knowledgeable, and answered the 
questions,'' while Carter was "fuzzy in many areas" and 
"somewhat political in his answers." {CBS} 

Stuart· Eisenstadt, however, said the Carter camp is 
also "completely elated," adding that Carter made all the 
points he wanted. {CBS} AP,UPI,NBC,CBS -- {10/6/76) 

HAK Has No Comment 

Secretary Kissinger watched the debate on foreign 
and defense policy between President Ford and Jimmy Carter, 
but had no immediate comment. 

Before the debate began, he warned: "If they take my 
name in vain too often I will demand equal time." 

He had little basis for complaint. Kissinger's name 
was mentioned only sparingly. One newsman noted Kissinger's 
name was brought up 15 times during the 90-minute debate in 
San Francisco. UPI -- {10/6/76) 

Ford, Carter Differ in Style, Not Substance 

With no major foreign policy issue facing the nation, 
reporters agreed Wednesday that the differences between President 
Ford and Jimmy Carter were mainly differences of style not 
substance. 

Journalists avoided picking a winner in the second 
presidential debate, but many cautioned that President Ford's 
statement that Eastern Europe is not dominated by the Soviets 
may hurt him politically. 

Roger Mudd and Eric Sevareid agreed that Wednesday's 
foreign policy debate was considerably more interesting than 
the first debate on domestic issues. Both agreed that the pace 
was quicker, the participants more relaxed, and the mood more 
combative. {CBS} 

"Mr. Carter seemed more like a lightweight boxer this 
evening, moving rapidly, always moving and jabbing," Mudd said. 
"He struck hard and early in the debate, calling Mr. Kissinger 
the President of the United States in the area of foreign policy, 
not Mr. Ford. With no foreign policy record of his own to defend, 
Mr. Carter, of course, was able to move very rapidly, and con-
stantly express dissatisfaction with the present state of foreign 
policy. {CBS} 
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"The President was more like the defending champion 
carrying a record to defend, slightly slower to move, but 
always in apparent control," Mudd said. "He seemed more con-
servative in his general approach to foreign policy -- more 
traditional." (CBS} 

Scoring the debate as a boxing match, Harry Reasoner 
gave Carter 42 points and Ford 35. The maximum score for 
each question was five. 

Richard Valeriani said Carter "put the President on 
the defensive, and kept him on the defensive through much 
of the debate." (NBC} 

Sam Donaldson, who said Carter came on like a house of 
fire -- attacking from the very beginning -- said this debate 
will help him maintain what he believes is a new resurgence 
in his campaign. (ABC} 

George Will said it was a "very good night" for Carter. 
"He has regained a sense of where the country is on the 
issues ••• His performance was much better ••• The President 
looked sluggish. He looked outflanked on the issues." (WTOP} 

Carl Rowan, however, disagreed, saying he thought Ford's 
"presidential aura" came through, and added to his credibility. 
Rowan also said that former Defense Secretary Schlesinger's 
apparent conservative impact on Carter will disapopint many 
liberals. (WTOP} 

Hal Bruno of Newsweek said Carter showed an understanding 
of the issues, but did not convince him that he could handle 
foreign policy. Bruno said the President was successful in 
his defense of administration actions. (PBS} 

Torn Jarriel said the President continued to come across 
as very cool and firm. He said that when an incumbent president 
speaks on foreign policy, it is like the American flag -- people 
salute it. (ABC} 

On the same note, Howard K. Smith said President Ford 
made a "successful defense of a foreign policy that is a net 
success." (ABC} 

But Jim Hoge of the Chicago Sun-Times said the debate 
gave "no new reasons for the public to become inspired" about 
the election. Hoge added the debate produced no surprises for 
foreigners who have followed the campaign. (PBS} 

Marvin Kalb said that the two men appeared to agree on a 
great many issues, including China, Vietnam, Panama and Israel. 
But Kalb noted that they broke on the questions of U.S. arms 
shipments to Saudi Arabia and Iran, and the American boycott 
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of U.S. firms supporting the Arab boycott of Israel. (CBS) 

Kalb reported that the President's announcement that 
he would ask the Commerce Department to provide a list of the 
firms supporting the Arab boycott came as a surprise to depart-
ment officials. (CBS) 

Tom Jarriel said the announcement demonstrated the 
advantages of incumbency. (ABC) 

Bob Schieffer said that Carter did not, as hoped by 
the Ford camp, make any serious blunders, but the President 
did. Schieffer said he was "astonished" at the President's 
explanation of the Helsinki Pact. (CBS) 

'' I don't think I've ever heard anybody say that the 
Soviet Union is not dominant in Eastern Europe, and that's 
not going to sit well with Polish Americans, or with other 
ethnic groups." Schieffer added that Ford's political advisors 
may remember this night as the night Ford "kissed off the 
Polish vote." (CBS) 

Kalb, Sevareid (CBS), Howard K. Smith (ABC), Valeriani 
and David Brinkley (NBC agreed that Ford's comments on Eastern 
Europe may prove a costly mistake. Brinkley went so far as to 
suggest that Ford may have meant Western Europe. (networks) 

Valeriani said Ford made a mistake including the Poles 
and the Romanians in the list, but was right about the 
Yugoslavs. Valeriani said the President was so eager to 
get off the "Helsinki hook" that he "went too far." (NBC) 

Other "extreme" and "demagogic" statements by the 
candidates included Carter's---calling Israel an ally, and Ford 
calling Iran an ally, Sevareid said. He added that Carter's 
saying we overthrew the Allende government in Chile is the 
"most extreme statement that any responsible person I think 
has made about what we tried to do there." Sevareid also 
criticized Carter's argument that the U.S. tried to start 
another Vietnam in Angola. (CBS) 

Reporters noted that Carter focused on the need for 
morality in foreign policy. But Sevareid questioned the meaning 
of that concept. "It has to be more than just words, rhetoric, 
a tone. Ford has answered the most moral thing is to get peace 
in the world -- as we have been trying to do in the Mideast, 
South Africa, Bangladesh and the sub-Sahara." (CBS) AP,UPI, 
Networks -- (10/6/76) 
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A Disappointing Show -- But Public Still Wins 
Editorial, excerpted,. Detroit News 

The American public was again the winner in the second 
of the televised debates. Jimmy Carter even thought the contest 
was disappointing in several respects. 

As we viewed it, the major disappointment was Carter's 
tactic of giving programmed responses which were not responsive 
to the questions. Starting with the very first question, Carter 
wound up his replies by tearing into the Ford Administration for 
what he termed its "weakness, secrecy and amorality" in the 
handling of foreign policy and defense issues. No matter what 
the succeeding questions were, he still offered prepared replies 
which often did not address themselves to the questions. 

As a challenger, Carter apparently felt he had to be 
on the offensive in an area in which he obviously lacks the 
experience the President possesses. So he took the offensive 
but also became offensive. 

That refers to his sneers at the President which simply 
showed bad manners. Ford is a candidate, just as Carter is, but 
he is also President of the United States and entitled to the 
respect due any man occupying that office. In our opinion, 
Carter on occasion was close to insulting, as when he suggested 
he was happy that Ford had learned the expiration date of the 
SALT pact. 

Ford's performance·, while more satisfactory than Carter's, 
also was disappointing. Even worse, the President made a major 
error when he said, "There is no Soviet domination of Eastern 
Europe and there never will be under the Ford Administration." 

A second flap occurred over Ford's announcement that the 
Commerce Department would identify U.S. companies which aided 
in the Arab boycott of Israel. The department, apparently 
caught off guard by the announcement, said it was prepared to 
release only the names of firms which honor the boycott in the 
future. At the moment, that sounds more like bureaucratic foot-
dragging than a presidential error but it is no help to Fora. · 

In general, Ford was much more responsive to the questions 
than Carter was but also needled the Democratic nominee for his 
inexperience and lack of knowledge of the facts. Even in the face 
of Carter's personal attacks, he looked presidential and remained 
calm and unruffled. 

While foreign affairs often gets a low priority in public 
interest ratings in comparison with domestic issues, it has been· 
and still is a life and death issue for millions of Americans. 
Thus it warrants a high priority when the people go to the polls. 
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The second debate did offer the public help in making 
that decisi_on even though. both . men missed opportunities to 
explore foreign policy issues more deeply. -- (10/8/76) 

Ford Stumbles Twice on Foreign Policy 
Editorial, excerpted, Detroit P-ree Press 

Jimmy Carter is probably going to keep President Ford 
chewing shoe leather for some time because of the two rather 
glaring mistakes Ford made in the second of the televised debates. 

Ford, to be charitable about it, misspoke himself -- both 
in describing the Soviet influence in Eastern Europe and in dis-
cussing his administration's response to the Arab boycott of 
Israel. 

Without any caveats, Ford announced to the country that 
"the Department of Commerce will disclose those (American) 
companies that will have participated in the Arab boycott (of 
Israel). Within 24 hours, however, the President had reneged 
on this pledge. 

As for Ford's claim that Congress thwarted the 
administration's effort to deal more forcefully with the 
insidious boycott of Israel and Jews, that was just political 
hogwash. The fact is that Congress led the way in trying to 
blunt the Arab boycott, and ranking members of Ford's own team, 
including Secretaries Kissinger and Simon, fought to prevent 
passage of such legislation. 

In his debate over U.S. foreign 
bit going for himself at the outset. 
his statements were in error and his 
short, he goofed. -- (10/9/76) 

Debate Clouds Panama Issue 

policy, Ford had quite a 
In these two areas, however, 

performance was poor. In 

Ed1.tor1.al, excerpted, Detroit Free Press 

If the Panama Canal controversy ever is satisfactorily 
and fairly resolved, it will be with no thanks to the campaign 
bluster of President Ford and Jimmy Carter. Ford at least avoided 
saying in this week's foreign policy debate with Carter that the 
U.S. would "never give up" its right to run the canal, and to 
defend it, as he did when campaigning in Texas earlier this year. 
But he never clarified the issues in that tinderbox region, as he 
had the opportunity to do, either. 

Carter, for his part, positively eroded the chances for 
negotiating a fixed-term treaty with the Panamanians -- somethin~ 
that logic and justice deman -- by vowing he would "never give up 
complete control vr practical control" of the Canal Zone. He 
would, however, be willing to keep talking with the Panamanians, 
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raise the payment for the privilege of using the canal, and 
perhaps even reduce the U.S. military presence there. 

Fortunately, despite Ford's own insistence Wednesday night 
that the U.S. would maintain "complete access" to the waterway, 
Secretary Kissinger and Panamanian Foreign Minister Aquilino Boyd 
met the following day and agreed that the two countries should 
resume the treaty negotiations that were recessed in May. 

The alternative, it should be plain by now, is continued 
confrontatoin in a basically "no-win" situation for the U.S. A 
single act of sabotage could close the canal for months, and 
guerrilla action could turn the Canal Zone into a blood-soaked 
no-man's-land. 

A better way to resolve the dispute, obviously, is at the 
negotiating table. Neither Ford nor Carter should turn to 
demagoguery to settle an issue that can be settled realistically 
only through diplomacy and common sense. -- (10/9/76) 

Mr. Ford's 'Mistake' 
Editorial, excerpted, Grand Rapids Press 

President Ford made a serious mistake in last Wednesday's 
foreign policy debate with Jimmy Carter. His statement that 
"there is no Soviet domination of Eastern Europe, and there never 
will be under a Ford Administration ••• " was incredible. 

In Los Angeles Friday, Mr. Ford told a group of business 
leaders "it has been alleged by some that I wasn't as precise as 
I should have been the other day." He then added that "what I 
meant to say during the debate was that the United States does 
not recognize Soviet domination of Eastern Europe and never will." 

That same day before campaign volunteers, however Ford said 
he speaks the truth when he seeks votes and declared: "We don't 
make a mistake one day and apologize for it the next." 

Why not? Voters understand that candidates during the course 
of a campaign do commit errors in fact. And much more often than 
not, the candidate who publicly acknowledges a mistake is respected 
for it. 

November's election is far too important to be decided by 
boo-boos. We can readily understand President Ford's reluctance 
to say that his remarks on Eastern Europe were in error, but, really, 
he should do just that. Let it not be said by historians that 
Gerald Ford would rather be wrong than President. -- (10/11/76) 
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The Second Debate 
Edi to rial, . excerpted,. Michigan State. Journal 

President Ford's remark that he did not believe Eastern 
Europe is dominated by the Soviet was a major error, and the 
President seemed to compound it in responding to followup 
questions from a news panelist. 

Elsewhere in the debate, Carter seemed to be evasive on 
many questions, using lengthy dialogue and lofty words but not 
answering the specific question. He said he deplored secrecy 
in fashioning foreign policy, but failed to give a clear answer 
on how he would remedy the problem if elected. 

Also disappointing was the format. It seemed to provide 
for mo+e of a quarrel than a debate. It would have been better, 
we think, if the candidates had been permitted to address each 
other directly. -- (10/8/76) 

Illinois 

The Debates: Round Two 
Editorial, excerpted, Chicago Daily News 

President Ford's surprising contention that Eastern 
Europe is not under Soviet "domination" had to be a presidential 
slip of a high order. Time and time again, Ford lost opportunities 
to nail down his supposedly superior knowledge of foreign affairs. 

Yet Jimmy Carter missed the mark on many occasions also. 
He came out fighting, in contrast to the timidity and nervousness 
he exhibited in the first debate, but many of his punches were off 
target as he evaded the direct question and wandered down a side 
road. 

One thing that came through the fog of rhetoric and 
hyperbole was the fact that on most of the vital foreign affairs 
issues, the two candidates are by no means as far apart as they 
would have us believe. Both put a strong national defense system 
at the top of their priority list, despite quibbling over exact 
dollar amounts. Both would "negotiate from strength" with the 
Soviets. Both seem to have taken lessons from Ronald Reagan in 
how to get tough about the Panama Canal and maintain effective 
U.S. control there. Both stand foursquare behind Israel. Both 
favor improving the tenuous relationship .with mainland China. 

Ford was pushed to the defensive from the outset, and many 
of his strongest ponits were blurred as a result. It is plainly 
true that the United States is not at war, and that U.S. mediation 
has helped to defuse the volatile Mideast and more recently the· 
critical situation in southern Africa. This mediation would not 
have been possible without a substantial degree of trust in the 
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United States on both sides of the dispute and among America's 
allies. . Carter's general charge that the Adminis.tra tion' s foreigri 
policy is "all style and no substance" stumbles over the real 
substantive results that have been achieved. 

In a debate of this kind, the necessity of scoring points 
on personality and what might be perceived as forcefulness can 
get in the way of the calm reason and judgment that should pre-
vail in the formulation of foreign policy. Both candidates 
said some things we hope they really didn't mean. -- (10/8/76) 

There's Still a Third Chance 
Editorial, excerpted, Chicago Sun-Times 

Credit President Ford with the big gaffe of the campaign 
so far. His debate statement that Eastern Europe was not under 
the domination of the Soviet Union, as we detail below, was 
stupid. There's no other word for his assertion and reasser-
tion that freedom from outside domination reigns there. 

He also made a rash promise on the release of a list of 
U.S. businesses that have observed the Arab boycott against 
Jews and Israelis. His· Commerce Dept. said Wednesday it would 
not honor the promise. He also wrongly claimed credit for anti-
boycott initiatives; his administration in fact opposed them. 

Getting beyond those remarks, hwoever, the Ford administra-
tion does have many aspects of its foreign policies that can be 
defended handsomely, and Ford succeeded in doing so. The adminis-
tration's intercession in southern Africa on behalf of black-
majority rule is a move for which he need not apologize. Similarly 
the hands-off policy toward Portugal a year ago was one that bore 
fruit, and so was the absence of overreaction to the corning to 
power of Communists in some national positions in Italy. 

Finally, although the Helsinki accord has its problems, 
Ford was correct not to abandon it or take the Soviet Union to 
task excessively for not honoring it. 

Jimmy Carter, in our judgment, offered little hope in 
his presentation that he would significantly alter parts of 
the nation's foreign and defense policies that need changing. 
He refused at least two opportunities, for example, to say the 
defense budget needs a good pruning, relying instead on a vague 
assertion that this country must remain strong. He indicated 
that, if anything, he would be even tougher in his negotiations 
with the Soviet Union and, although we do not think any U.S. 
President should give away military advantage, we are fearful 
that Carter's kind of rhetoric (even more than Ford's) might 
prevent mutually advantageous agreements. 
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Carter promised openness in the conduct of foreign 
policy, yet he dodged answers to questions much more than 
Ford did, making speeches instead. 

If Ford's performance showed two stupidities that might 
disqualify him as an interpreter of foreign policy, Carter's 
showed a slickness that, while it may win debates, does not 
offer a satisfying hope of good leadership. 

Each man will have a third chance to better himself. --
(10/8/76) 

Ohio 

Consensus Foreign Policy 
Editorial, excerpted, Cleveland Plain Dealer 

One thing above all emerged from the Ford-Carter foreign 
policy debate: Both men agree on the broad design of the balance-
of-power politics currently pursued by the U.S. 

With one or two exceptions, Carter's differences with the 
Ford administration centered on style and nuance rather than 
substance. Repeatedly, Carter naively condemned what he de-
scribed as the secrecy with which the administration pursues 
foreign policy. Carter also hammered at a morality-in-foreign 
policy theme, contending that American support for some non-
democratic regimes and escalating arms sales represented an 
absence of morality. 

Carter was credited by some with a more forceful manner 
than he demonstrated during the first debate. Ford's statement 
about Eastern Europe detracted from the remainder of his other-
wise sound performance. -- (10/8/76) 

Spirited Confrontation 
Editorial, excerpted, Youngstown Vindicator 

Although neither man scored a decisive breakthrough, 
Jimmy Carter emerged a narrow-margined winner in the second 
round of the presidential debates. Carter's edge stemmed in 
part from President Ford's wayward insistence that Eastern 
Europe is not under the domination of Russia, and Carter's ag-
gressive emphasis in attacking aspects of administration policy 
which do not lend themselves to brief explanations for a national 
television audience. In any case, for all the scrappy, often 
bitter rhetoric, Ford and Carter were in basic agreement more 
often than not during their confrontation on foreign policy and 
defense. -- (10/8/76) 
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The Second Debate 
Ed.1.tor1al, excerpted, St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

It had been widely assumed that President Ford's 
experience in foreign affairs and defense policy would provide 
him an advantage. And although that was not apparent to us in 
the two mens' handling of the questions, Ford clearly was able 
to exploit his incumbency. This he did by dropping, in effect, 
three new policy announcements: that the cruise missile, jf linked 
with the Soviet Backfire bomber, is a negotiable item in arms 
control talks; that his Administration will make available a list 
of American corporations that have assisted the Arab boycott and 
that a new Mideast peace initiative will be undertaken shortly. , 

Despite the verbal potshots of somewhat questionable 
taste that both men occasionally resorted to, they were in 
close substantive agreement on many issues. They concurred, 
for example, on the need for the U.S. to retain practical con-
trol over the Panama Canal. Both advocated a strong military 
establishment, support for Israel and taking Taiwan into con-
sideration in decisions involving furthering relations with 
Peking. 

Jimmy Carter had two particularly strong suits. First, 
he was absolutely correct, we think, in decrying the enormous 
amounts of weapons the U.S. is peddling around the world. Ford 
had no effective rejoinder to Carter's declaration that America 
should be the world's "breadbasket" rather than its "arms mer-
chant." 

Secondly, Ca~ter was effective when he pointed out that 
the key questions facing the country are those concerned with 
leadership, devotion to principle and correct priorities for 
the future. These questions transcend foreign policy discussions. 
But within that framework it is legitimate to use those as bench 
marks to measure the Ford Administration's performance with re-
gard to the secret conduct of policy, to the humanitarian issues 
involved with its dealings with Chile and the USSR and, again, 
to the proliferation of weapons around the world. 

Ford, too, promised a foreign policy based on morality. 
And, by way of example, he offered his Administration's recent 
initiative in southern Africa, which appears to have a chance 
of averting racial war and establishing majority black rule in 
Rhodesia.. While the U.S.' interest in that area regrettably 
is recent, Ford can justly take pride in its efforts to promote 
political justice there. 

Americans should be especially ·heartened by Ford's strong 
support for reaching a new nuclear weapons agreement with the 
USSR before the interim offensive strategic arms treaty expires 
a year from now. His disclosure that the cruise missile limitations 
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can be included in such an accord is an important and 
sensible concession that could well help break the negotiating 
impasse that now seems to exist. (10/7/76) 

No-Win Debate 
Editorial, excerpted, St. Louis Globe-Democrat 

The Ford-Carter debate on foreign policy and defense 
was a flop from the opening bell because of Jimmy Carter's 
determined refusal to answer the questions he has been asked. 

When Carter did respond directly, he tended to agree with 
the past or present policies of President Ford, but nonetheless 
continued to criticize Ford for a lack of leadership. Carter's 
trickery was transparent. 

Ford made a tactical error in the beginning by letting 
Carter put him on the defensive. The present foreign policy 
problems did not begin with President Ford. When Carter failed 
to refute any of the Republican achievements cited by Max Frankel 
at the start of the debate, Ford should have used his opening 
remarks to dump Yalta, and the no-win policies in Korea and 
Vietnam in the laps of some of his Democratic predecessors whom 
Carter professes to admire so much. 

President Ford's denial that Eastern Europe is under 
Soviet domination is inexplicable. The lightweight Carter 
cannot fairly be declared the winner of the debate, but an 
impartial referee could well rule that Ford delivered a 
technical knockout to himself with his clumsy comment on 
Eastern Europe. 

Debate Two should go down in the record books as a 
no-win contest. -- (10/8/76) 
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Boycott Politics 
Editorial, excerpted, o·es Moines Register 

The Ford-Carter debate on foreign policy managed to 
confuse further the complicated subject of the Arab trade 
boycott of Israel. 

President Ford and Jimmy Carter deplore the boycott and 
want to free Americans from its effects. As . president, Gerald 
Ford also has to promote trade, including trade with Arab na-
tions, and promote friendship, including Arab nations. So his 
administration says enough (and is lax about enforcing them), 
and it opposes new ones which might lead to confrontation 
with Arab states. 

Jirmny Carter says he would enforce them strictly; he 
favors the new proposals in Congress against the boycott --
and naively thinks that would end the Arab boycott. Only 
Arab-Israeli peace can do that. 

President Ford made two claims which gave an inaccurate 
picture of his record. He said he signed a tax bill Oct. 4 
denying a tax deduction to American companies which cooperate 
with the Arab boycott. He signed, but his administration had 
opposed that clause. 

Ford also made his surprise announcement that the 
Cormnerce Department "will disclose those companies that have 
participated in the Arab boycott" and he blamed Congress for 
not passing such a requirement. 

The Ford administration has consistently opposed 
congressional efforts to make it illegal for American com-
panies to discriminate against American companies or individuals 
on the Arab blacklist. The adjournment of Congress cut short 
the latest congressional effort, but both houses wanted to 
strengthen anti-boycott laws. -- (10/11/76) 
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Debate Proved Little 
Editorial, excerpted, Milwaukee Journal 

, Jirmny Carter appeared stronger, more sure of himself 
than in his first encounter with President Ford. However, 
whether this debate was any more decisive than the first for 
either candidate is questionable. Whether the nation really 
learned a great deal about the present conduct of foreign af-
fairs or how it would be conducted in the future also is 
doubtful. 

Ford was intent on proving that he was an experienced 
leader in foreign affairs. Carter was intent on diminishing. 
that image and bolstering his. 

What was particularly disappointing about this 
confrontation was that rational debate gave way to old 
time Cold War rhetoric and blatant appeals to various 
voting constituencies. Too often, it became a question 
of who was going to be tougher on communism, who was more 
moral, who was going to be a better friend of Israel, who was 
going to do more to free the Iron Curtain countries of Eastern 
Europe. -- (10/7/76) 
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Round Two 
Editorial, excerpted, Richmond Times-Dispatch 

The American people waited to hear Mr. Carter explain 
his positions in round two of the Presidential 'debates. And 
they waited. And waited. For 90 minutes, listeners and viewers 
waited for the Democratic candidate to state his views in 
sufficient detail for them to understand the policy that he 
would propose as an alternative to the policy of President Ford. 

They waited in vain. As he has done so often during the 
campaign, Mr. Carter talked in generalities artd platitudes, 
obscuring his views, if he has any, with a cloud of rhetoric. 
So today, the American people know little more about the 
Democratic candidate's foreign policy proposals than they 
did before the debate. 

He was, at times, conspicuously contradictory. He said at 
one point that the United States is "not strong any more," but 
later he insisted that the United States is as strong militarily 
as any nation on earth. He criticized the United States for 
selling wheat to Russia but vowed that he would never use food 
alone as a foreign affairs tool. And he said the United States 
should become the "breadbasket" of the world, which, of course, 
included Russia. 

By contrast, most of Mr. Ford's responses and comments 
were solid and specific. Does this mean that President Ford 
performed flawlessly? Absolutely not. His assertion that 
there is "no Soviet domination of Eastern Europe" was absurd. 

Early reaction to the debate indicates that the public 
considered it almost a draw, although a panel of debate coaches 
asserobled by AP declared Mr. Carter the winner by a narrow margin. 
More confident and aggressive than he had been in the first debate, 
the Democratic candidate made a far better appearance this time. 
But overall, Mr. Ford's performance contained far more substance. 
Richmond Times-Dispatch (10/8/76) 
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The Debates--Round 2 
Ed1.tor1.al, excerpted, The Richmond News: Leader 

One doesn't have to be particularly enthusiastic about 
the overall content of what Jimmy Carter said, to acknowledge 
that he may have gotten the edge on Pre~ident Ford in the 
second debate. Yet as one sat and watched, these thoughts 
kept intruding: (1) Ronald Reagan would have chewed CArter 
up, and (2) this sort of political theater is an odd way to 
go about electing our Presidents. 

The President's statement regarding Eastern Europe, 
combined with his comments about the Helsinki accords and 
the Shanghai Communique and the Vladivostok meeting and the 
statistics of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks emphasized 
(a) the difficulty of defending detente, and (b) the near-
impossibility of advantageously citing statistics in a political 
debate. 

In the rest of the debate, however, the President seemed 
to have the clear advantage. To Carter's generalities, the 
President offered specifics. Carter invoked standard cliches 
and shibboleths of the Left. And to counter these cliches, 
President Ford offered specifics, such as his repeated comments 
about how Carter has proposed to decimate the defense budget. 
The President offered specifics such as those, and asked that 
he be judged in terms of "experience and result." Two years 
of the Ford Administration, he said, has given us an America 
that is "strong, free, and respected." No American, he said, 
is "fighting or dying" anywhere. America has "peace with 
freedom." 

That is a good message, and true--and he said it 
comparatively well. Yet in this world of political theater 
one has to wonder whether it is good enough, and whether he 
said it well enough, to win him the support of a majority of 
the national electoral audience. 
The Richmond News Leader (10/7/76) 
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Who's Believable? 
Editorial, excerpted, Columbia (S.C.) State 

President Ford may have stumbled verbally in talking about 
East Europe in the debate, but we were more distracted by 
Jimmy Carter's contention that the nation's defense budget 
can be cut by billions of dollars without weakening our 
military strength. 

SOUTH 

To imply that Mr. Ford didn't know any better than to claim 
there was no connection between Moscow and the East European 
countries is an absurdity. 

Mr. Carter's position on national defense suffers from a 
more serious flaw than ill-chosen words. The Democratic-
controlled Congress (Mr. Carter's party) agreed with Mr. Ford 
on this year's defense appropriation, the largest amount ever 
allocated. 

The Soviet expenditures for military purposes have far out-
stripped the United States, which is now said by some to be 
in second place militarily. Just how can this nation spend 
less on military preparedness and at the same time maintain 
a parity, or catch up, with the Soviet Union? 
Columbia (S.C.) State (10/17/76) 
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Jimmy Does Better 
Editorial, excerpted, The . Atlanta Journal 

Overall, we think Carter established himself as far 
from being outclassed by the incumbent in knowledge and 
ideas about foreign policy, a major achievement for a person 
whose strong point supposedly is domestic economic issues. 

In part Carter achieved _this by criticizing President Ford 
and Henry Kissinger for the Helsinki agreements, for snubbing 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, and for failing to get as much out of 
detente as we are giving--all positions which previously had 
come primarily from conservative Republicans. 

That may be reassuring to those who have thought of Carter 
as George McGovern warmed over. And Ford certainly didn't 
help himself by arguing that the Russians do not dominate 
Eastern Europe. On the other hand Ford's rejection of Carter's 
defense cut ideas may impress people as making sure we have 
sufficient strength to back up tough talk, for the Russians 
respect action more than talk. 

Both candidates spent so much time accusing each other of 
distorting the facts about what conditions actually are that 
they tended to slight concrete discussion of what should be 
done. 
The Atlanta Journal (10/7/76) 
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Both Candidates Scored In the Second Debate 
Editorial, excerpted, The Charleston Gazette 

SOUTH 

We were mildly dismayed by the fact that Ford and Carter 
found it necessary to establish their- anti-Communist credentials 
and we hope their campaigns won't be run against the Soviet 
Union in the style of the 1950s. We believe the American 
people will stipulate that neither candidate is a dangerous 
Boshevik determined to sell out the nation. 

Some of Carter's thrusts at an inconsistent administration 
foreign policy reached home. 

Ford had no acceptable response to Carter's charge that 
America has substituted for diplomacy the distribution of 
weapons around the world. The President had no response at 
all to Carter's charge that the administration helped establish, 
then coddled, a vicious military dictatorship in Chile. To 
the Carter reminder that the administration shields from 
public scrutiny the American businesses involved in the Arab 
states' boycott of Israel, Ford's response verged on desperation. 
He would, he said, order the records opened the next day. 

The President wasn't routed, however. He was able to cite 
the noteworthy achievements of Secretary of State Henry Kissinger 
in Africa as evidence that morality, not expediency, is at least 
sometimes at the heart of a foreign policy program. Ford gave 
a reasoned explanation of the nation's uncomfortable alliance 
with an authoritarian South Korea, and we were pleased to hear, 
for the first time, that the administration isn't charmed by 
the South Korean dictator. Ford also declined to reach toward 
the frenzied right for votes when he accepted the reality of 
the existence of mainland China. 
The Charleston Gazette (10/8/76) 
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Weighing Debate Blunders 
--Editorial, excerpted, New Orleans Times-Picayune 

No one can really believe that a conservative Republican 
President believes there is· no Soviet domination of the Iron 
Curtain countries. Mr. Ford was responding in thecontext of a 
question on the European Security Conference in Helsinki, 
and probably thinking of -- though clearly not articulating 
long-standing American polich of trying to reduce Eastern 
Europe's dependence on the Soviet Union by offering it 
substantial, ~egularized relations with us. 

But everyone must certainly wonder what Mr. Carter believes 
about how foreign policy is conducted. One hopes he has enough 
sense to know that it is quite impossible to consult public 
opinion during intense, sensitive negotiations or foreign 
emergencies. Does one hold public hearings or take polls on the 
technical details of arms control talks, on whether or how 
to rescue the American crew of a captured ship or plane, on 
whether to support an invasion of Cuba, or on what kind of 
pressures or guarantees can be used to pacify the Mideast? 

His apparent promise of direct public participation in such 
matters, while characteristically populist, is rank demagoguery. 

Mr. Carter also has some things to clarify, and he should 
be pressed to do so. 
--New Orleans Times-Picayune (10/9/76) 

Marshmallow Debate 
--Editorial, excerpted, Charleston Evening Post 

The Ford-Carter debate on defense and foreign policy issues 
was the greatest exhibition of intellectual broken field running 
since -- well, since these same two gentlemen debated domestic 
affairs. After the first 30 minutes, one had the distinct 
impression the candidates were trying to beat each other to 
death with marshmallows. 

Doest Jimmy Carter seriously believe he would have greater 
success in "open" negotiations with, say, Leonid Brezhnev? 
Would Mr. Carter even go so far as to show the American public 
the minutes of Candidate Carter's pre-election negotiations with 
George Meany? 

As to a policy of "fireside chats", perhaps the less said 
the better. The thought of subjecting an American television 
audience to repeated samplings of the kind of platitudes that have 
marked the debates thus far is, frankly, nauseating. 
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Finally, how does Mr. Carter propose to "bring Congress 
into the process" to a greater degree than it already is? 
The role of Congress in the shaping and conduct of foreign 
policy is rather strictly limited by the Constitution. 

Mr. Ford fared no better in our book than did Mr. Carter 
in Wednesday n±ght's debate. In particular, we found his 
statement concerning the Panama Canal devious in view of 
the published written instructions he has given Ambassador Bunker 
who is charged with responsibility for negotiating the new 
treaty with Panama. 
--Charleston Evening Post (10/8/76) 

A Slugging Match 
--Editorial, excerpted, The Commercial Appeal 

Those who thought the first debate between President Ford 
and Gov. Jimmy Carter was dull certainly got a different show 
in the second debate. It was much more a slugging match, so 
much so that some voters apparently recoiled from the verbal 
exchanges. The sharpness of the exchanges, however, did not 
really demonstrate any significant differences in the foreign 
policy objectives of the two candidates for the U.S. presidency. 

Carter probably lost some following by his overly 
aggressive manner toward the President. His snide remark that 
the President finally had learned the termination date on SALT 
was unnecessary and unkind. His confused reference to Karl Marx's 
comments about war and the capitalist system was another such 
remark. 

Who won? The polls show Carter with a slight edge, thus 
evening the score from the first debate. But in both debates 
the polls showed a large segment of viewers thought the debates 
a draw. 

Those first impressions undoubtedly will be subject to some 
revision as citizens gather in the days ahead to review 
and debate the positions of the candidates. And that is what 
makes this series of debates sponsored by the League of Women 
Voters worthwhile. 
--The Commercial Appeal (10/8/76) 
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Mr. Ford's Mistake 
--Editorial, excerpted, Chattanooga News-Free Press 

Ever since he said it in last week's debate, we have been 
trying to puzzle out just what prompted President Ford to say 
that Eastern Europe is not under the domination of the Soviet 
Union. There really is no good answer. It was just a slip, 
a blooper, a comment the opposition can and easily has made 
capital of, something that will cost him some votes, 
all for no real reason. 

The only thing we can guess is that Mr. Ford meant that the 
spirits of the people of Eastern Europe are not dominated by 
their Soviet captors, even though their countries are under 
Red control. But that is not what he said. 

The campaign decisions ought to be made on other issues 
that do count, that do involve different approaches and 
different results. 

While there is no reason to applaud or to ignore Mr. Ford's 
slip, there is also no reason to vote for a less sound 
candidate, Mr. Carter, because Mr. Ford made a statement 
he should not have. 
--Chattanooga News-Free Press (10/11/76) 
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Thoughts on Debate No. 2 
--Editorial, excerpted, Knoxville News-Sentinel 

The President was at his best in replying to Carter's 
charges that U.S . . foreign policy was an immoral failure. He 
pointed out successes in keeping Portugal out of 
Communist hands, reducing Soviet influence in the Middle 
East, nudging Arabs and Israelis toward peace and averting racial 
warfare in Southern Africa. Keeping the peace is a highly moral 
act, he reminded his challenger. 

The most disturbing moment came when Carter's mean streak 
surfaced briefly. Ford had finished a discussion of the 
strategic arms limitation talks (SALT), when Carter sneered 
that he was pleased Ford knew the date the SALT treaty expires, 
implying he knew nothing else. 

That was an uncomfortable reminder of how Carter rode the 
primary campaign trail -- lashing out at opponents with 
hurtful phrases and then, if bad publicity ensued, saying he 
had been misunderstood or did not mean what he said. 
--Knoxville News-Sentinal (10/7/76) 
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Little Guidance on Foreign Policy ••• 
Editorial, excerpted, The Courier-Journal 

As a debate, the second encounter between President Ford 
and challenger Carter rated higher than last month's glorif.i.ed 
news conference. But as a forum for discussion of American 
foreign policy, or even as an insight into the candidates' 
views on specific issues, it fell far short of both expecta-
tions and of national need. 

With both men more aggressive than on the previous 
occasion, the second debate provided livelier listening. But 
both candidates tended again to use the questions as springboards 
for prepared statements rather than spontaneous and more responsive 
answers. If Gov. Carter appeared to have the edge over his opponent 
most of the time, this was mostly because of Ford's failure to 
demonstrate convincingly that his White House experience had 
given him a surer grasp of foreign affairs. 

Gov. Carter raised worthwhile questions, as he has through-
out this campaign, about ending secrecy in goverrnent and doing 
more to bring Congress and the people into the decision-making 
process. The record of the past decade and a half, through 
both Republican and Democratic administrations, shows a trail 
of deceit and connivance that we could profitably do without. 
But Carter's answers don't live up to his questions. 

Carter, of course, had the harder task because all he could 
say was what he would do if elected. That's fine, except that 
most foreign crises or situations are not precisely predictable. 
Ford should have been on surer ground, since he could point to 
his record of actual achievements. 

Given the free-swinging style of the debate, such political 
grandstanding must be expected. Certainly Carter got in his share 
of low blows and misleading statistics. Because of these political 
jibes, the debate fell far short of the broad discussion of foreign 
policy issues that the American people so urgently need. 

Wednesday night's war of words also must have left many 
voters perplexed about how different a Carter foreign policy 
would be from that of another Ford administration. The style 
doubtless would be different, but the substance evidently would 
be much the same. Both men want a strong America, a nation that 
commands respect in a world at peace. Beyond that, they haven't 
shown how they'd differ in basic policies. The voters' decisions 
next month will have to depend on more than foreign policy concerns. 
-- (10/8/76) 
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North Carolina 

Second Debate 
Editorial, excerpted, Charlotte Observer 

Gerald Ford sought to wrap the mantle of the presidency 
around himself Wednesday night -- and it well-nigh suffocated 
him. In the first debate, devoted to domestic matters, Jimmy 
Carter was expected to slice up the president handily. But Mr. 
Carter's knife hand proved shaky, and it didn't happen. The 
second debate was supposed to be all Ford. After all, he is 
the man with the record in foreign affairs, presiding over a 
country at peace. But Gov. Carter came on so strong and so fast 
that he kept President Ford markedly on the defensive for most 
of the evening. 

Saying the Russians do not dominate Eastern Europe is like 
saying Ma Bell doesn't dominate the telephone business. 

A president's advantage in political debate is that he 
is president and can use the powers of his office. But Mr. Ford, 
exerting the power of his office, got his facts badly scrambled 
when he said: " ••• Because the Congress failed to act, I am 
giong to announce tomorrow that the Department of Commerce will 
disclose those companies that have participated in the Arab boy-
cott. This is something that we can do. The Congress failed to 
do it and we intend 'to do it." 

So this second of the three presidential debates has been 
as surprising as the first. Mr. Carter seemed unsure of himself 
the first time around; Wednesday night it was President Ford's 
turn to look awkward. -- (10/8/76) 

Alabama 

The Great Debate II 
Editorial, excerpted, Birmingham News 

A careful analysis of Jimmy ca·rter' s statements and 
accusations leaves one no more sure of what his style of con-
ducting foreign policy would be were he to be elected to the 
presidency. He spoke in such vague generalities, one could only 
assume he agreed with the realities of American foreign policy as 
pursued by the Ford administration, but disliked the present cast 
of players, the background music and the handling of the scenery. 

For the most part throughout the debate Ford's responses 
indicated he had both the experience and the facts to refute 
Carter's sweeping grapeshot fusillades. In accusing Ford with 
failure in foreign policy, Carter carefully avoided mentioning 
the successes of the Ford administration while Ford concentrated· 
on the successes and skimped on areas where events have gone 
against U.S. interests. 
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Alabama(continued) 

All in all, neither of the candidates stood out as 
great or charismatic leaders, and the nation is still left 
wondering where Carter stands on important foreign policy issues. 
-- (10/8/76) 

Arkansas 

Gr~din<; the Second Debate 
Editorial, excerpted, Arkansas Gazette 

The first debate between Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter on 
Sept. 23 was a success, in our judgment, because it revealed 
sharply and clearly before a huge national audience major domestic 
issues that divide the candidates and their parties. 

This joint appearance of the candidates suggested that 
there are not great differences between them on foreign policy -
either that or neither candidate thinks he can talk candidly on 
foreign policy and get away with it. 

In surveying the whole performance in Debate II, we suppose 
that not much could be expected of candidates for President dis-
cussing at this time such volatile issues of foreign relations and 
defense. It is conceivable that a presidential debate on foreign 
policy, this close to the election, was not in the ~ational in-
terest at all. -- (10/8/76) 
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What Foreign Policy? 
by William Randolph Hearst, Jr. 
(excerpted, Boston Herald-American) 

NORTHEAST 

After the second debate by presidential candidates, one 
begins to wonder if either contender benefits from the spectacle. 
There is an inevitable feeling that those who were for Carter 
anyway, think that he won the debate, and that those who favored 
Ford thought him the victor. 

In the second debate, as in the first, the candidates were 
making a pitch to the undecided and uncommitted voters, since 
common sense dictates that few of those who had already made 
up their minds how they would vote would change them as a result 
of the debate. Viewed in that perspective, one wonders just how 
many of the voters who were undecided prior to the debate now 
know how they will vote. My bet is that there is no significant 
change. 

To watch two men of that stature talk without notes or reference 
material is, in itself, remarkable. Each fielded some tough 
questions. Each seemed confident. Each made his point well, 
though there was initially some mystery of just what President Ford 
meant by denying there was Soviet domination in Eastern Europe. 
It turns out that what he meant made much sense, but he stated it 
poorly. I don't think the President's unclear phrasing will lose 
the Polish-Americ•an and other votes that had been pledged to him. 

\ 
Carter may have brought more brief to himself through some of 

his statements about foreign policy which I thought were rather 
brash and ill-considered. 

For example, Carter said that if Saudi Arabia or any other 
Arab oil producing country imposed another oil embargo on the U.S., 
he would consider it a declaration of economic war and would cut off 
all American tratje including arms sales to the Arabs. This overlooks 
the fact that there is simply no other source for oil in sufficient 
quantities to meet our needs. It ignores the fact that a counter-
embargo would force many Ameri:an workers into idleness. Most of 
all, the statement made Mr. Carter seem completely oblivious to the 
fact that such an embargo might force the Arab oil countries right 
into the waiting arms of the Russians. 

Here are a couple of other points made by Carter, which, on 
analysis, raise questions about his ability to cope, as President, 
with the nettlesome problems of foreign affairs: 

-- Carter said America is not strong anymore, nor is it 
respected anymore. Later he modified this, saying he was thinking 
in terms of our "moral" position in the world. Who then has got 
higher morals or has helped more people in the world, I ask. 
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-- Carter said that President Ford should have "enforced" 
the human rights provisions of the Helsinki agreement, which 
the Soviet Union has ignored. How? By arms? With a nuclear 
bomb? Impose a trade embargo on the Russians? Well, how else 
to you "enforce" something like that? 

-- Carter said that if he is elected president the threat of 
atomic weapons would be eliminated. The only way you can eliminate 
the great of atomic war is to defuse the Russians' big ones, and 
how does he propose to do that, I ask. 

-- Carter, at one point, described Israel and Iran as 
"allies". Friends, yes; but allies, no, as we have no mutual 
defense pacts or military alliance agreements with either country. 

The exercise left me feeling that Carter continues to approach 
major issues in an emotional and evangelical way, while President 
Ford though far from colorful, continues to describe a careful 
and practical -- and successful -- course in matters both 
domestic and foreign. 
-- Boston Herald-American (10/10/76) 
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Ford Showing Gains Him Edge 
By Otto Zausmer 
(excerpted, Boston Globe) 

NORTHEAST 
33 

The second debate between Ford and Carter, confined almost 
exclusively to foreign policy questions, once more gave President 
Ford an edge. 

Both speakers were for motherhood and against sin throughout 
the debate, but the differences between them were primarily on 
shades and emphasis. Rarely on substance. 

But President Ford was much more collected, much stronger 
and stricter, and Carter seemed to be more nervous and tense 
than the President. 

Carter, however, missed one great opportunity in this debate. 

He attacked Secretary Kissinger repeatedly, but he missed the 
opportunity to lay out in detail the failures and weaknesses of 
the Kissinger policy. 
--Boston Globe (10/7/76) 

The Power of Incumbency 
By Robert L. Healy 
(excerpted, Boston Globe) 

Any challenger debates a President on foreign policy with two 
strikes against him. The President keeps the store, makes war or 
peace, decides on nuclear proliferabion and conducts basic 
foreign relations with leaders of other governments. President 
Ford made all these points last night with some success. 

But Jimmy Carter was able to hold his own through it all, 
pointing out that the President had not taken leadership except 
during Presidential campaign time on disarmament and getting 
agreements on majority rule in Rhodesia. 

Carter was effective in his themes for United States leadership 
abroad, for informing American people on the course of foreign 
policy so that there will be no more Vietnams, and for a vision 
of the kind of world we will leave to our children. Carter showed 
he was knowledgeable and informed, and, because of this, he did 
not lose the debate to Ford. 

It was the best of the Presidential debates. It traced the 
past and the goals for the future in foreign affairs. For the 
American people it was a useful exercise. The panel of reporters 
was excellent. The questions were hard and meaningful, and 
there was follow-up. There was an effort to strain out the 
campaign rhetoric in the questions, and to an extent they succeeded. 
And the nation got a good glimpse at what each candidate stands 
for in foreign affairs. 
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Carter was impressive in the sense of a new direction. 
But the Ford record is not bad. 
--Boston Globe (10/7/76) 

On Substance, A Ford Edge 
Buffalo Evening News 
Editorial excerpted 

On rhetorical debating points, some of the polls and morning-
after experts show the second of the Ford-Carter debates evening 
the score with the first, but on issues of substance, they leave 
this 1976 presidential contest, in our judgment, about where it 
was -- with President Ford still closing fast and a neck and neck 
race now likely to continue right on down to the Nov. 2 wire. 

This one was like watching two men point to the same bottle, 
one calling it half full, the other half empty. Both candidates, 
it seemed to us, tended repeatedly to overstate their case, 
letting their roundhouse rhetoric often outdistance any real 
differences over real issues. 

The debate did open up a number of provicative subjects for 
later campaign discussion. Thus both candidates stirred a lot of 
dust without ever greatly enlightening the public about the whole 
question of U.S. arms sales abroad. The difficult issue of nuclear 
proliferation was likewise bandied about but never explored 
in depth. And the whole discussion of defense policy -- which 
was supposedly given equal billing with foreign policy -- turned 
on who's for spending how much, with little said about any of 
the more complex long-range problems of what kinds of weapons 
systems this country needs for its adequate future defense. 

By its nature, this was a debate that put the challenger 
constantly on the attack, the incumbent on the defense. But if 
the result is being judged in some overnight polls a slight edge 
for Mr. Carter, it was still President Ford who seemed to us 
to score the most telling point of the evening in his crisp 
final summation. 
Buffalo Evening News (10/7/76) 
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The Debate: Purposes and Policies 
--Editorial, excerpted, Long Island Newsday 

NORTHEAST 

A debate succeeds or fails depending on the significance of the 
subject matter, the amount of light shed thereon and the extent 
to which the debaters reveal themselves. The second debate 
between Ford and Carter -- unlike the first, succeeded on all 
three counts. 

Surprisingly, Carter showed himself to be both comfortable 
and insightful in a field the President was supposed to dominate. 
Carter seemed much more knowledgeable than Ford about the purposes 
of foreign policy, and he did the political campaign a major 
service by establishing the virtually forgotten connection between 
a country's economic well-being and its international credibility. 

The President, on the other hand, stumbled badly despite all the 
advantages of incumbency. 

Where Ford could only defend a record inherited from his 
predecessor along with his Secretary of State, Carter offered 
guidelines for a new post-Vietnam, post-CIA foreign policy based 
on leadership, the reassertion of basic American principles and a 
concern for "thekind of world we want our children to live in." 
Obviously one can argue whether Carter has the experience or the 
resources to accomplish those ends, but at least he has a vision 
of them to offer. 
-- Long Island Newsday (10/7/76) 

Carter's 'Idealism' Could Defeat Him 
Adrian Lee 
--excerpted, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin 

What materialized in the second debate was the picture of 
Mr. Ford, the plumber, trying desperately to get a wrench on 
a busted pipe in a water-filled cellar, be it the Middle East, 
South Africa or South Korea, while somewhere off to one side, 
somebody (here Carter) was reading him a lesson in advanced 
hydraulics. 

The image is of the doer vs ... well, the philosopher, the 
moralist. And this puts the best face possible on a CArter role 
which could (with the Democratic nominee's demonstrated capacity 
for preempting all the virtue, all the idealism in sight) verge 
on the impractical, the visionary and the maudlin. 

If there's anybody the American voter enjoys and esteems, 
it's the workman, the mechanic, with dirty hands and a toolbox 
this, despite media insistance that what the· voter is or should 
be preoccupied with is Carter idealism. 

So what Carter has to get down to, if only to illuminate 
subsequent debate, is not Mr. Ford's motivations in South Africa 
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or the Middle East, but the specifics of his workmanship. 
If Mr. Carter doesn't like the way Mr. Ford is "wiping the 
joint" in the Middle East, he's got to get out his blowtorch, 
and his leadpot, and show him how. 

There's another aspect of this virtue-and-idealism business 
that threatens trouble for Mr. Carter. 

An idealism that canot be equated with self-interest isn't much 
good; it's soft-headed. Curiously enough, Mr. Ford seemed to 
have trouble gearing himself up to saying so, just like that. 
Which shows the occasional awe that the nuts-and-bolts workman 
seems to have for the abstract theoretician. 

The meddling Mr. Carter seems to be advocating is just the 
kind of ruinous political intervention that the liberal community 
insisted on in Vietnam: Saigon had to have a government just 
like Washington's; it had to have candidates, primaries, 
nominees and elections ... democracy. All this without the 
slightest semblance of the sophisticated apparatus, national 
committees to precinct committeemen, that supports the massive 
U.S. political structure. The result, of course, was paralysis 
and chaos. 
--Philadelphia Evening Bulletin (10/10/76) 

Great Debate Number Two - a TKO for Carter 
--Editorial, excerpted, Providence Journal (Rhode Island) 

Putting the rhetoric to one side, Wednesday evening's 
presidential debate should have left the American people with a 
degree of reassurance about where this country stands and where 
it may be headed in terms of foreign policy. Aside from 
differences in emphasis, style and interpretation, the debate 
showed that Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford have pretty much the 
same approach to key elements of that policy. 

The two contenders agree on what this country's place in 
world affairs should be -- number one, economically and militarily 
even while disputing the cost of keeping it there. 

In substance, then, citizens of this country and our friends 
and allies abroad should feel reassured - that, whoever wins the 
election in November, U.S. foreign policy will take no major new turns. 

However, if we are to believe Mr. Carter, there may be some 
not insignificant new approaches to how foreign policy would be 
handled by his administration. He vows a more "open" approach. 
Such promise may fall pleasingly on ears attuned to democratic 
and egalitarian yearnings. But to sophisticates who believe 
that secrecy, and occasionally deception, are to the development 
of diplomacy what a darkroom is to the development 0f a negative, 
these promises will be as sounding brass and tinkling cymbals. 
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On technical points, we would give the debate to Mr. Carter. 
He had the advantage of the outsider taking the offensive, and 
he showed more agility, more combativeness and less awe of 
thepresidential presence than in the first debate. 
President Ford, while overrehearsed and occasionally wooden, 
nevertheless exuded an impression of power and authority. 

If President Ford committed a major gaffe by insisting 
that Eastern Europe is not under the heel of Moscow, Mr. Carter, 
who says he will never lie to us, at least played loose with 
truth in his unprovable charge that the United States overthrew 
the Allende government in Chile. 
--Providence (Rhode Island) Journal (10/8/76) 
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What a Sorry Pair! 
--Editorial, excerpted, Manchester Union Leader 

Whatever else the debates are accomplishing, they are doing 
a mighty fine job disillusioning the American people about the 
two candidates who are running for the high office of the presidency 
of the United States! 

The first debate indicated as much. The second just about 
proved it. Neither of them is fit to be in the White House. 

President Ford ought to have his head examined for saying 
that Poland is independent of the Soviet Union. 

On the other hand, Carter's performance was equally inept. 
If, once more, Americans hear that Carter will restore leadership, 
purity and sweetness and light to everything and tell the American 
people every little thing he is doing in foreign affairs or any 
other avenue of the government, they are going to scream. 

A more sanctimonious little typocrite this newspaper has 
never s-en! As this newspaper has said before, it is one hell 
of a choice that faces the American people this November. 

Toward the beginning of the week after next, this newspaper 
will indicate its sad and reluctant choice, if by that time we 
can force ourselves to make a choice between these two characters, 
one of them shifty and sanctimonious and the other one, as we 
have always said, just plain stupid. 
--Manchester Union Leader (10/4/76) 
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Who Won? 
By David Jensen, excerpted, Sacramento Bee 

By the narrowest of margins, veteran debate coach 
Barbara O'Connor of Sacramento awarded last night's campaign 
debate to President Ford. 

Ms. O'Connor, chairwoman of the communications studies 
department at California State University, -Sacramento, faulted 
Jimmy Carter for failing to maximize his opportunities and 
arguments. 

"There were all kinds of opportunities in my mind for 
him to maximize arguments, and I don't think he did that," 
she said. 

Ms. O'Connor gave the debate to Ford on a 25-24 score. 
She was one of a panel of five debate coaches across the 
country selected to score the debate by the Associated Press. 

Ms. O'Connor said, "On presidential delivery, the 
nonverbal communication dimensions are better for Ford: eye 
contact, leaning forward and looking aggressive. 

"Carter looks kind of meek and is still not as ag-
gressive, not as presidential. The self-assured Southerner 
doesn't show in the debates." -- (10/7/76) 

The Experts Grade Ford and Carter 
By Lynn Ludlow, excerpted,· San Francisco Examiner 

Five foreign policy specialists agreed last night without 
enthusiasm that Debate 2 was a blurry answer to the public's 
questions. 

Richard Heggie of the World Affairs Council summed up the 
90-minute show as "an awful lot of simplistic explanations of 
an awful lot of very complicated issues, and that's where this 
debate format doesn't lead to anything really productive." 

Albert Fishlow of the University of California said 
President Ford, who has become knowledgeable about the con-
straints imposed on foreign policy in the real world, allowed 
his challenger, Jimmy Carter, "to deal with an ideal world in 
which those constraints aren't present." 

George Marotta of the Hoover Institution said Carter blew 
it by his failure to, specify his own policy. 

James O'Leary of UC Berkeley said: "Ford was in a tre-
mendous position to deflate Carter's moralizing -- and he didn't 
press it. It would have been a great opportunity for a reasoned 
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discussion of morality in foreign policy. Instead, Ford let 
Carter define the issues in terms of style -- of conducting 
diplomacy and how open you are with · the American people." 

Fishlow said, "What the debate failed to bring out was 
the fact that each of the candidates do in fact have compre-
hensive world visions which are quite different. They never 
succeeded in expressing their very different conceptions. 
There was no real probing of how all the pieces fit together 
for each of the candidates." -- (10/7/76) 

Their Mid-Term Report Cards 
Excerpted, San Francisco Examiner 

Here is a report card on the Ford-Carter debate, drawn 
from remarks of the five foreign policy specialists in a panel 
assembled by the Examiner: 

Albert Fishlow: I'll judge them as politicians. I think 
Carter did fairly well. He avoided the two cardinal sins -- to 
be regarded as a man who couldn't be trusted with his finger on 
the nuclear trigger and as a man who doesn't maintain a strong 
national posture. He forced Ford to be defensive in an area 
where he might have sought more credit. I would rate Carter 
higher than Ford. 

James Siena: I'm looking at it as a lawyer. For the reason 
that he emphasized morality -- no matter how unrealistic this 
might be -- in terms of appealing to the voters, my guess is 
that Carter would probably carry the jury. 

George Marotta: I thought the President came out better. 
Carter, by choosing mostly to attack Ford's performance rather 
than articulate his own policy, missed an opportunity. 

Richard Heggie: In my view, both did a lot better than in 
the first debate. Both seemed more human. Both missed oppor-
tunities. And I would say that as politicians, they both came 
off well, Carter a little better. 

James O'Leary: In statecraft, in situations fraught with 
dangers and limitations, you set priorities. You try to achieve 
your prIDorities. I don't think either candidate set any 
priorities. Neither defined the nature of the limits. On 
that basis, I'd flunk them both. -- (10/7/76) 
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Carter's 1st, 
but Ford's 3rd 

1. How much of the debate did you see? 
All El ¾ EJ ½ EJ 1/~ e] none EJ· 

2. Which candidate did you prefer prior to the debate? 
F~rd E] Carter ~ . Undecided E] 

3. Which candidate do you prefer now'? 
Ford 8 Carter 8 Undecided a 

4. Who did the best job handling each of the following 
issues? 

Ford I Carter I Undecided ! 
36%' ! 22% - 42% Oetente 

Middle East 42% ! . 38% ! 20% 

China 39% I 36% 25% 

Panama Canal 31% I 33% 36% I 
i 33% I 31% 36% Africa I I 

Defense Spending I 38% ' j 31% 31% 

Arms Sales 
I 
I 32~1o 39% 29% 

Spread of Communism\ 
in Europe , 28% 40% 32% 

5. Which candidate showed superior knowledge of the 
issues? 
Ford a Carter 13 Neither 6 

6. Which candidate showed more poise? 
Ford a Carter a Neither a 

7. All in all , who won the debate? 
~mrl Carter fii1 Neither 

San Francisco Examiner, 10/7/76 
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Carter' s Round 
Editorial, excerpted, Austin American-Statesman 

The first Ford-Carter debate was tentative and most people 
called it a draw. The second one was a clear Carter victory, 
both in style and substance. 

President Ford was on the defensive from the outset, and 
his major blunder in claiming there is no Soviet domination of 
Eastern Europe was costly. 

Jimmy Carter's major weakness in the second debate was 
his tendency to ignore the question at hand in order to throw 
in some of his pet points and magic cue words like Watergate. 

Ford's gaffe on Eastern Europe is going to cost him votes 
from the segments of the American population of Slavic origin. 

Both candidates performed better than the first time out 
both were more vigorous, more animated, and there was less of an 
inclination, though not enough less, to throw out volumes of 
statistics. 

President Ford seemed wooden, even with gestures, and his 
hesitant style of speech contrasted badly with Carter's more 
assertivP-, fluid pattern. -- (10/8/76) 

Round 2 is Carter's 
Editorial, excerpted, Dallas Times Herald 

Although neither displayed the debating skill of a 
Henry Clay or a Daniel Webster, Jimmy Carter clearly scored 
the more political points in his set-to with Gerald Ford on 
U.S. foreign policy -- the encounter in which the incumbent 
President was supposed to have the heaviest advantage over 
his challenger. 

Much of the loss was the President's own fault. Millions 
of Americans must have listened wide-eyed and open-mouthed as 
Mr. Ford declared not once but twice that Eastern Europe is 
not dominated by the Soviet Union. 

The President's statement clearly outshines Mr. Carter's 
Playboy interview as the biggest blunder of the campaign -- so far. 
But the Democratic candidate did not come away from the cameras 
without blemish, either. In a rather silly anything-he-can-do-
I-can-do-better pitch for the Jewish vote, Carter promised to 
consider any future Arab oil embargo against the U.S. as an 
"economic declaration of war" requiring retaliation. 

Yet Mr. Ford's response to this was not comforting. In 
a clumsy attempt to exploit the power of his incumbency, he 
promised that the Commerce Department would release on Thursday 
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a list of U.S. corporations that have aided the Arabs in 
their trade boycott of Israel. The list was not forthcoming. 

In fact, the President's portrayal of himself as a tough 
opponent of the boycott whose efforts have been thwarted by a 
Democratic Congress falls woefully short of the truth. The 
Ford administration consistently opposed anti-boycott legisla-
tion proposed during Congress' just-ended session, and even 
hinted that a veto was in store if it passed. 

Although Mr. Carter's more confident manner and Mr. 
Ford's Eastern Europe blunder may have helped the Democratic 
nominee toward a happier Election Day, the debate did little 
to elucidate this country's present foreign policy or inspire 
the electorate to believe that the country would be substantially 
safer in the care of one man or the other. -- (10/8/76) 

Did Carter Really Win Round 2? 
By Robert E. Basking, excerpted, Dallas Morning News 

They say Jimmy Carter won the second debate, but really 
now, did he? 

What did Carter say that added significantly to our 
understanding of foreign affairs? About all we got out of it 
was that he was more committed to Israel than to the Arab nations, 
in what was a transparent bid for the Jewish vote. 

And what did President Ford say that was important to our 
understanding of international diplomacy? Very little that we 
did not know already. 

It was unfortunate, of course, that the President misspoke 
when he talked about Eastern European nations not being under 
domination of the Soviet Union. He has since clarified that 
statement. The only thing that we can conclude was that he was 
dealing in some vague realm of international diplomacy and simply 
did not get his thoughts across. 

We have yet to see any good, or any illumination, that has 
come from the "debates." Would it not have been better for both 
the President and Carter to have delivered thoughtful foreign 
policy addresses, backed up by position papers? 

The issues crises that confront this nation in the world 
today are too large to be treated so casually as was done in an 
over-staged television atmosphere. So are the problems on the 
domestic front. The times demand better treatment of important 
political considerations. 

It is perhaps all right for Jimmy Carter to dwell in his 
campaigning upon "morality" and "lack of leadership" in the 
White House, but his cliches tend to wear out in any serious 
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contemplation of the role of the American government in today's 
world. 

The next debate is supposed to be a "free-for-all" and 
the President, who will have to maintain his presidential pos-
ture, will be at a severe disadvantage, we feel. Carter will 
be in a position to be free-wheeling and able to throw out all 
the innuendo he likes, and he has shown a remarkable capacity 
to do that in his low-key, good-ole-boy style. 

This is not a good campaign. There is not classic 
quality to it. And the American public seems definitely 
to be uninspired one way or another about i~. 

The times may not demand a towering giant in the White 
House, and certainly we are not going to get that. But the 
choice now lies behind a durable, thoughtful, honest incumbent 
and a man who prates about his own sanctimony and sometimes 
betrays it. -- (10/10/76) 

Nebraska 

Ford Misses Needed Knockdown 
Editorial, excerpted, Omaha World-Herald 

When President Ford and Jimmy Carter enter the TV ring for the 
final round they will apparently be about even on points. 

Ford, generally, was given the edge in the first round; 
Carter in the second. In the second joint press conference, 
Carter brought back his smile. But he seemed to turn it on just 
before throwing a sneak right. 
The Carter strategy seemed to be to slip the questions while 
working in excerpts from his standard campaign speech. The fact 
is, though that Carter failed to give a direct answer to many 
of the questions. 

He was more aggressive than in the initial confrontation. 
He attacked. But precious little · 1ig.ht was thrown on the 
potential Carter foreign policy. 

As the challenger, Carter clearly had the advantage and 
he took it. Ford was forced to defend his foreign policy while 
Carter was free to .sharp-shoot. Carter showed his colors in one 
revealing segment. He criticized Ford for not appointing a presi-
dential commission to go to Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia to "trade 
for release of information" on American MIAs. 

Ford said the U.S. isn't interested in negotiating with 
Vietnam on admission to the UN until full information is provided 
on the 800 American MIAs. 
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Why should the U.S. go to Southeast Asia, hat in hand, 
to beg for theinformation from the current dictatorships in 
those nations? It is blackmail, pure and simple, and Carter 
would bow to those terms. 

Before Round 2, Ford was trailing in many of the national 
polls but closing ground. He needed a knockdown but he didn't 
get it. -- (10/8/76) 

Colorado 

Debate II: Carter Shades Ford 
Editorial, excerpted, Denver Post 

What can be said of the second Great Debate between 
President Ford and Democratic challenger Jimmy Carter? 

In the days prior to the debate, both Carter and Ford had 
indicated that their primary objective was to impress the voters 
with their statesmanship, with their capacity for leadership. 
On substantive issues, Ford was conceded an edge simply because 
of his presumed working familiarity with the details of foreign 
policy and its formulation. 

If there were a surprise, it was that Carter held his own, 
perhaps even shaded the President; if that's true, the debates 
now stand even, insofar as Ford is conceded to have acquitted 
himself a shade better in the initial debate. 

Each man had his good moments and his bad moments. The 
President apparently goofed when he said that Poland and other 
nations in Eastern Europe are free of domination by the Soviet 
Union. If he had some supportive criteria for this surprising 
statement, he failed to bring it up. Result: viewers left 
wondering just what Ford was trying to say -- and why. 

Carter, on the other hand, was regarded as having delivered 
a low punch when he sneered that he was delighted the President 
remembers the date of the expiration of the first SALT agree-
ment. Carter also raised practical doubts that he would be able 
to conduct wholly "moral" foreign policy totally "in the open." 
This needs further explanation to become a valid issue. 

On the other hand, each candidate peaked in his closing 
remarks, corning close to the presidential image he sought to 
project. -- (10/8/76) -
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: 'Now then, Mr. Carter, as you were saying before the hotline 
,,. rang ' and Henry . and the Joint Chiefs dropped by 

with these late communiques ... ?' 

Houston Chronicle, 10/5/76 
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'Our topic for debote !o,11i~ht. is foreign affoirs . • . ' 
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"Now wait, y~u can'.t BOTH be Harry Truman" , 

San Francisco Examiner, 10/6/76 
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